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Introduction
When I was making final preparations for my PhD fieldwork in October
2016, I thought the main focus of my research would be HIV. Like others who
have conducted research among men involved in homosexual relationships
in Tanzania, I presumed that exploring the social and economic context of
their HIV risk would be important for matters of public health, and that the
research itself would be relevant to the men I was researching. I thought that
setting up my research in collaboration with organizations providing HIV
services to men who have sex with men (MSM) would be the easiest way to
meet participants who were generally considered ‘hard to reach’ (see Hoppe
2011; Moen et al. 2012). Having previously worked as a research assistant
and a project coordinator for an HIV intervention that provided HIV-related
services to MSM in Dar as Salaam and Tanga influenced my assumption
(Nyoni and Ross 2013; Larsson et al. 2016; Ross et al. 2017). Looking back
on the research proposal I had written for this study, it is evident that I was
stuck in the idea that understanding same sex–desiring men in the city would
only be possible through a lens of HIV.
As suggested by Brewer (2000) and Coleman (2010), however,
ethnography provides ‘room’ for more possibilities. Although I had learned
from my coursework that it might happen, I was still caught by surprise when
my field research took a different direction. My sociology and demography
background, where research usually has predefined variables and
hypotheses, still shaped my thinking when I began the fieldwork part of my
research. However, the experience of doing ethnography helped me to trust
anthropological methods and the iterative process of collecting data. My
original research question asked how HIV interventions shaped the lives of
gay men in the city. Dramatic changes began to take place in the fourth month
of my research, however, when the Tanzanian government shut down the HIV
drop-in centres in the city. I had planned to conduct my research at these
centres and their closure pushed me to spend more time with research
participants outside of spaces of HIV intervention.
Given that ethnography does not have a standard rule book on how to do
research, I conducted research on the critical events unfolding at the time.
5
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Eventually, I revised my research question to focus on understanding the
everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam and how they navigated their lives
in the context of emerging state repression. I was thankful for the flexibility
of ethnography, which presumes that the context will shape one’s research
and which allows research participants to contribute to the iterative process
of research rather than being expected to stick to predefined objectives and
variables (Angrosino 2007; Burrell 2009). This flexibility helped me to allow
my research participants to lead me as I refined my research focus, and I hope
this has also helped make the study’s findings more relevant to their lives
(Cohen 2010; Coleman 2010). This evolving path brought my attention to
issues beyond HIV, such as the way gay men in Dar es Salaam navigate the
fugitive geographies in which they live (Adams 2009). I use the term ‘fugitive
geographies’, which I discuss in detail later in this chapter, to conceptualize
the criminalized environment in which gay men in Dar es Salaam live, one in
which they are considered outlaws (Dillon 2013). I show how they navigate
these fugitive geographies through alternative kin relations, spatial mobility,
caring for one another, and the use of social media and digital technology.
In the first week of February 2017, when I met Adam (a pseudonym), who
later became one of my research assistants, he told me that he was not a
frequent visitor to HIV intervention sites but that he had many gay friends
from different parts of the city. I was not sure if he was the kind of connection
I was looking for, since I was then still keen on working with people who were
actively engaged with the HIV intervention sites. Despite my uncertainty, I
agreed to work with him anyway. In the end, he turned out to be an excellent
connection, and this was one of the first instances when I trusted my
anthropological training and followed an interlocutor.
At that point, I had not yet gotten my research permit from the Tanzanian
government, so I agreed to Adam’s proposal to hang out with him at least four
times a week and get to know a bit about the lives of gay men before starting
what I believed would be the actual data collection. After all, I needed to know
a little bit about what was happening outside the spaces of HIV intervention,
I told myself, so taking Adam’s advice seemed like a good idea. As much as
I underestimated the decision to preface my intervention-based work with an
ethnographic exploration of gay men’s everyday lives, as my fieldwork
progressed I began to realize that my willingness to be open helped me gain
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access to important issues beyond HIV that shaped the lives of gay men in
the city. I was also grateful that Adam had pushed me to lay the groundwork
for research beyond intervention sites, as it helped me build a network before
the government eventually shut down those sites.

As a married, female, heterosexual PhD researcher, and a former employee
of a research project on MSM, returning home to Dar es Salaam for fieldwork
had an enormous influence on my study. It significantly shaped the kind of
information I obtained from those who participated in my research, especially
in the early days. Those with whom I had worked in the past often assumed
I was still working for the same project or perhaps a new one. This influenced
both their expectations and how they perceived me. These people mostly
shared information about their involvement in HIV interventions and only
spoke the ‘HIV language’ with me, even when we had discussions outside of
HIV-intervention spaces. This pattern of response was also common among
those whom I had never met before, probably because they were influenced
by the fact that most researchers they had met in the past asked them
questions related to HIV.
The fact that I was a paid PhD student based in Amsterdam also shaped
their expectations because my informants thought that I was wealthy. Their
assumptions were also shaped by the fact that I had a car and often dressed
in a smart casual style that prompted them to think that I was a middle-class
professional. At times, they ordered food and drinks during our meetings,
expecting me to pay. To be nice, I did pay in the early days, but I repeatedly
reminded them that I was just a student until it eventually became clear to
them that I was not working in the well-remunerated NGO sector. While my
past life as an HIV researcher and project coordinator gave me access to
many people via old connections, it also came with constraints because it
raised the material expectations of those participants who knew me from my
previous work as an NGO worker. Within the context of NGO interventions in
Tanzania, it is common to give cash or meals as ‘incentives’ to research
participants, especially for HIV-related matters; because HIV is highly
7
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stigmatized, participants expect to be well compensated (Morfit 2011; Biruk
2012). Although I did volunteer at one organization, which I call ‘NGO X’,
helping out with numerous tasks in the early weeks of my research, I had to
emphasize that I was not an employee, but working there to familiarize myself
with the environment as background to my research. It took some time, but
eventually the tensions began to dissipate as participants grew more
comfortable around me and began to share more personal and intimate
stories.
After about four months of spending time with them, most participants
started calling me ‘dada Jasmine’ (‘dada’ is Swahili for sister and an honorific
that people in Dar es Salaam and many parts of Tanzania give to women they
respect). At the age of 32, I was older than most of them and the fact that I
was married with children impelled them to show me this respect. In some
instances, when men tried to flirt with me by offering me a drink at bars where
we were hanging out, participants quickly reminded them of my marital
status, age, or the fact that I had children to keep them from bothering me.
While this respect created a sense of trust among us and made me feel
welcomed, it likely also prevented the participants from sharing certain
sensitive information about sex and sexuality that young people usually do
not discuss with elder sisters.
Interacting with gay men in Dar es Salaam as an anthropologist also
shaped the way I viewed the world. Just as my positionality certainly
influenced this study in numerous ways, getting to know the participants’
personal lives also changed the way I viewed them and the world. During the
period of my research, the Tanzanian government initiated a repressive
populist campaign against gay people. In addition to closing down the HIV
centres, the names of gay men were also published in newspapers and some
were arrested for breaking anti-sodomy laws that had long been unenforced.
Several government officials also issued hateful statements against
homosexuals in the press and via social media, helping to stoke populist
sentiment.
In the beginning, given my background in public health, my eyes mainly
saw how these moves by the state were negatively impacting HIV-related
services. Through my research engagements, however, I began to see how
the government’s move to attack gay men and end HIV services also
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significantly disrupted the social and economic lives of the men, something
that also made me both angry and sad. Closely observing what my informants
were going through, I could not avoid empathizing with them. I did my best to
comfort, advise and talk with them to demonstrate my solidarity, in
accordance with the Swahili concept of tupo pamoja (being together as one).
I wanted them to know they could count on me to help whenever I could. My
empathetic support, I think, led to a sense of connection, certainly for me. It
was after this period that they began to share intimate details of their lives,
things that they said they rarely discussed with people outside of their gay
social world. Because they knew me to be empathetic, perhaps they were
more inclined to share their struggles with me, and less often their successes,
but I have done my best to represent them fully and not just as suffering
subjects (Robbins 2013). Although I managed to win their trust, I do not doubt
that the participants also kept much to themselves.

When describing people in homosexual relationships, I use the Kiswahili
terms used by the research participants themselves, as these terms do not
easily translate into English. The word ‘gay’, for example, is used in many
Western contexts to refer to homosexual identities or the trait of being
homosexual (Boellstorff 2005; Lorway 2015). However, in Dar es Salaam, the
term has acquired specific meanings that do not overlap entirely with its
meaning in English-speaking countries. In Kiswahili, the term ‘gay’ only refers
to effeminate gay men, also called ‘shoga’ in Kiswahili (pl. mashoga), who
usually date men around the same age as them or older, commonly known
as ‘mabasha’¹.
Although mabasha and mashoga are both biologically male, there is a clear
gender divide between them. This division reflects contemporary gender

1
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norms in Tanzania, where gender roles are clearly defined and demarcated,
with specific expectations and ideas attached to feminine and masculine
genders (Säterskog 2011). Mabasha consider themselves as rijali (straight)
and are usually the ‘men’ in the relationship, which for them included
assuming a ‘top’/active/insertive role during sex, as well as providing money,
gifts, and physical protection. Among the people I spoke with, mabasha were
expected to take care of their sexual partners, including paying their bills.
Mashoga, who are considered effeminate, strived to embody the dominant
ideals in Tanzania of all things feminine and female. Femininity for these gay
men was embodied, linked to how they styled themselves, for example, by
waxing facial hair, wearing makeup, skin bleaching, painting fingernails,
wearing strong perfumes and brightly coloured clothes, as well as playing the
‘women’s role’ in sexual relationships. This included assuming a receptive
role or a being a ‘bottom’ during sex². Those living with their partners also did
household tasks usually considered to be women’s work. While they reported
that such gestures made them feel good, their actions also served to
communicate to other mashoga that they shared the same sexual and gender
identity and to attract potential mabasha.
Mashoga repeatedly informed me that they only had sex with mabasha
and not among themselves. Mabasha reportedly only had sex with mashoga
and female partners but not among themselves. Admittedly, these are
normative ideals, and I was certainly suspicious about such claims at first.
However, when I pressed mashoga on the issue, I could count on being looked
at in shock. In a group conversation, Ali (24), one of the study participants,
said, ‘As mashoga we do not have sex among ourselves. Sex has to only be
between us and mabasha’. On the days that I spent time at NGO X, health
service providers suggested it was likely that younger mashoga had sex
among themselves, but I never observed any evidence of this in my research.
Of course, it might have been going on, but given that my observations did
not include following them into the bedroom, I can only report on the things
we talked about in regards to their sexual practices.

2

Although sex can be more than vaginal/anal/oral penetration, in this dissertation ‘sex’ refers to oral and anal
penetration, as the research participants explained that these were the forms of sex they practiced.
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Participants’ everyday experiences of stigma and homophobia were also
shaped by gendered norms. Mabasha, for example, had female partners, got
married, and often had children and, as a consequence, they faced little or no
stigma compared to mashoga, who were rarely married to women or had
children, and thus went against most families’ expectations. Although there
was a certain degree of shame that seemed to follow mabasha once their
secret was revealed, it was minimal compared to that which followed
mashoga. Women, however, avoided having sexual relationships with
mabasha because they feared being forced into having anal sex. Mashoga,
who did not conform to heterosexual masculine gender norms, were much
more likely to experience stigma as well as physical and verbal abuse.
My research was about the daily lives of gay men living in Dar es Salaam,
but most of the ethnographic material presented in this thesis is about
mashoga because they were more accessible to me and, as a consequence,
I spent more time with them. Mabasha sometimes attended parties and
visited NGO spaces, but they were not physically present in many of the other
places where I conducted research. This created the impression that there
were fewer mabasha in the city. This perceived scarcity created strong
competition for them and was the subject of near-constant discussion and
gossip among mashoga. While I use ‘basha’/’mabasha’ when specifically
writing about masculine gay men and ‘shoga’/’mashoga’ when writing about
feminine gay men, I continue to use the English term ‘gay’ to refer to them
collectively because there is no suitable word in Swahili and I do not want to
use the term ‘MSM’, which is heavily associated with public health and HIV in
Tanzania.

Although norms of masculinity are not stated in any book of rules, men are
expected to behave or act in very specific manner in Tanzanian society (see
Weis 2002). Those who fail to meet these standards or portray society’s
expected images of masculinity find themselves in constant fear (Jewkes and
Morell 2018). Across East Africa, men are burdened by social and material
expectations, and failure to fulfil them can leave men with serious
11
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psychological wounds (Fast, Moyer, and Bukusi 2020). They are also expected
to marry female partners, have children and take on all masculine
responsibilities in their families (Silberschmidt 2001).
Although attaining the aspired masculinity is unlikely, most men are
expected to show their masculinity in the form of economic productivity (Weis
2002) or by meeting other socio-cultural needs (Ndjio 2012). Homosexuality,
which is considered too feminine, challenges these expectations and leaves
men fearing the consequence of being ‘outed’ or even simply perceived as
homosexual (Ratele 2014).
In Dar es Salaam specifically, contemporary gender norms have also been
historically shaped by pre-colonial and colonial experiences, Tanzania’s
political and social context, and norms pertaining to family structure and
masculinity (Iliffe 1979). Laws and religious norms introduced during the
colonial era encouraged exclusive heterosexual relationships.
Following independence, these norms continued to be embraced by the
state in Tanzania. Today, legal and social structures, especially the family,
both immediate and extended, pressure men to conform to gender norms in
most public and domestic spaces. Despite these entrenched norms, until
relatively recently, homosexual practices, if not explicitly gay identities, have
been widely tolerated in the city and more generally along the Swahili coast
(Amory 1994, 1998; Moen et al. 2014a).
While noting the history of tolerance in this urban space, I also bring
attention to the forms of homophobia and stigma directed against
homosexual men in Dar es Salaam. In his book How to be Gay, Halperin
(2012) shows that the negativity directed at homosexual men in the United
States is more rooted in their femininity than their sexual identity.
Although describing a different context, his argument is quite relevant in
Dar es Salaam where the intensity of stigma and homophobia directed at
mashoga – who are considered to conform less to norms of masculinity – is
much higher in comparison to sanctions directed at mabasha. In this thesis,
I show how not conforming to the conventional forms of masculinity is used
to justify stigma and abuse, and I show how gay men, especially mashoga,
attempt to avoid discrimination by performing conventional masculinity in
most public and domestic spaces while reserving performances of femininity
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for certain private spaces³.

Alternative kin relations, respect, class, and marginality
In trying to describe the urban spaces where I conducted fieldwork, I
cannot avoid talking about class position and how it shaped everyday lives.
Class played an important role in shaping the pressures men experienced in
their everyday lives (Cresswell 2006; Reid 2007). Similar situations differently
affected groups of people from different class positions, regardless of shared
sex, gender, age, or even ethnic group (Tabet 1991; Smart 2007; Taliani 2012).
Poor, younger mashoga were more likely to be negatively affected. Social and
economic marginality among poor and younger mashoga limited their
options when it came to choice of residence or work, and access to health
care. This lack of options made it even more difficult for them to conceal their
sexuality, which resulted in increased experiences of stigma and encounters
with homophobia. By comparing the lives of such men with middle-aged and
older mashoga, known as bibis⁴, and to wealthy mashoga, I hope to illustrate
the ways that socio-economic status and age shape everyday life among gay
men in Dar es Salaam.
In Dar es Salaam, as elsewhere in Africa, kinship remains one of the most
important contexts for care relations (Carsten 1997, 2000). Early studies of
kinship were informed by Western, mainly British, French, and American,
patterns of kinship, and paid too little attention to what constituted kin
relations. As Schneider (1984) suggests, most of these studies produced an
understanding of kinship that focused on the reproduction of human beings
and that saw relations between human beings as bound to reproduction.
Schneider’s argument that kinship is not necessarily built around procreation
3

A slightly modified version of this section has been published in the journal Gender, Place & and Culture. Citation: Shio, Jasmine, and
Eileen Moyer. 2020. ‘Navigating norms of masculinity: Tactical gender performances among gay men in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania’.
Gender, Place & Culture. DOI: 10.1080/0966369X.2020.1759513

4

’Bibi’ is a Swahili noun and term of address that refers to a young unmarried woman (Miss), a married woman (Mrs.) or a
grandmother; in this particular context, it was used to mean ‘grandmother’. Although the bibis in this study are men, they are
addressed as ‘bibi’ and not ‘babu’ (grandfather) because they often play a matriarchal role in their homes.
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has opened doors for scholars to move beyond a notion of kinship built on
blood relatedness (Carsten 2000, 2004; Hunter 2009; Sahlins 2013). Deviating
from early kinship-studies frameworks includes examining how different
forms of kinship are created and the meanings attributed to kinship in
different cultures (Carsten 1997). Carsten (2004, 2013) suggests that, while
this new framework offers alternative ways of looking at kinship, we can
bridge physical and social kinship by focusing on relatedness. This approach
allows us to understand the different ways that people see themselves as
related rather than predefining what we think relatedness is.
While some scholars argue that kinship is primarily based on biology but
can be overruled under certain conditions, blood relatedness remains quite
strong in Africa (see Evans-Pritchard 1968; Reynolds 2009; Van der Geest
2013). In Tanzania, ties created by blood are considered the strongest form
of relatedness (see Gray 1973; Caplan 1997; Porter 2004), but research has
shown that other forms of kinship exist, particularly in urban areas where
people may be disconnected from their rural kin networks (Mesaki 2007;
Malefakis 2018). Research on kinship has also shown that blood relatedness
on its own is not enough to create kin relations; instead, interactions and
social exchange must take place on both sides (Weston 1991; Strathern 1992;
Howell 2006). Similarly, for the mashoga in this study, social interaction
creates and contains relatedness. The kinship they have built often fills the
social gaps left by blood relations who, in many cases, have failed mashoga
(Delaney 2001; Halperin 2012; Fennel 2016). Among the mashoga and
mabasha who were the primary informants of this study, it was clear that the
bibi-headed households I write about in chapter 3 were spaces of alternative
kin making for those who had broken ties with their biological families.

Being fugitive: Navigating the legal and social pressures
Gay men in Dar es Salaam are pressured to conform to norms of
masculinity by their families, neighbours, co-workers, strangers in the streets,
and even the state. The social exclusion and criminalization of homosexuality
observed today in Tanzania can be traced to the British colonial period, when
homosexual practices were first criminalized in East Africa (see Ivanova
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2018). Colonial laws remain on the books in Tanzania, providing a justification
for hostility toward gay men. In this context, families and friends may
pressure gender non-conforming men to adopt outward signs of masculinity
to protect themselves from such hostilities. Given the severe political
repression that was increasing during the time of my research, I witnessed
how mashoga were pressured to adjust the way they presented themselves
and interacted with one another.
In analysing the life experiences of the gay men that I worked with, I bring
together theorizations of fugitivity and social navigation to show how they
managed to live in precarious, unstable, and highly constrained urban spaces.
Inspired by the way Dillon (2013) uses the concept of fugitivity to explain both
the physical and the psychological experiences of geographically constrained
queer women in the United States, I analyse how gay men in Dar es Salaam
are subjected to fugitivity in their constantly shifting environment. Vigh’s
(2006a, 2009) theory of social navigation is also relevant for my analysis, as
it provides a deeper understanding of the instability of structures and the way
individuals navigate their daily lives within them. Social navigation theory
looks at individual agency – while also considering both local and global
social environments – to analyse the precarious lives of urban dwellers in the
global south (Vigh 2006a, 2009). Both fugitivity and social navigation are
relevant lenses for my work since they complement each other, especially in
showing the linkage between individuals and the state in constantly
transforming social environments. I use the two concepts to theorize how
outlawed gay men in Dar es Salaam envision and exploit various spaces in
the city, including private homes, public establishments, public spaces, and
social media.
Generally, to be fugitive is to live in a continuous present, where successful
evasion depends on one’s ability to understand and respond to a shifting
context (Adams 2009; Dillon 2013). The notion of fugitivity is commonly used
among geographers and cultural studies scholars in the United States,
specifically those working on criminology, race, slavery, and the rise of
neoliberalism to theorize the enduring struggles of marginalized people
(Cowan 1959; Hesse 2014). Dillon (2013) argues that focusing on fugitivity
helps us to investigate those obscuring and transitory conditions where both
subject and context exist in an unstable state, where boundaries and borders
15
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are unclear, and where that which is considered criminal and or marginalized
gains new agency in the environment. He also argues that the a fugitivity
framework helps show how the environment (both physical and
psychological) can either enable or block individuals who are outlawed.
According to Dillon (2013: 162):
The environment may offer an unpredictable scenery of
concealment one moment, and prevent escape the next, thus
obscuring how we come to understand a space that cannot be
described, a world that had to be invisible, a place that always
moved, a way of living that could not leave a record of itself, a trace
of existence, or even a fingerprint.
The gay men that I worked with can be conceptualized as living fugitive
lives. They were routinely marginalized, both socially and legally, because of
their inability and unwillingness to conform to heteronormative gender norms.
I want to emphasize that in referring to gay men as ‘fugitives’, I do not intend
to position them as criminals, but rather to draw attention to the ways they
are made outlaws through social norms and state laws. They were victims of
stigma, violence, and sexual abuse, and were routinely treated as criminals in
society. Such treatment and uncertainties, including the fear of being arrested,
affected them physically and psychologically, fostering behaviour that can be
analysed through the lens of fugitivity.
The change in national leadership in 2015, and its accompanying political
agenda, also influenced various state decisions and reshaped citizens’
normative thinking about sexual practices. Although homosexuality has long
been viewed as against cultural norms, public attacks have been uncommon,
especially in large cities like Dar es Salaam (Amory 1994; Thompson 2017).
The public attacking of homosexual men via social media – a practice that
became increasingly common and visible from mid-2016 – caused fear and
anxiety among gay men, pushing them to into fugitivity, as I discuss in more
depth in chapters 1 and 4. In chapter 2, I show how this state of fugitivity
forced gay men to move houses, cities, jobs, and hangout spots repeatedly,
to escape the gossip, harassment, and shame that trailed them as same-sex
desiring men.
Being in a fugitive environment is not always permanent, and it is better
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understood as resulting from a continuously shifting process: social
navigation. Gay men in Dar es Salaam found ways to navigate their daily lives
in the city using various techniques, including forming new kin-like relations
in bibi homes (chapter 3), interacting with others in online spaces to gain
support and build a sense of community (chapter 4), and tactically performing
gender (chapter 5). Using the concept of social navigation, I am able to
illustrate how research participants evaded fugitivity by adjusting their
practices to make their way through shifting social contexts in their daily lives.
According to Vigh (2009: 233):
As an analytical optic the concept of social navigation, designating
motion within motion, is interesting as it grants us an alternative
vision of the way people and groups move in their social
environments as well as of the constant configuration of the social
environments themselves. It affords a view to the dynamic cocreation of figure and ground, showing us that people act in and
shape their social environments in constant dialogue with the way
the social environment moves and the way it is predicted to ‘act’
upon them and shape the circumstances of their lives.
Vigh’s (2006a, 2009) theorization usefully acknowledges that successful
navigation requires considered action in a shifting social field. This is helpful
in making sense of the ways that gender non-conforming gay men in Dar es
Salaam navigate social and spatial contexts in their daily lives to minimize
confrontation, reduce the likelihood of being outed and pass as straight in
public spaces as well as in some domestic spaces. I use this theory to
expound upon how gay men in Dar es Salaam organize themselves to act with
regard to social pressures they experience as a result of their failure to
conform to gender and sexual norms. My research also shows that, although
the social environment is in movement, individuals do not always react to
such movement at the same pace as that of the social environment. The
decisions participants made to respond to or limit exposure to homophobia
were shaped by their socio-economic positions as well as the experience that
comes with age. Such actions included moving houses to avoid confrontation
with neighbours, sustained engagement in online spaces, and getting married
or finding temporary female partners to hide their homosexual desires.
While I agree with Vigh’s approach in general, I find that much of the
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literature on social navigation focuses on those who live economically
marginalized lives. Since I conducted research with homosexual men with
different class backgrounds and varying ages, I gained insights into the ways
that an individual’s shifting positionality interacted with the shifting social
field that Vigh describes so clearly. This was especially important during the
time of my research because the political terrain enfolding the social field was
unstable. In this period of extreme unpredictability, those who had the
knowledge and the resources to act quickly were in a much better position to
respond to emerging forms of homophobia, to move house, shift online
identities, and materially entice female partners to date and marry them.
While I agree with the theories of fugitivity and social navigation in general
it is important to acknowledge that the external pressures gay men
experienced changed depending on the context, the political climate, their
age, and the views of their families, among other things. Given these
conditions, the pace at which they navigated their daily lives also varied
depending on their age, class position, and socio-economic status.

Fieldwork
National context
Despite being governed by the same political party, Chama cha Mapinduzi
(CCM), since independence in 1961, Tanzania has had to adjust to new
agendas and experienced significant socio-economic changes with every
change in leadership. In 1967, six years after independence, the first president
Julius K. Nyerere issued a development blueprint entitled the Arusha
Declaration and outlined his vision of Ujamaa, (brotherhood)5 which
emphasized national self-reliance and socialist policy. These reforms shaped
a whole way of living, including living in Ujamaa villages where people’s

5

The Arusha Declaration which birthed Ujamaa policy called for building a one-party system, engaging in collective forms of
production and economic nationalization, increasing national self-reliance, and creating a national (rather than tribal) identity,
and instituting compulsory free education.
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behaviour and practices, like styles of dress, sexuality, and social relations,
were highly policed (Ivaska 2011). During Nyerere’s regime, gay life was quite
invisible both because of global politics and his strong desire to build a
‘decent’ – implicitly heterosexual – national culture (Rweyemamu 1972;
Kijanga 1977). When Ali Hassan Mwinyi became president in 1985, Tanzania
took the first steps to reverse the Ujamaa policies of Nyerere; restrictions were
relaxed and private enterprise was encouraged. Often referred to as Mzee
Ruksa (Mr. Everything is Permitted), Mwinyi pushed for the liberalization of
morals, beliefs, values (without breaking the law), and the economy.
According to my study participants, gay life in Dar es Salaam gained visibility
during Mwinyi’s regime, which could have been due to increased personal
freedom and the reduction in social policing that came with the collapse of
Ujamaa policy (Kruisheer 1999; Isinika and Havnevik 2010)
When Benjamin William Mkapa succeeded Mwinyi in the first multi-party
election held in October 2005, he took a completely different direction with an
approach to fix the accelerating national debt with his approach of kufunga
mkanda (tightening the belt). This involved controlling national spending and
privatizing industries, which stabilized the country’s economy to a great
extent (Heilman and Ndumbaro 2002; Shivji 2012). Under his leadership, more
bars were tolerant of gay men (there are no bars exclusive to gay men in Dar
es Salaam), especially in the Kinondoni and Sinza neighbourhoods. According
to those I interviewed, from the mid 1990s it was possible for gay men to go
openly to bars like DDC Kariakoo, Kwa Macheni, Lango la Jiji, Meridian, and
Travertine Hotel in Kinondoni, and Corner Bar, Meeda, and Igongwe in
Mwenge. Such openness had been uncommon before this period. When
President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete took office in 2005, his liberalizing approach
to the economy and ways of living took Tanzania in to a more liberal direction.
He reduced control over national spending, lowered taxes on investors and
attracted massive investment from foreign companies (Nyang’oro 2009;
Isinika and Havnevik 2010). In his era, the visibility of gay men increased more
than at any other time in recent history. Gay social life unfolded in public
spaces, including bars and streets, while NGOs were established in Tanzania
like Sisi Kwa Sisi, which advocated for gay rights. Although Kikwete declared
in public in 2011 that he did not support homosexuality, his era witnessed the
implementation of HIV interventions targeting MSM in Dar es Salaam and
other large cities in Tanzania (Mmbaga et al. 2012; Nyoni and Ross 2013;
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Moen et al. 2014a). Under the influence of WHO and UNAIDS, Kikwete’s
government also allowed the execution of numerous studies and the
implementation of HIV projects and programs that specifically targeted MSM.
In late 2015, John P. Magufuli was elected president of Tanzania. His
campaign vision was to take the country back to Ujamaa-like state socialism,
as articulated in his ‘Hapa Kazi Tu’ (We are here to work) slogan. This slogan,
used during and after the election, suggested that everyone was going to have
to work for what they earned as he planned to fight corruption and create a
more equal society (Carothers 2018). His administration was determined to
end practices associated with immorality, including questionable business
dealings, corruption in government, teenage pregnancy, and homosexuality.
This vision, which enjoyed great appeal among the poor, who interpreted
Magufuli’s promises as a solution to Tanzania’s growing economic inequality,
had severe negative impacts on the lives of many Tanzanians, including gay
men. It also affected many agreements that had been signed under Kikwete’s
leadership, including those that permitted NGOs to provide HIV-related
services to MSM. The clamping down on MSM-related NGOs started in
November 2016 with the banning of specific services and the importation of
lubricants. This was accompanied by the proliferation of hate speech toward
homosexual men in mainstream and social media outlets and eventually the
closing down of HIV drop-in centres for MSM, which were accused of
promoting homosexuality (The Citizen, 17 April 2017).

Research site: Dar es Salaam
This research was conducted as part of the European Research Councilfunded Becoming Men project6, under the direction of Professor Eileen Moyer
of the University of Amsterdam. Researchers in the Becoming Men project
conducted ethnographic studies in Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda,
and The Netherlands to examine how masculinities have been reconfigured
over the last 30 years in urban African contexts. Projects focusing on sexual

6

http://www.becoming-men.org/
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minorities were carried out in Nairobi, Johannesburg, and Dar es Salaam
(Moyer and Igonya 2018; Mung’ala and de Jong 2019; Disemelo 2019; Shio
and Moyer 2020).
Dar es Salaam is the largest commercial city in Tanzania, with a population
of 4.4 million people (National Population and Housing Census 2012). This
port city has a history of cultural and religious tolerance that can be traced to
the mid-12th century when Islam was introduced, leading to the emergence
of a Swahili civilization in Zanzibar and the coastal towns of what is today
mainland Tanzania, including Dar es Salaam (Middleton 1992). This
civilization was mostly maritime based, and its rise was connected to the
introduction of commercial relations with the Middle East and Far East,
beginning in the 15th century. When Portuguese missionaries visited Dar es
Salaam in the mid-15th century, they introduced Christianity and built the first
church there. Along with the interaction with foreign cultures that
accompanied trade relations, there were also many intermarriages and
mixed-race children born to native women; these children assumed the
Swahili identity (Middleton 1992).
In contrast with other cities where the Becoming Men project was
conducted, Dar es Salaam has a history of cultural tolerance towards a range
of practices that are technically illegal. This is most likely because it is a
cosmopolitan city inhabited by diverse residents from all over Tanzania and
beyond, as well as its history as a port city dependent on trade (Iliffe 1979).
Although homosexuality was never explicitly endorsed by cultural norms in
Dar es Salaam until recently, there had been a certain level of tolerance
compared to neighbouring countries. Spronk’s (2012, 2014) argument that
sex is a public secret in African is relevant here. While people are aware of the
existence of same-sex practices in the city, openly talking about such
practices is rare. Whereas researchers have documented the emergence of
rights- and health-based claims among LGBTQ activists in other African
countries over the last decade, often tied to the introduction of NGO
programming aimed at providing HIV services to these populations (Lorway
2008a; Biruk 2014; Moyer and Igonya 2018), similar social and political
movements have not emerged in Tanzania. In neighbouring Kenya, for
example, there are regular protests by gay men and other LGBTQ groups,
petitions to legalize homosexuality, as well as a range of associations,
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websites, and specialized clinics (Molyneux et al. 2016; Gichuru et al. 2014;
Murugi et al. 2015; Mung’ala and de Jong 2019).
Like other African countries targeted by international donors invested in
decreasing HIV, Tanzania came under global pressure in the early 2000s to
recruit MSM to participate HIV treatment programs. In response, Tanzania did
open a door for public health interventions that provided HIV-related services
to MSM. Most of these interventions were implemented in Dar es Salaam
before spreading to other large towns, and, to date, most HIV-related services
and research targeting MSM remain clustered in Dar es Salaam. Such
intervention spaces were among the only (semi-) public places where gay
men freely expressed themselves. LGBTQ rights-based activism existed on a
small scale in Tanzania, and it differed from more confrontational styles
associated with activism in the West. Early activism in Tanzania was led by a
few NGOs that were either co-founded by gay men or supported by donors
who funded NGOs that worked closely with the LGBTQ community. Sisi Kwa
Sisi, an NGO based in Dar es Salaam and mainly funded by USAID, advocated
for men’s health and the LGBTQ community’s access to health rights before
it was closed down in 2014. The main reason given by the state for closing
the NGO was its association with activism, which was considered an affront
to Tanzanian sovereignty. ZAPHA+, based Zanzibar, is long-running
association of people living with AIDS, which was also co-founded by a gay
man; and it publicly advocates for HIV-related rights for all Zanzibaris,
including gay men. Generally, the absence of active protests and court
petitions for LGBTQ rights in Tanzania is attributed to the strictness of the
Tanzanian government (in comparison with Kenya, which in this domain is
currently considered more accepting of external interventions). Tanzania has
a long post-colonial history of expelling international organizations,
programs, and individuals whose actions are deemed as challenging
Tanzanian sovereignty (Green 2014), which suggests that the exclusion of
MSM-related programs may be more complicated that simple populist-driven
homophobia.
Dar es Salaam has five districts that are further divided into mitaa, or
streets/neighbourhoods. This study was conducted in neighbourhoods
located in the Kinondoni and Ilala districts, where most of the research
participants lived, worked, and hung out. Participants preferred these areas
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because they were close to the city centre and its active nightlife, which
provided jobs and places for the younger mashoga to party, especially during
the weekends. I also occasionally visited participants who lived in other parts
of the city. The concentration of gay men in these parts of the city also
prompted NGOs that provided HIV services to base themselves nearby. NGO
X, where I conducted research, for example, was located in Ilala District (the
city centre) and had three drop-in centres located in the neighbourhoods of
Kinondoni and Mwananyamala (Kinondoni District) and Tabata (Ilala District).

Methods
Sampling and research methods
This thesis’s ethnographic material is based on fieldwork conducted in Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania, between January and December 2017. This study
involved gay men aged 18 years and older and living in Dar es Salaam when
I was conducting my fieldwork. I was open to including men from all age
groups in the research, but I managed to reach many more younger gay men
than those aged 45 years and older, perhaps, as suggested by some of the
participants, because many older gay men had died of HIV (see chapters 1
and 3). While my focus was on men who were sexually attracted to other men,
I also engaged bar managers/owners and NGO workers in informal
conversations and unstructured interviews when I wanted to know more
about events taking place in those spaces.
In this thesis, I present material from a selection of case studies even
though I collected data in more places than discussed here. Bi Jumaa’s home,
for example, is used as a case study because it was the one most visited by
the younger gay men, and I spent most of my time there compared to the
homes of four other bibi homes that I encountered during fieldwork. Alongside
frequent visits to bibi homes, at least once a week I hung out at one of the
nine homes of the younger gay men who were participants in the study. Such
visits mostly involved participant observation, informal conversations,
gossiping, and hanging out together. I sometimes conducted formal
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interviews in people’s homes. My fieldwork also involved accompanying
research participants to their favourite bars, vijiwe7, and regular parties that
were exclusive to gay men.
In addition, I spent two or three days a week at NGO X, which had its
headquarters in the city centre. At the time, it was the largest NGO providing
HIV-related services to MSM in Dar es Salaam. Although four other NGOs
were working closely with MSM at that time, I chose to work with NGO X
because it had implemented more than 15 programs in the previous five
years, and because it was the most popular and most preferred by MSM who
wanted HIV services. I was able to learn about the four other NGOs providing
HIV-related services to MSM by attending seminars and workshops they
hosted or co-organized. By spending time in homes, bars, and vijiwe, and at
NGO X, I identified participants for in-depth interviews based on their
willingness to share information and their knowledge about the topics I was
studying.

Structured interviews
My primary method for collecting data was participant observation, but I
also incorporated semi-structured interviews and other methods. Bleek
(1987) argues that as important as participant observation is in ethnography,
interviews are quite crucial in helping to clarify matters that cannot be clearly
understood by observing. Alongside observing the research participants at
different moments and in different places, I organized structured interviews
with some of them to understand in detail some of the themes that emerged.
These private, pre-arranged conversations enabled me to hear more intimate
and personal life stories and experiences than were shared in group
conversations.
West (2007) argues that structured interviews are best conducted once the
researcher has generated rapport with participants. While conducting
participant observation during the early days of my fieldwork, I also focused

7

Vijiwe are places where young people hang out; they were associated initially with informal employment, but the participants in this
study used the term to refer to places that they liked to go for partying or just sitting and conversing with one another.
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on building respectful relationships, which I think made it easy for those I
approached for semi-structured interviews to feel comfortable sharing their
personal stories. I conducted a total of 24 semi-structured interviews with
people identified during participant observation at homes, NGOs, and vijiwe,
and on social media platforms. I selected those to be interviewed based on
their knowledge of various topics that required clarification beyond
participant observation and their willingness to participate. While I
interviewed some participants just once, I conducted multiple interviews with
most of them. I asked for a third or fourth interview when I felt that there was
a need for clarification of the information shared previously or observations.
These interviews were conducted at homes, at NGO X, and vijiwe because
these spaces were mostly quiet and private enough to allow conversation on
a sensitive topic like mine. Although I prepared a set of guiding questions for
each interview, I did not limit the interviews to those topics. Instead, I
encouraged discussion of the issues that emerged during the interview.

Social media analysis
Burrell (2009) and Beaulieu (2004) argue that social media ethnography
brings new routes to the knowledge that is specifically opened up through
online/offline engagements. I researched during an era of booming use of
social media platforms in Dar es Salaam, especially Facebook and Instagram,
facilitated by the increased access to cheap smartphones from China and
free or cheap internet access from various telecommunication companies in
Tanzania. Before my fieldwork, there had been ongoing public debates
concerning men involved in same-sex relationships, and most of this
information was posted on social media, especially Facebook and Instagram,
and not discussed in the mainstream media. I focused on these two social
media platforms because they were widely used at the time of my research.
To start, I followed topics posted by political leaders, influential media
personalities, and anonymized pages related to same-sex relationships
among men.
I collected data on social media by saving images in the form of
screenshots, and at times, writing the details of the posts on my field notes.
I chose to do this because there was a tendency for people to change names,
close down their accounts, and delete posts to avoid drawing the authorities’
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attention, especially when discussing something sensitive like homosexuality.
On 1 June 2017, I joined the Jipende (Swahili for self-love) Facebook group
for three months. This was a closed group used by same-sex desiring men
in the city mostly as a space for interaction, both connecting with friends with
shared sexual desires and meeting potential partners. In the final month of
my observation of this group, some members, who I had met in person and
developed friendships with, allowed me to be part of their WhatsApp group.
Before joining Jipende, I had selectively followed topics depending on what
was trending at that particular time, but after joining this group, I dedicated
at least one to two hours a day to follow various conversations. Information
collected on social media helped me understand patterns of interaction in
online spaces and also gave me an idea about things that were happening in
the streets that nobody talked about in our regular conversations. I coded the
information collected from the social media thematically, and I raised issues
that needed further clarification during structured interviews or informal
conversations. While experiences from the online spaces of interaction
appear throughout this thesis, I give a detailed discussion in chapter 4.

Research assistance and language
Through old connections with former co-workers who still worked on
projects providing HIV-related services to MSM, I managed to get invitations
to several workshops and seminars, which linked me to potential study
participants. Despite my connections, I could not ignore the role of
gatekeepers (Meiu 2009). I had to find research assistants who were quite
influential among mashoga and mabasha in the city. Because I wanted to
research differently positioned gay men, I decided to switch research
assistants every three months. Adam, KK, and Mike were well known in the
city. Adam, who worked at a bar, was well connected and knew about various
secret events taking place in the city. KK, on the other hand, knew a lot of
closeted mashoga and was very fond of online spaces, while Mike, who
worked for an NGO, had connections to mabasha, who were quite hard to
approach outside the spaces where HIV interventions were being
implemented. Interestingly, the participants introduced to me by these three
research assistants seemed to have very little interaction with one another.
Participants whom I met through KK, for example, barely talked or shared
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spaces with those I met through Adam, claiming they had clashed over
stealing one another’s boyfriends, gossip, or fights. They shared vijiwe and
attended parties together, but I observed cliques among them as they would
sit at separate tables or congregate in different corners during such events. I
also observed them exchanging negative words and gestures at times.
The research was conducted in Swahili, the most widely spoken language
in Dar es Salaam. Although I am bilingual in English and Swahili, being a native
Swahili speaker was an added advantage because I could keep up with
Swahili slang and how different words were being used playfully by the
participants. Several words used in the conversations do not easily translate
to English, so whenever I quote them I give a brief explanation of what these
words meant in their particular context.

Ethics, data management, and analysis
Entering the field did not just require connections. I needed research
permits before I could start the actual data collection. In addition to getting
ethical clearance from the University of Amsterdam and the ethical clearing
committees in Tanzania, I also had to send an application to NGO X in order
to conduct research there, and to Facebook and WhatsApp groups where I
needed to be invited by group moderators before I could begin observing
participants’ online interactions.
Clearance from the University of Amsterdam did not take long, but the
permit to work with NGO X took about six weeks, and the clearance from the
Tanzanian National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR) took five months.
Although my study was on a subject that is illegal in Tanzania, this kind of
research usually gets approval because the state needs data as well. In April
2019, for example, the deputy minister for Healthy, Gender, Elderly and
Children said that his ministry would conduct research to know how big the
‘problem’ of homosexuality was in the country (Daily News, 17 April 2017).
The approval to join the Facebook and WhatsApp groups only took a week
because I had met some of the members in person before, and my research
assistant, who was quite trusted among the group members, submitted the
requests on my behalf.
Considering the sensitive nature of my research and the government’s
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stated interest in problematizing homosexuality, all the details and
descriptions that may be used to identify and trace the research participants
have been anonymized. Since I was researching a matter that is considered
illegal in Tanzania, protection of the participants and their information was
very important. The tensions around the subject of the same-sex
relationships in Tanzania also pushed me to anonymize details such as
names of the participants, their residential streets, and the NGO that I worked
with to avoid exposing them to the authorities.
Materials collected during fieldwork such as screenshots, digitized field
notes, and recorded interviews and informal conversations were encrypted,
saved in an external hard drive with a password, and on the cloud to avoid the
leaking of information in case of the loss or theft of these devices. I took such
safety precautions both to protect myself and the informants from the police
or any kind of bullying just in case the collected data fell into the wrong hands.
Although I had planned to record the interviews using a voice recorder, this
technique did not work out. When I was doing fieldwork, there was a lot of
policing, threats to arrest men involved in same-sex relationships, and leaking
of videos as well as voice notes of supposedly gay men on various social
media platforms, so most participants refused my request to record
conversations. Some agreed, but I could see their hesitant faces and their
discomfort before the recorder, so I decided to take notes during the
interviews. This led me to break the interviews into multiple sessions (two to
four) with some of research participants. This approach also made it easier
to follow-up on issues that required further clarification. Taking notes during
interviews and conversations instead of recording reduced the chances of
participants being identified through their voices in case of loss or theft of the
device containing the voice files.
Materials collected in both online and offline spaces were digitized,
followed by organizing and early analysis using NVivo 12 software. The
materials collected in online spaces (mostly screenshots) such as Facebook,
Instagram, and WhatsApp, were coded separately and thematically before
being entered into the NVivo software. Field notes, on the other hand, were
typed out to make it possible for me to easily code and organize them
alongside materials from the other sources. Recorded interviews and
conversations, which were all in Swahili, were transcribed and translated to
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English. Organizing my material using NVivo made it easy to make sense of
my data and simplified the thematic coding process. In the end, I identified
five main themes that comprise the five empirical chapters of this thesis.

Thesis outline
In chapter 1, I show the background and impacts of HIV interventions
targeting MSM in Tanzania as well as the importance of the state in shaping
public health interventions. The availability of funding from partners like the
Global Fund, USAID, PEPFAR, AmfAR, and NIH contributed to a boom in
interventions that targeted MSM in Tanzania (see Bui et al. 2014; Kigumi et
al. 2019). Since their establishment, various NGOs provided services ranging
from HIV and STI prevention, testing, treatment, and care in most of the large
cities and towns in the country, including Dar es Salaam. Unlike other
countries in Africa where these services have been advancing exponentially,
in Tanzania, the government’s interference has slowed down progress. Using
the HIV interventions targeting MSM as a case study, I show the importance
of the state in the sustainability of the public health interventions, especially
when it comes to their alignment with the political agenda of the particular
leadership in power. While acknowledging their direct public health impacts,
in this chapter, I argue that these HIV interventions also shaped the day-today lives of the mashoga and mabasha who I met during fieldwork. I show
how HIV interventions have had multiple effects: they have introduced new
terminologies, which are both used as ways of gaining access or as codes;
connected men to health services and reduced deaths caused by AIDS; and
created spaces for speaking openly about their sex lives.
In chapter 2, I argue that young mashoga, particularly those living in poorer
neighbourhoods, are subjected to urban inequalities related to their income
level and their age and sexuality. Drawing on studies of urban inequality, I
examine how economic inequality maps onto urban space and affects the
younger mashoga who were a part of my study. Most of the older mashoga
(bibis), as well as those with a reliable source of income, had achieved a
sufficient degree of economic security and no longer needed to live in the
more densely populated areas of the city. Especially vulnerable were the
younger men who had left their natal homes before securing sufficient capital
to do so. Although it was common for them to share housing with other young
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mashoga, most could only afford to rent places in densely populated
neighbourhoods. In these neighbourhoods, where gossip was a powerful
mechanism of social control, mashoga found themselves moving houses,
vijiwe, hangout spots, jobs, and even cities to escape the consequences of
their sexuality.
In chapter 3, I examine bibi homes as spaces for care and fostering new
kinships among gay men in Dar es Salaam. While providing a home to the
younger mashoga, they also provide a site for care, in terms of both social
and psychological support, as well as a space for socializing mashoga into
various ways of navigating their daily lives in the city. Many young mashoga
had left their biological families either to hide or escape the shame that
resulted from their families learning that they engaged in sex with other men.
Finding bibi-headed homes was rarely straightforward, especially for those
who came from outside the city. It required one to personally know or have a
friend who knew a bibi to get an opportunity to live in these homes. While
bibi-headed homes are made up of individuals who do not share blood ties,
they offer a space where members share a sense of family. Living at the
homes of bibis, younger mashoga were expected to provide care through daily
home upkeep or, for those who had a source of income, financial contributions
to cover household expenses.
In chapter 4, I show how digital technology plays a vital role in shaping the
lives of same-sex desiring men in Dar es Salaam in this era when there has
been an enormous increase in access to affordable smartphones and the
internet. I argue that, while access to social media has generally provided new
spaces for online interaction, these spaces meant something different to this
study’s participants. They both enjoyed the other advantages of these online
spaces as well as created secret online associations that helped them to
connect with other gay men as well as respond to the state’s and the public’s
attacks. These online spaces and access to mobile phones have also reduced
many men’s need to display their sexual identity in order to connect to other
gay men, hence reducing their chances of facing stigma and homophobia.
In chapter 5, I show how heteronormative presumptions relating to
masculinity in Dar es Salaam dictated how men engaged in or actively
pursued heterosexual relationships. For many same-sex-desiring men, fears
of social rejection, stigma, and legal repercussions combined to prevent them
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from being open about their sexual preferences. I describe the social
pressures experienced by gay men and how they navigated their daily lives to
avoid the detection of their (stigmatized) sexuality. The same-sex-desiring
men in my study, especially mashoga in the city, were under constant
pressure to meet societal expectations, such as having female sexual
partners, getting married, having children, and conforming with masculine
body styling norms. In trying to navigate between masculine expectations of
society and the desire to live freely as men who desire other men, they
resorted to a range of temporal, spatial, and bodily tactics to conceal their
homosexual practices and identities from family and neighbours. These
techniques include socializing, dating, and sometimes marrying women in
response to family and societal pressure; dressing in prescribed ways to
conform to heteronormative standards; carefully attending to space and time
to identify safe places for being shoga or basha; and utilizing mobile phones
and social media to build communities of support.
Collectively, these five chapters explore the life experiences of gay men in
Dar es Salaam who are subjected to both pressures from the state and the
society they live in. However, being constrained in many aspects of their lives
did not stop them from pursue their aspirations for their lives. As I show in
this thesis, over time they embraced supporting one another to live
meaningful lives in a social environment where their masculinity was
constantly questioned, as something that regularly exposed them to stigma
and homophobia. The presence of digital technology, options to relocate and
move jobs, as well as ways of forming new families and voluntary
associations all played a great role in helping them navigate the challenges
they faced.
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Introduction
On the first day of my fieldwork in January 2017, I met with Ima, whom I
had known for seven years as a friend and someone I had worked with in 2011
on a research project about men who have sex with men (MSM). In early 2017,
he was working as a research officer for a project providing HIV services to
MSM in Dar es Salaam that focused on promoting behavioural change
through weekly outreach efforts. I could not meet him at the NGO’s office
because of his busy schedule, so we opted to meet over the weekend. As I did
not want anyone to overhear our conversation, I strategically arrived at our
meeting point fifteen minutes early, so that I could get a table in a corner that
was less noisy and crowded. Because of the Tanzanian state’s recent
clampdown on homosexuality, I did not want to risk my study or my
participants by having people overhear my research plans. I never discussed
my fears with anyone, but I was quite careful as I waited for my ethical
approval from the research clearance board in Tanzania. Over the previous
six months, the state had been arresting mashoga in bars, publishing names
of presumed mashoga in the newspapers, and issuing public threats and hate
speeches. There were also rumours about the impending closure of NGOs
that provided services to MSM in the country.
When Ima arrived, I directed him to the isolated table far from the counter,
the music, and the poolside, which were preferred by most visitors. We had a
lot of catching up to do, including a long discussion about the politics around
same-sex relationships. Five hours passed in the blink of an eye. Ima told me
that his work had become quite challenging because of ongoing police raids
at the bars where they did outreach activities. The state’s interference
affected these efforts, and MSM attendance at the various events organized
by the NGO had greatly declined. Referring to the most recent incident, the
banning of the importation of sexual lubricants, he told me that he was
worried that it was just a matter of time before most of the organizations
providing HIV services to MSM would have to close down as the state seemed
to be coming up with new restrictions every day.
To help me out with my research, he invited me to attend a workshop that
offered behavioural change education, free testing for HIV and other STIs, as
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well as treatment and referrals to MSM from different parts of the city. I was
excited that my research was taking off so quickly and believed that it would
be an excellent opportunity for me to meet potential research participants,
especially because my attempt to get approval to work with NGO X was taking
longer than I had expected. I had approached NGO X six months earlier when
I went to Tanzania for preliminary fieldwork. Two weeks before I returned for
long-term research, I submitted an application letter, a CV, and an approval
letter from my university as advised by their human resources manager, but
their response took longer than I had anticipated. Given my limited time and
anxiety to start research soon after getting all the permits, I felt pressure to
find another way to reach research participants, which in turn led to me
contacting Ima.
The NGO world that I discussed with Ima had several interventions that
provided HIV-related services to MSM in Tanzania, including HIV and STI
prevention, testing, treatment, and care. These interventions began in
Tanzania following pressure, which began in the mid-2000s, from
international organizations such as the UNAIDS and WHO, following evidence
that men involved in homosexual sex were at a higher risk of getting HIV
compared to other population groups (UNAIDS 2000a, 2000b, 2002, 2006).
Unlike other countries in Africa, like Kenya and South Africa, where these
services have been advancing exponentially (Sanders et al. 2007; Murugi et
al. 2015; Moyer and Igonya 2014; 2016), in Tanzania, the state’s interference
has slowed progress.
In this chapter, I argue that while HIV interventions targeting MSM have
been shaping the everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam, their lives go
beyond HIV and other disease-centred issues and have resulted in wider
socio-cultural consequences. Most recent research about homosexual men
in sub-Saharan Africa, including Tanzania, is tied to HIV, suggesting that their
entire lives revolve around the disease (Thorton 2008; Moyer and Hardon
2014). Research has considered MSM access to HIV services (Smith 2001;
Larsson et al. 2016), risky sexual behaviour (Sanders 2007; Mmbaga et al.
2012; Ross et al. 2017), and adherence to HIV treatment (Dahoma et al. 2011;
Nyoni and Ross 2012). Drawing from the experiences shared by gay men who
participated in this research, I do not frame their entire lives by HIV. However,
I cannot avoid talking about HIV either. Instead I attempt to go beyond HIV, to
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show how the interventions targeting MSM do not just affect the health and
wellbeing of gay men in Dar es Salaam, but also change their day-to-day lives.
Pool’s (1994) caution against imposing and applying biomedically determined
constructs in African countries is relevant here. He calls for anthropologists
to pay attention to how these new constructs are applied and to avoid
reproducing such biomedical perspectives.
With this in mind, I discuss how the biomedical jargon constructed by
NGOs was used by my participants for their own ends, both as a tool for
gaining access to the NGOs and as a code for navigating city life. I also show
how the state’s attempts to ‘make Tanzania straight again’ disrupted the lives
of gay men in the city by making them fugitives. I decided to use the phrase
‘make Tanzania straight again’ since it captures the government’s moves –
like increased homophobia, publicly shaming gay men, and closing down HIV
interventions that targeted MSM – which together aimed at ending
homosexuality in Tanzania. As I show later in this chapter, such moves remind
us of the importance of the state’s role in sustaining public health
interventions, especially when it comes to aligning the global governance
agenda of donors with the state political agenda of those in power. Although
NGOs undertook great efforts to depoliticize HIV-related MSM interventions
by using a public health frame, such interventions were quickly re-politicized
to advance populist nationalist agendas.

The background of HIV related services focusing on
MSM in Tanzania
Same-sex relationships in Tanzania are criminalized under laws inherited
from the British colonial era. The law enforces that ‘carnal knowledge against
the order of nature’ is punishable in mainland Tanzania by a minimum of 30
years and a maximum of life imprisonment, while ‘gross indecency’ between
males is punishable by five years in prison8. In countries where same-sex

8
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relationships are criminalized, public health interventions, and particularly
those focused on HIV, are one of the only avenues for reaching MSM (Moen
et al. 2012; Epprecht 2012; Seely 2014; Moyer and Hardon 2014). Epprecht
(2012) argues that minority rights were strategically slipped into local
agendas in countries where homosexuality was criminalized, and that this
was possible because of attention to human rights and overall national
priorities. This is also relevant in Tanzania. Since homosexuality has been
criminalized and portrayed as culturally unacceptable, President Kikwete’s
government was able to bring MSM on board in its efforts to fight HIV through
the loophole of the country’s ‘health for all’ goal, as stated in its National
Health Policy of 2003. This goal was adopted from the World Health
Organization’s 2001 goal of ‘Health for All’, and its practice was strengthened
beginning in late 2005 when the government’s priorities shifted from
strengthening the economy to increasing access to better education and
health care (Mboera 2014; Fichera and Savage 2015).
The model of linking the nation’s health agenda to the government’s
involvement in providing support to MSM helped it to justify its decision to
the electorate, which has seemed susceptible to the populist claim that
homosexuality is against African culture (see Ndjio 2012; Epprecht 2014;
Lorway 2017). In Tanzania, state support for HIV interventions providing
services to MSM came from the Ministry of Health, the Tanzania Commission
for AIDS (TACAIDS), and the National AIDS Control Program (NACP). Their
involvement included supporting the modification of policies and guidelines
to meet the required service-provision standards, regulating the NGOs
providing services, and monitoring the services provided by NGOs (MOHSW
2014). Because of the state’s involvement, data on HIV and MSM were
published for the first time in the 2010 Tanzanian demographic and health
survey (NBS 2010). While valuing the state’s participation in providing HIVrelated services to MSM, it is important to acknowledge that its level of
involvement and the interventions’ outputs were, in the first place, shaped by
the multiple donors that funded them (Lampland 2010; Biruk 2012).
To provide HIV-related services to MSM and other groups categorized as
‘key populations’, the country adopted several strategies9. The term ‘key
populations’ was a revision of the older notion of ‘risk groups’. In Africa,
groups considered at risk for HIV have evolved: growing from women and
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children in the 1990s to include people with disabilities, injecting drug users,
sex workers, and MSM by the late 2000s. Although HIV interventions targeting
other groups in Tanzania began in the 1990s, those specifically targeting
MSM only began in 2007 (Nyoni and Ross 2013). Spurred by the 2007 UNAIDS
campaign ‘Know your epidemic, know your response’, Tanzania started
collecting data on MSM (Matovu 2007; Corbett et al. 2007; Wilson and
Halperin 2008; Moyer and Igonya 2018). The data collected demonstrated
that MSM in Tanzania were at a high risk of getting HIV (five times higher than
that of the general population), something that helped to push the agenda
(Dahoma et al. 2011; Nyoni and Ross 2012; Mmbaga 2017). Evidence
showing overlapping sexual networks between this key population and the
general population also invigorated the argument to target MSM as part of a
broader effort to address the epidemic in the country (NBS 2010).
In Tanzania, the aim of achieving an overall effective and sustainable
response to HIV motivated the targeting of MSM via special interventions that
would include a comprehensive package of prevention, treatment, care, and
support services. The launching of this initiative was linked to the state’s
desire at the time to align itself with the global health goal of achieving ‘the
three zeroes’: zero new HIV infections, zero discrimination, and zero AIDSrelated deaths (MOHSW 2014). Although African governments claim to be
support interventions tied to this global health objective, in reality some
African states simply engage in performative leadership, while foreign-funded
organizations drive the agenda and tightly control how funds are spent and
programmes are implemented (Kingori and Gerrets 2019). In Tanzania, for
example, initiatives to provide HIV services to MSM were primarily funded by
US organizations. Over the past decades, USAID, PEPFAR, and CDC have
financed over 90 percent of HIV-related activities in Tanzania (USAID
Tanzania 2017). In 2016 alone, the major funder for these projects, USAID,
provided 28 million USD to Tanzania to fund projects providing HIV-related
services to key populations in the areas of diagnosis, treatment, care, and
support, as well as managing co-infection with tuberculosis, STIs, and

9

Strategies adopted to provide HIV-related services to MSM include the Third health sector HIV and AIDS strategic plan (THSP III)
2013–2017 (NACP 2012), the Third national multi-sectoral strategic framework for HIV and AIDS 2013–2017 (NACP 2013), and the
Comprehensive national multi-sectoral HIV and AIDS stigma and discrimination reduction strategy 2013–2017 (NACP 2013).
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hepatitis B and C, and co-morbidities (USAID Tanzania 2016). With these
numbers, it is easy to understand why the Tanzanian state might feel its
sovereignty is being threatened by the United States, which multiple African
leaders have condemned for exporting homosexuality to Africa through HIV
programming (Nyanzi 2013; Biruk 2014; Lorway 2015; Epprecht 2014).

The state matters
Six months before the scheduled start of my fieldwork, as rumours about
the ban of HIV interventions providing services to MSM began to circulate, I
started to worry about getting approval for my study from the Tanzanian
authorities. Everything became unpredictable as the new government was
establishing itself. Worry about the prospects of my own study also provoked
me to reflect on how the state’s political agenda can shape both research and
public health responses. Here, I reflect on what I call the state’s effort to ‘make
Tanzania straight again’, a set of policies and practices that accompanied the
newly elected leadership’s desire to return Tanzania to Ujamaa, or Tanzanian
socialism. This vision has shaped many political decisions since President
Magufuli came into office. Magufuli’s government drew on the support of
various political leaders to declare in several press conferences that it had
plans to put an end to some of the HIV services for MSM, alleging that they
promoted homosexuality in the country, and thereby were challenging the
government’s political agenda, which was linked to populist nostalgia for a
time when Tanzania was considered less corrupt and more decent. The
implicit authorizing of homosexual practices through HIV-related MSM
services was portrayed as promoting indecency and making public sexual
practices that were best kept secret.
Alongside ending HIV services, attempts to make Tanzania straight again
included an increase in political leaders publicly attacking homosexual men,
declaring their behaviour as illegal, un-African, and un-cultural. One such
incident was the Dar es Salaam regional commissioner’s vow to ‘end
homosexuality’ in Dar es Salaam because ‘it is against Tanzanian’s culture’,
made at a press conference held in his office in Dar es Salaam (BBC News,
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16 September 2017). Another incident featured the minister for internal affairs
at the time, Hon. Mwigulu Nchemba, responding to a question in parliament
regarding the increased attacks on homosexual men. In his response, he said,
‘Those who want to campaign for gay rights should find another country that
allows those things because our laws don’t allow it’ (Daily News, 17 June
2016). President Magufuli also stated at a press conference that
homosexuality is not normal, and that even cows disapprove of it (The Citizen,
20 June 2017). In April 2019 the deputy minister for health announced in the
Parliament that the government would conduct in-depth research to
understand the ‘problem’ of homosexuality in the country and fix it (Daily
News, 03 April 2019). Similar statements made by high-placed officials
continue into the present, as this thesis is being finalized in 2021.
I argue that these aggressive gestures by the state signify the leadership’s
desire to appeal to populist sentiments that figure homosexuality as counter
to the state’s project. The effort to make Tanzania straight again alludes to
an imagined past when Tanzanian values were untainted by US-led globalism,
that is, when homosexuality might have been practiced but not talked about,
and when the mobilization of identity-based politics would not have been
permitted. In practice, however, it left many gay men in Dar es Salaam
uncertain about their lives, about where they would access medical services,
and to what extent they would be tolerated in the city spaces they had come
to frequent since the first version of Ujamaa had come to an end.
The change of national vision did not only affect NGOs providing health
services to MSM but also other socio-economic activities that did not seem
to align with the ruling party’s political agenda. Various decisions made as a
consequence of political restructuring had wide-reaching impacts across the
NGO sector, as well as on most of the public and private institutions. In July
2018, for example, Twaweza, an NGO specializing in transparency and socioeconomic development research, was suspended for four months for
publishing a report that criticized the state’s performance and led to a drop
in the president’s popularity. In another incident, in September 2018,
programs implementing population-control projects also came under fire
when some services were suspended for three months for promoting birth
control measures deemed counter to the pro-population policy the
government was considering adopting (CNN, 25 September 2018). The state
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banning of NGOs or their activities was always declared in public, however
the reinstating of NGOs normally occurred with little fanfare. Twaweza and
other NGOs were reinstated in October 2018, but many Tanzanians did not
know this. Similarly, in November 2018, the state approved a grant worth
about 1.5 million USD, which aimed at providing HIV-related services to key
populations in the country, including MSM. Such contradictory actions by the
Tanzanian state suggest that it has been invested in gaining populist public
approval, while also keeping the development dollars flowing. One could argue
that this ambivalence permits the state at least the illusion of sovereignty and
shines a spotlight on the depoliticized nature of global health interventions
that often conceal rights-based agendas in programmes targeting key
populations.
The state’s strength and influence when it comes to the implementation
of HIV interventions among MSM has also been documented elsewhere in
Africa. While some African countries more easily embraced global
recommendations to provide services to MSM to reduce the HIV burden,
others did not. Under President Bingu wa Mutharika in 2011, Malawi, for
example, took a clear stance against internationally funded MSM-related
programmes despite the presence of statistical evidence showing the
existence of MSM and the high prevalence of HIV among them. The
government refused to establish interventions to reduce HIV among MSM,
with Mutharika declaring: ‘MSM does not exist in Malawi’ (Biruk 2014). Even
after facing economic sanctions from Western donors, following the
prosecution of homosexual men who got engaged to be married in December
2009, the state did not change its stance (Biruk 2014: 462). The coming to
power of Hon. Joyce Banda in 2012, after the sudden death of President
Mutharika, led to a change in the state’s stance, however: some MSM-related
services were permitted in order to appease donors and get them to lift
economic sanctions (Biruk and Trapence 2018).
The Kenyan government, in contrast, has largely supported the move to
expand HIV services for MSM. It was one of the first countries in Africa to
produce data showing HIV prevalence among MSM, and the state has also
been actively involved in providing MSM-friendly health services in public
clinics (see Murugi et al. 2015). Kenya’s efforts are all the more remarkable
because the state challenged public opinion, as some clinics received threats
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of violence from surrounding communities opposed to what they see as the
promotion of gay sex (Molyneux 2016). The state’s support of such programs
has made public hospitals relatively open to treating MSM in Kenya (Gichuru
et al. 2014; Moyer and Igonya 2018). The opposite has been observed in
Tanzania, where MSM are routinely stigmatized in public health settings. In
Tanzania, too, MSM fear that health workers may report them to the police or
demand extra payments to keep quiet (Nyoni and Ross 2013; Larsson et al. 2016).
Although Tanzania initially supported internationally funded interventions
providing services to MSM, in recent years the state has insisted on banning
these interventions in the name of protecting Tanzanian culture. Clearly, this
move to protect culture is part of a broader populist political move, leading
some to question whether Tanzania is really trying to return to the
nationalization or indigenization of NGOs, as happened during the Ujamaa
era, or if it is only showcasing its strength (Wangwe 2010). However, the
state’s recent moves reflect more than domestic politics: they also reflect
changing political landscapes in donor countries. The coming of Donald
Trump to power in the United States, for example, shaped the extent to which
foreign interventions were taken up in Tanzania. The US government, which
is the primary funder of the HIV interventions in Tanzania, for example, did
not hold a meeting of its Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PACHA)
from January 2018 to March 2019 (Newsweek, 02 January 2018). Trump’s
disengagement with matters related to HIV in African countries was a clear
break from his predecessors, as both Barack Obama and George W. Bush saw
American-backed global health interventions as key to their diplomatic
portfolios and readily embedded strict conditions in health-related aid
packages. Under Trump, funding for global HIV interventions has stagnated,
and the United States has disengaged from conditions tying LGBTIQ rights to
HIV funding. Such major changes and poor follow-up have made it possible
for recipient countries to seize and redirect funds so that interventions align
with national politics (see Mensah 2014; Gautier and Ridde 2017).
Examining the history of relationships between Tanzania and the
international organizations that implement development programs makes it
clear the extent to which the state continues to matter, even in the field of
public health which is heavily subsidized by donor countries. Tanzania has
always been keen on protecting its interests and its relationships with
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international organizations (Wangwe 2010; Green 2015). For years, the
government has controlled the influx of foreign aid and how it is spent, often
while flouting donors’ conditions. In the 1980s and the early 1990s, for
example, expatriate workers were only allowed to work in the health and
education sectors to protect the labour market (Coulson 2013; Green 2010).
From the mid-1980s, the state opened doors for public-private partnerships,
but this only enabled Tanzanian authorities to have direct access to donorfunded activities and increase their control over their operation (see Gerrets
2015). Having this knowledge, NGOs implementing various public health
interventions should go beyond getting permits, material transfer documents,
ethical approval, and legal registration because the state’s control is crucial
for the sustainability of their programs.

HIV-intervention spaces as the safest place to
access services
After getting approval to conduct research at NGO X, I dedicated two days
every week to go to their offices with the aim of creating rapport with staff
and clients and doing participant observation. By this time, with the help of
Ima, I already had established research connections with several mashoga
and mabasha in the city, but I was still keen to go to NGO X to observe
interactions within the spaces where MSM-targeted interventions were
implemented. Prior to starting fieldwork, I had planned to volunteer at NGO X
because I knew that potential research participants went there for HIV
services. Considering the nature of my research, I also thought that the NGOs
would be among the safest places to spend time with my participants
because the state had already started issuing various warnings concerning
men involved in homosexual sex. Since NGO X was operating with the state’s
approval, the chances of being assailed by the police there were minimal
compared to spending time in bars and other outdoor hangout spaces. My
deep hanging out at NGO X, which lasted for seven months, did connect me
to research informants, and it also helped me gain an understanding of the
services offered there and how my participants viewed the space. The gay
men who sought health services from NGO X said it was one of the safest
places they could think of for HIV and other STI-related services. Although
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some of the services provided by NGO X were also available in public and
private hospitals, these sites were not considered ideal for most participants.
The constant fear of stigma and homophobia that was likely to be directed at
them by health workers scared them from going to the hospitals when they
had infections that were likely to reveal their sexual practices, for example,
anal STIs.
I was first struck by the sense of calmness among gay men when they
visited NGO X for HIV services. On the day I met Hussein (24), at the
Mwananyamala drop-in centre when he came in to pick his HIV medicines, I
was sitting at a small workspace located next to the boardroom door. I could
tell by his demeanour that this tall, slim, dark brown, and charming young man
with round eyes was a frequent visitor. He walked in confidently and knew all
the staff; even my new face did not seem to bother him. I overheard him a few
minutes later asking Davina, ‘Huyu ni mwenzetu?’ meaning, ‘Is she one of us?’
Davina, who had been working as a social worker at NGO X for the previous
five years, was well known for her friendliness towards the men who
frequented the NGO. To be considered ‘one of them’ would not necessarily
mean that I was gay; instead, Hussein was asking if I was part of the staff and
not just a visitor who might not be trustworthy. He smiled at me when Davina
assured him I was part of the NGO’s team.
Welcoming faces such as Davina’s were one of the reasons that gay men
like Hussein preferred to get HIV medicines from NGO X rather than the
hospitals. Although I did not talk with Hussein that day, he was a frequent
visitor and I eventually spoke with him and heard more of his story. We often
chatted while he was waiting for his drugs. He told me that when he first saw
me he thought I was a government official, monitoring the NGO. He thought
that maybe I had come to spy because at the time there were rumours about
the possible closure of the HIV drop-in centres. For Hussein, centres like NGO
X’s provided a space where he could freely express himself. In one
conversation he offered:
I like coming here. It is not the same as going to the government
hospitals, where I cannot dare express that I have anal sexually
transmitted infections. Everyone here, just like you, are trained on
how to treat us like normal human beings. Normal hospitals are
crazy; most doctors and nurses or even other patients in the queue
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treat us like animals once they find out that we sleep with other men.
Statements like Hussein’s were common among the research participants
when speaking about their experiences of trying to access sexual health
services in the hospitals. They had a clear preference for services offered at
intervention sites that reached out to MSM. The arrival of MSM-specific
HIV-intervention sites had provided spaces where mashoga and mabasha
could access services, knowing that they were not likely to face stigma. Some
participants mentioned that although some health care providers in the NGOs
did not fully support same-sex relationships, their work ethic seemed to
compel them to provide huduma nzuri, or good service. For these participants,
the idea of good service went beyond privacy, proper diagnosis, and quality
medicine to include the way care providers in the NGOs treated them with
respect. Good service allowed mashoga to go to these interventions without
fear. According to Hussein: ‘We get good services here. Some of these health
providers do not like us, but they cannot do anything because they also want
to keep their jobs. In government hospitals, there is nothing like this. We are
not protected at all; we have more to lose than actually getting health services
from the hospitals’.
Since the government had initially approved the work of NGOs providing
HIV-related services to MSM, the spaces where these interventions were
implemented were not targeted by the police. The government’s protection,
combined with non-discriminating services, reduced stigma and increased
the likelihood that gay men would access safer treatment. Before the
introduction of such services, they mostly relied on self-medication based on
knowledge gained from past experiences with STIs. Sometimes self-medication
involved the trial and error of several drugs until they found one that worked,
but this could also lead to complications and drug resistance. A few said that
they had friends who were doctors and were thus able to receive proper
diagnosis and treatment in the hospitals in secret. Older participants reported
that the establishment of MSM-targeted HIV interventions meant safer health
services in comparison to when they were younger. Fifty-two-year-old
Bi Jumaa, who features in the next chapter, shared that most of his mashoga
friends had died from AIDS in the late 1990s and early 2000s because there
were no MSM-specific HIV services available in the city at a time when AIDS
in Africa was falsely assumed as being primarily driven by heterosexual
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transmission (McCurdy et al. 2010; Perullo 2007).
Bi Jumaa and other mashoga of his age were the first generation of MSM
to be able to take part in HIV interventions in the late 2000s10. He often
referred to these interventions as ‘lifesavers’, especially for the younger
mashoga, who he saw as being more sexually active and thus more likely to
get HIV and other STIs. In my first in-depth interview with Bi Jumaa, he shared
that he was HIV-positive, saying that the main reason he was infected was
that he had unprotected sex with many partners in his 20s and 30s. At the
time of my research, he was accessing HIV services at the drop-in centres
and obtained antiretroviral medicines from a doctor he had met through a
project that had previously provided HIV services to MSM in the city. While
aware that having the right knowledge did not necessarily prevent one from
getting HIV, he admitted that his risky behaviour was partly a consequence of
not understanding the risks or knowing about prevention measures. He said:
If I had a chance to go to these interventions while I was still young,
like in my 20s, maybe I would not be HIV-positive now. I believe that
I could be more careful, use protection, and have fewer sexual
partners. Well, maybe I could have been careless still, but I think that
knowledge could have saved the lives of my friends who died of
AIDS– You know, I grew up at a time when people believed that anal
sex reduced the chances of getting HIV while it is quite the
opposite11. Most of us came to learn the truth after getting
education from these interventions, [which taught us] that we were
actually at a very high risk of getting infected with the virus.
Bi Jumaa believed that he was only alive because of the grace of God since
most of his friends died of AIDS. Henrich (2002) and Cohen (2010) argue that
having the right knowledge does not necessarily translate into behavioural
change. However, having the right information can help people make better

10

The concept of the ‘first generation’ has been borrowed from Whyte (2014) to refer to the first recipients of antiretroviral treatment
in Uganda, who later acted as a bridge between the new generation and the health care system.

11

Moyer’s (2003) PhD thesis, based on a study also conducted in Dar es Salaam, shows how the phrase ‘mambo iko huku’ was used
in taarab songs, khanga prints, and uswahilini in the late 1990s and early 2000s (see especially chapter 3). It was used by women,
too, to tell or send a message about liking and enjoying anal sex, in part because of the belief that they could not get HIV through
anal sex.
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decisions if there is a means of acting on that knowledge (Bratman 2007;
Gardner 2012). Bi Jumaa and other older mashoga reported that in the
mid-1990s they did not know that as gay men they were at (greater) risk of
getting HIV. HIV interventions and prevention messaging during this period
targeted heterosexual sex (see Ng’weshemi et al. 1996; Setel 1999; Perullo
2007; PSI 2009), contributing to presumptions that anal sex among men, but
also among men and women, was safer than vaginal sex. Such presumptions,
combined with a lack of correct information, led Bi Jumaa and his friends to
assume there was no need to use condoms during anal sex.
While Philips (2004) argues that big cities have a high level of tolerance
compared to close-knit communities, my research found that the extent to
which mashoga and mabasha are tolerated in Dar es Salaam is limited. This
tenuous tolerance extended to health care facilities where being fugitive in
this context was caused by stigma, firstly, for being HIV positive and secondly,
for a homosexual orientation. This, in turn, created fear among participants
to go to public hospitals to seek HIV services. The establishment of MSMfocused HIV interventions created an alternative safe space for gay men to
both access better HIV-related services and also feel accepted. While
reshaping the everyday lives of gay men in the city, these services have also
reduced HIV-related deaths among young mashoga compared to Bi Jumaa’s
generation.

An identity, a code, or just a word? The use of the term ‘MSM’
In addition to providing HIV-related services to same-sex-desiring men in
the city, NGO interventions introduced the term ‘MSM’, which was considered
more inclusive in the public health arena (Parker 2009). The term ‘MSM, an
acronym for ‘men who have sex with men’, has been criticized for boxing
people into a behaviour category while ignoring matters of identity (see
Boellstorff 2011). The adoption of the term within and outside public health
interventions can be traced to early AIDS interventions that conceptualized
gay men as identity-based category; this, however, excluded many men
worldwide who engaged in sex with other men but did not identify as gay, and
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contributed to the stigmatization of AIDS, which in many places came to be
seen as a gay disease (see Parker and Carbalo 1990; Massad 2007).
In Dar es Salaam, as we have seen, AIDS was not initially associated with
gay men or anal sex. When ‘MSM’ came to be widely used in the city, it was
taken up differently by men inside and outside of spaces where HIV
interventions were implemented. HIV service providers used ‘MSM’ as a way
to be more inclusive of diverse groups of men who engaged in sex with other
men, regardless of how they identified sexually. In my conversations with
service providers, they affirmed this decision, explaining that addressing their
clients as ‘MSM’ made it easier to reach participants. During my visits at NGO
X, I observed that mabasha were comfortable with being referred to as ‘MSM’,
but not as ‘gay’ or by any local terms associated with mashoga. Addressing
mabasha as ‘MSM’ seemed to put them at ease and gave them room to
perform straightness, despite their desire to have sex with other men. I often
overheard the NGO workers insisting that for one to be MSM, it was not
necessary to desire men exclusively; one fit into this category even if they only
occasionally had sex with men. The term ‘MSM’ was also used by men to
facilitate their access to spaces where HIV services were being offered.
During my first talk with Hussein he told me, ‘I am MSM, and I come here
often. I hope to see you more during my future visits’. After a few weeks at
NGO X, I came to realize that most of the gay men who came to the NGO for
services referred themselves to as ‘MSM’. Even mabasha, who generally did
not like being categorized according to their same-sex practices, found it
useful to identify as MSM when in these spaces.
Juma, whom I also met at NGO X, often told stories about the young
women he had dated before and those he was still now trying to get,
delighting in mentioning the tricks he used to draw their attention and talking
about all the things he likes about women. I saw this constant emphasis on
his desire for women as an attempt to assure me that he was rijali and that
did not want to be identified by his sexual preference for men. Although he
did not like being addressed as ‘basha’, most of the mashoga that I interacted
with at NGO X said that he was one of the more prominent mabasha in the
city and praised him for his sexiness and his bedroom skills.
Similarly, Mudi (29) always told me how much he loved his girlfriend.
Outside of HIV-intervention spaces, he identified as rijali, but he easily used
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the term ‘MSM’ within those spaces. When asked whether he liked being
addressed as ‘basha’ or ‘MSM’, he responded:
I occasionally have sex with other men, but I do not like to identify
as basha or MSM, it is not cool, you know. When I am with women
or male friends who are not attracted to other men, I identify as rijali.
None of my girlfriends or male friends are aware that I like men too.
Whenever I come to this NGO, I normally say that I am MSM so that
they can let me in. I cannot hide that I sleep with other men from
these service providers. The word ‘MSM’ seems to be ok, but I
cannot use it beyond here.
Although he disliked being called ‘MSM’, when he came to the NGO he
utilized the term to access services. Like Mudi, most mabasha claimed their
straightness outside of intervention spaces, but were ok with using the term
to access services. Mabasha generally distanced themselves from the term
‘MSM’ and other names that might suggest that they liked to have sex with
other men. In contrast, mashoga used ‘MSM’ and other terms for joking
purposes or as a shared code outside intervention spaces.
When I heard KK calling out loud to Ndile in a bar ‘wewe MSM, njoo’,
meaning ‘you MSM, come here’, I was surprised, given the political
environment at the time. Ndile, who was sitting with a group of other mashoga
and did not seem bothered, stood up with a broad smile on his face and
walked towards us, holding his bottle of Castle Light beer. Jokes around
sensitive matters like sexuality are common and, while they are considered
offensive in some cases, they are also practiced by individuals who simply
want to have fun (Beidelman 1966; Freedman 1977). While the word ‘MSM’
was used as a code, appropriating the term from public health also allowed
for a shared public joke, something other researchers have noted as
important within gay cultures (see Moon 1995; Halperin 2012). Because the
word ‘MSM’ was hardly known outside of gay circles, it could be used in public
spaces with little risk that others would understand. This was different from
words that directly referred to men who engage in homosexual relationships
such as ‘gay’, ‘shoga’, ‘msenge’, ‘hanithi’, or ‘kuchu’, all of which referred to
feminine gay men, and ‘mende’ or ‘basha’, which referred to masculine gay
men, as well as flirtatious words like ‘baby’, ‘nyonyo’, and ‘sweet’ that were
considered feminine. Although these other words were also commonly used,
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their use was done in private since they were better known among the general
public and their usage could lead to the exposure of gay men. While doing my
research I learnt that the term ‘MSM’ seems to be entering the Swahili lexicon
similar to the way the term ‘gay’ already has. Unlike ‘MSM’, however, ‘gay’ is
already widely known in the general population.
Although surprised the first time, as I spent more time with mashoga I
observed that they commonly called each other ‘MSM’ in public, using it both
as a code and as a joke. According to Halperin (2012), groups that need to
remain in the shadows, often develop modes of ‘coded’ speech that enable
them to remain under the radar in society while simultaneously contributing
to the groups’ protection. The introduction of NGO language into everyday
contexts is hardly novel. Researchers have observed that terms used in
development programs are often taken up outside of development spaces in
ways both intended and unintended (Alsop 2005; Cornwall 2007). Massad
(2002) argues that terms introduced by development programs are often
localized by the beneficiaries of such programs in ways different from the
original intent, suggesting the importance of understanding the multiple
meanings such terminologies acquire in different contexts.

Consequences of closing down the HIV interventions
Following the closure of HIV drop-in centres that were providing services
to MSM, it was clear to study participants that things were changing quickly
and radically. Although rumours that such centres would be shut down had
begun eight months earlier and centres had been put under government
observation in February 2017, it was not until April 2017 that they were
officially closed. The state announced that the services being offered in the
drop-in centres, including testing and treatment for HIV and other STIs, would
only be permitted in government-run hospitals and health centres. Through
the Ministry of Health, the state invited international partners interested in
providing HIV services to MSM to partner with the government. The state’s
insistence on being directly involved in these programs was a way for the
Tanzanian government to regain control of health spaces that had become
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politicized. This politicization had been growing since the introduction of
interventions for key populations in the mid-2000s, which had often
championed gay, sex worker, prisoner, and drug user rights under the banner
of HIV prevention and treatment (Green 2012).
Following the closure of the MSM drop-in centres, the NGOs that had been
providing those services were only permitted to provide health education and
capacity building to MSM, and to conduct outreach at night. NGO X, for
example, had a total of five drop-in centres in the city where MSM could walk
in at any time to collect medicines, condoms, and lubricants or to request a
test for HIV and other STIs. Although the state promised that government
health centres would provide such services moving forward, the practicability
of doing so was questionable. Hussein, who used to get his HIV treatment
from NGO X before it was shut down, found a way to access his medicines
via a friend who worked at the national hospital since he was afraid to go to
other hospitals and stand in the queue for a long time or to reveal himself as
a shoga to the health workers. During an interview following the closure of
the drop-in centres, he offered:
You know, it is not easy for me to go to the public hospital for my
medicine collection, stigma there is quite bad. Once people find out
that I am shoga they will treat me like an animal……I don’t want to
face that. At the moment I get my medicines through a friend who
is a doctor. I don’t have to queue in the waiting corridor, but I don’t
know what will happen later when I cannot get the medicine from
my friend.
Hussein’s statement illustrates the extent to which the closure of drop-in
centres negatively affected the ability of MSM, especially mashoga, to access
huduma nzuri, or good service. Mashoga who, like Hussein, had friends who
could link them to services managed to stay on treatment, but they were
uncertain about the continuation of such access. Although some were able
to access HIV medicines via friends, they no longer had access to the clinic
visits and laboratory tests that are so important to the management of HIV
care. Others without connections to doctors or health care workers dropped
out of treatment all together. Studies conducted in Tanzania by Nyoni and
Ross (2012) and Larsson (2016) show that there was an increase in the
number of MSM accessing HIV services from NGOs offering MSM-friendly
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services, but the closure of such HIV drop-in centres was a step back from
more than a decade of increasing efforts to reduce new infections among
MSM. These barriers to service will inevitably result in more HIV-related
deaths among gay men by denying them access to life-saving medicines.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have examined the background, role, and the possible
future of HIV interventions targeting MSM in Dar es Salaam. Before the
introduction of such interventions in Tanzania, gay men could hardly access
safe HIV-related services for fear of facing stigma and homophobia from
other patients and from service providers. The establishment of HIV
interventions targeting MSM helped gay men to navigate the health care
system, which had previously left them fugitive. These NGO-led interventions
provided HIV services without stigmatizing gay men. My participants
regularly referred to these services as ‘friendly’, borrowing the term from the
NGO world. For them, ‘MSM friendly’ meant that they were welcomed into
spaces where they could freely disclose their sexual identity, walk-in with their
sexual partners, and access health services without any stigma. These
conveniences allowed them to access appropriate medical care rather than
resorting to the self-medication, which had been the main alternative
available to them for many years and which had often failed. To them, these
interventions not only improved health services, specifically those related to
HIV, they also helped to reshape their everyday lives by providing them with
new spaces for social and health interactions.
Increased access to better health care reduced AIDS-related deaths
among MSM and also lowered the viral load among MSM, which made it less
likely that they would have infected others. The younger generation, which has
come of age in the presence of these interventions, has gained invaluable
knowledge related to HIV risk behaviours specific to men who engage in
homosexual sex, thus increasing the chances that they will make informed
sexual decisions. The participants in my research used the term ‘MSM’ to gain
access to HIV-intervention spaces and also as a code outside the
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interventions. While mabasha did not like using the term outside HIVintervention spaces, mashoga did appropriate it and sometimes used it to
claim a specific identity associated with their sexuality, in contrast with the
public health intent.
Despite all these achievements, state support has been declining since
2017, leaving those who benefited from the HIV related services fugitive. This
can be seen as a move by politicians to increase their legitimacy through
claims of sovereignty and as an economic move to divert donor funds to fit
in the state’s priorities. Although President Kikwete approved agreements for
the provision of specialized HIV-related services for MSM, the current
government has backed down from these agreements and also challenged
many other NGO activities that do not align with the state’s agenda. In its
efforts to make Tanzania straight again, from July 2016 to the present writing
of this thesis in 2021, the state focused on banning HIV services for MSM,
alleging that the provision of specialized services promoted homosexuality.
Eventually they agreed that such services could be offered, but only if done
so in partnership with public hospitals and if funds were managed by the
government. While the comprehensive guideline for providing HIV-related
services to key populations has been under review since July 2017, there has
been a collapse of services offered to MSM. This collapse has almost
certainly led to an increase in HIV infections among MSM and it threatens to
undo recent targeted efforts made to end the epidemic.
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‘Let us just leave’:
Gossip, marginality, and movement
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Introduction
The 7th of April 2017 was a public holiday. I was invited to Goha (29) and
Junior’s (28) home in Kinondoni Komakoma, an area of Dar es Salaam where
same-sex-desiring men are generally accepted. Arriving on time for an
afternoon appointment, I knocked on the door and was met by a tall, darkskinned man I had never seen before. He welcomed me in before going to the
bedroom to call my hosts. As I waited, I sat on a three-seated red sofa in their
small living room, noticing a pile of boxes, bags, and an unassembled bed,
which made me think they had only recently moved in. About five minutes
later, Junior and Goha joined me and introduced the man who had welcomed
me as their housemate who, like them, was also shoga. He looked at the pile
of boxes and plastic bags with embarrassment, telling me that they had just
moved in and were planning to use the long weekend to organize everything.
His comment prompted me to share that I had also helped my younger sister
move house over the weekend and complained about how much work it was.
At first, I thought it was just small talk, but they continued talking about their
various experiences moving house over the last year, and I soon realized that
they had moved three times within a year, which is quite unusual in Dar es
Salaam.
Junior and Goha had been housemates for the previous four years,
although they had known each other since 2010 when they worked at a
restaurant near the Posta area of the city. They had not become close friends
at the time, probably because Junior switched jobs a few weeks later, but they
kept bumping into each other in bars, clubs, and vijiwe, and eventually they
became close friends in 2012. Because of their closeness, it was easy to
mistake them for lovers, but their relationship was strictly platonic and they
often referred themselves to as ‘relatives’. They first began living together at
the end of 2013, when they rented a two-bedroom house at a shared
compound located just two bus stops from Goha’s workplace. Ever since, they
had been housemates and moved together when circumstances forced them
to. Most recently, they had moved to a bigger, fenced, three-bedroom home
in one of the quietest parts of Kinondoni, in part because it offered more
privacy. According to them, this house was the best of all the houses they had
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lived in because it was in a less congested neighbourhood. The house had
just been painted and had a new white ceiling, tiled floors, white singleglassed aluminium windows, new Panasonic ceiling fans in the living room
and all three bedrooms, and new kitchen cabinets. The compound was fully
fenced with a small backyard and a spacious brick-paved front yard.
Goha, a tall, slim, dark-skinned man who always kept himself smartly
dressed and well groomed, was not in good shape that day. From his tired
look, puffy eyes, unshaved beard, and unkempt hair, it was clear to me that
something was wrong. I eventually learned that he had not just moved
houses; he also had to leave his bartending job at a bar located a few meters
away from their previous home. He made this decision after gossip about his
sexuality had spread around the neighbourhood and reached his workplace.
When his sexual identity was revealed at his workplace, his co-workers
mistakenly presumed he was a sex worker and attempted to hook him up with
other men, something he did not like. Goha spoke of this particular move as
quite stressful for him and Junior because they had to move out in less than
two weeks, losing three months of pre-paid rent. They had to use all their
savings, find a new housemate, and borrow money from friends to afford a
better home.
Given the high rent of the new house, they invited a working friend to live
with them to split expenses, including a deposit of six months’ rent upfront.
The monthly rent was 550,000 TSh, about 280 USD, close to what Junior
earned each month. Sharing the cost three ways still took a large share of
each their monthly incomes, but it gave them some breathing room. The new
housemate, who earned about 400,000 TSh (178 USD) a month, spent
183,000 TSh each month on rent. Goha, now unemployed, had used his little
savings and borrowed money from other friends to meet his rent contribution.
He felt under pressure to get a better paying job to be able to cover his share
in the coming months.
As we talked that day, they jokingly referred themselves to ‘Maasai in the
city’, comparing themselves to the nomadic ethnic group based in northern
Tanzania and southern Kenya. Similar to Maasai, who often move in search
of pasturelands for their cattle, economically marginalized mashoga living in
poor neighbourhoods in Dar es Salaam frequently moved as a result of
gossip. After that day at Junior and Goha’s, I continued my research with the
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following question in the back of my head: Why did young mashoga move
house more frequently than others in Dar es Salaam? Asking questions
around this topic, I soon learned that gay men did not only move frequently
within the city. Those I interviewed reported also moving to Dar es Salaam
from rural areas and smaller towns while still young, and often before they
could adequately support themselves. It became apparent that movement –
moving to a new city, a new house, a new job, a new night-time hangout –
was a common strategy that young mashoga used to maintain their privacy
and minimize possible homophobia, discrimination, and violence. This was
especially the case among poor younger mashoga who lived in the densely
populated areas of Dar es Salaam known as ‘uswahilini’. In general, migration
from rural to urban areas is high among young men in Tanzania, and, to an
extent, young mashoga are no different. Dar es Salaam is the most expensive
city in Tanzania (NBS 2010), which means only a few come to live there
without a plan. Moyer (2003), Virilio (2006), Salazar (2018), and Adey (2013)
have shown that most young men who migrate do so with saved money in
their pocket, the name of a friend or relative they can stay with, or the means
to earn a living. The mashoga I interviewed reported leaving their homes
before they could afford it and with little planning. Most left their family homes
soon after feeling that they could no longer hide their sexual identity, mainly
because they knew that homosexuality would be unacceptable to their
families and people around them. They moved to Dar es Salaam with hopes
of meeting other mashoga and getting a job to earn enough to survive. In this
chapter, I examine the reasons behind the frequent mobility of mashoga and
how it affected their day-to-day lives. I argue that young same-sex-desiring
men, particularly mashoga who live in poorer neighbourhoods, are subjected
to inequalities related to their income level, as well as their age and sexuality.
Studies conducted in Tanzania by Mung’ong’o (1998), Moyer (2004), Moshi
(2010), and Hirvonen and Lilleør (2015) show that when most people first
moved to the city, they temporarily lived with a relative, friends from the
village, or someone trusted by their parents. Unlike their heterosexual peers,
mashoga could not usually rely on the typical modes of support available to
other urban newcomers. In the case of mashoga who moved from upcountry,
staying with someone connected to their hometown was not an option
because it would expose them to the types of fear and rejection that they were
trying to escape. This meant that gay men lacked access to the kinship
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infrastructure that most of their heterosexual peers likely had easier access
to. As such, they were forced to devise strategies, including staying with
friends or lovers they met through social media platforms like Facebook and
Instagram.
Before the rise of social media platforms, only a small proportion of those
coming from smaller towns knew a shoga friend. Most of them ended up in
the streets before they could meet other mashoga, as I show in chapter 3.
Even to date, those without any person to contact in the city may sleep in the
streets for a while before getting a temporary shared accommodation, such
as in danguro houses, short-term rental houses usually owned by women.
Danguro houses allow male and female commercial sex workers to stay with
the assumption that payment will be made after they see their first client.
Participants who lived in such houses said that although they did not see
themselves as commercial sex workers, they had agreed to sell sex while
staying at madanguro to be able to pay for the roof over their heads.
White (2000), who conducted research on gossip and rumour in eastern
Africa, discusses how gossip disrupted the lives of those being gossiped
about, and how this was especially so for those living in densely populated
neighbourhoods, as they were forced to hide or isolate themselves. I build on
White’s research to show how gossip about and shame related to the public
revelation of their sexual identities pushed mashoga to move. Fearing the
consequences of gossip, they would move as soon as someone living nearby
figured out their sexual identity, sometimes even if they only suspected that
someone might know their secret. While this chapter does address causes of
mobility from the small towns to large cities, I focus more on movement
within uswahilini, those densely populated neighbourhoods where the
physical proximity of dwellings limits privacy and makes it hard to keep
secrets. These spaces are often inhabited by people who do not have a
reliable source of income, and since women who are unemployed are often
home, they observe what is happening in the neighbourhood and spread
gossip. Young mashoga often spoke of how quickly information flowed in
their neighbourhoods, especially when it was about something as juicy as a
neighbour who was shoga.
Since I also talk about renting homes throughout the chapter, it is
important to understand the specificity of this matter in the city of Dar es
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Salaam. Before signing a contract, a tenant is often required to pay up to a
full year of rent in advance; if the mwenye nyumba, Kiswahili for landlord, is
kind, he may only demand a six-month advance on rent. At the beginning of
the contract, the tenant is required to report to the local Ten Cell leader12
(balozi wa nyumba kumi) to be registered as the new occupant of the
property. Registration or introduction is done so that the new tenant is known
to the authority, and the Ten Cell leader can intervene if there is any
misunderstanding between the landlord and the tenant. In comparison to lowdensity areas inhabited by wealthy residents where feuds are uncommon, Ten
Cell leaders are quite influential in uswahilini because of the role they play in
settling the frequent quarrels among neighbours or family members.
Although the rental law clearly states that if the contract is terminated the
tenant qualifies for a 30-day notice and a full refund for the remaining
months13, the law is rarely reinforced. If a mwenye nyumba in an uswahilini
has a good relationship with or can afford to bribe the Ten Cell leaders, they
can easily bypass the law, even when they mistreat their tenant. With
mashoga, this can also be tricky because once the gossip about their
sexuality is in circulation, they are less likely to report rental problems to the
Ten Cell leader, and mwenye nyumba is more easily able to victimize them.
Participants living in uswahilini stated that were sometimes reported as
mashoga to the Ten Cell leaders before they could even notify their landlords
to terminate their rental contracts and claim a refund. Based on these
experiences, most decided not to ask for a refund because they did not want
to be publicly embarrassed. Tenants who are straight (or are able to pass as
such) are likely to get fully refunded, or mwenye nyumba may beg them to
stay to avoid paying back the remaining rent. In contrast, mashoga’s sexuality
is held against them. There is even a financial incentive for landlords: when
mashoga depart, landlords can rent out the same property again, thereby
collecting rent twice.

12

A Ten Cell leader is a leader in the smallest unit of leadership hierarchy in Tanzania, usually appointed by the street security
committee. Although originally he/she was responsible in leading ten units within a certain geographical area, the growth of
population and emergence of cities the number of units led by the Ten Cell leaders ranges from 20 to fifty houses.

13

Section 89 (1) of the Land Act No. 4 of 1999 states that a landlord must serve a tenant with a 30-day notice to terminate the
lease. This can only be done when the tenant fails to comply with contract covenants or fails to pay rent, or the landlord needs
the property.
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Studies of urban inequality generally examine how economic inequality
maps onto urban space. To a certain extent, age intersects with economics
in the population I studied, because most older mashoga in Dar e Salaam had
achieved a sufficient degree of economic security and no longer need to live
in the more densely populated areas of the city. Because there was much less
discrimination against homosexual people in the middle- and upper-class
neighbourhoods of the city, economically better off and most older mashoga
could enjoy a more settled existence than the less well-off and younger
mashoga. Especially vulnerable were the younger mashoga who had left their
natal homes before securing sufficient capital to do so. It was common for
the younger mashoga with connections in the city to share housing with other
young mashoga until they could rent their own places. However, just like other
poor migrants, financial constrains forced those without hosts to rent homes
in densely populated neighbourhoods where gossip remained a powerful
mechanism of social control.

Gossip in shaping the everyday lives of mashoga in the city
While there were many reasons why mashoga frequently moved in Dar es
Salaam, gossip was a significant cause. Not conforming to heteronormative
conventions could be quite problematic for gay men in the city. It was even
more complicated in those areas where each person’s actions could be
closely monitored by others, as shown by Yahya-Othman (1994), who
researched politeness among Swahili people. Yahya-Othman highlights that
those monitored were often aware of being policed, and as such they usually
put extra effort into maintaining their position concerning other members of
society. This is because they tried to avoid the shame that followed them once
they violated the norm. Yahya-Othman’s work is over two decades old, but it
is still relevant as it shows how important it is for people in Swahili culture to
maintain a good reputation in society to avoid shame.
In the case of this study’s participants, although mashoga had various
ways to hide their sexual identity and keep their reputation untarnished, as I
show in chapter 5, some secrets could not be kept forever. When their secrets
came out, and people started gossiping, mashoga felt forced to move homes,
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rented houses, jobs, or hangout spots as a way of protecting their reputation
and that of people close to them, especially family members likely to be
directly affected by rumours. Gossip also usually fuelled fears of physical
violence. Many urban residents still living in their natal homes also decided
to move to another neighbourhood to avoid the shame that follows the spread
of gossip, as well as to protect their families from the reputational damage.
Although Dar es Salaam is a large city and a certain degree of anonymity is
possible, gossip and rumours are rife, especially in uswahilini.
When talking to Goha about the reason behind his leaving his previous
home and job he offered:
The thing is, when one person in uswahilini, especially a woman,
finds out that you are not a ‘normal man’ then the whole
neighbourhood will find out, and before you know it the workplace
may also find out, just like what happened to me. When it is men
[who find out], sometimes they may beat you, just keep quiet, or ask
for sex in exchange. Men can be unpredictable, but women cannot
keep secrets.
Like Goha, others who had also moved frequently reported facing physical
violence, threats from male neighbours, and verbal abuse from their female
neighbours once gossip about their sexuality began. In most cases, it was
women who did not work and who were thus home all day who were the first
ones to discover their secret and keep the gossip running. In addition to
spreading rumours, some also verbally insulted them and even accused them
of stealing their husbands or making their sons homosexuals.
Gluckman (1968) and White (2000) argue that gossip is used as an
effective tool for social control, a way of getting people to adhere to social
norms and refrain from deviance. People fear being the subject of gossip,
especially in smaller, close-knit communities, but this does not necessarily
lead to adherence to social norms. While bringing stability and intimacy
among those gossiping, it destabilizes those being gossiped about. Gossip is
often used as a tool to manipulate ideas, justify violence, and express hostility
against those who are being gossiped about (Besnier 2009: 32). In the case
of same-sex-desiring men in Dar es Salaam, spreading rumours about their
sexuality increases their chances of facing both verbal and physical abuse
from (straight) people around them. The fear of shame and violence forces
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them to move houses, streets, or cities to avoid the shame and the risk of
meeting such abuse.
While theorization of rumour and gossip in African contexts has largely
imagined it as person-to-person communication, in today’s world the use of
digital technology including mobile phones, social media, radios, and
televisions, facilitates the quickening of rumour and gossip, as well as the
surveillance of gender non-conforming bodies. These technologies increase
the risk and speed at which people can be outed to neighbours, friends, and
the police. Moreover, unlike gossip, which often fades away as soon as
another rumour comes along, photographs, videos, and digital
communication have more staying power (Zimmer and Proferes 2014).
Gay men, especially mashoga who are often the victims of gossip, do have
several ways of showing resistance. While the participants in this study
usually fought back using words, some stated that this as not always
successful because people could retaliate with evidence. Junior told me that
the best reaction was to keep quiet and ignore the gossiper. He reiterated this
in a later discussion when I asked him if he moved every time he heard
neighbours gossiping about him. He responded:
Ah, sometimes I choose to ignore what is being said about me. I
recall overhearing some tenants in the old shared house gossiping
about me. I made sure that they found out that I heard them by
showing up at our house’s backyard where they were gossiping, and
then I walked away without saying a word. They were shocked to
death. I know they must have been talking about me in my absence,
but since that day, they started treating me with respect. I moved
out of that house because of other issues but not because of their
useless gossip.
Junior’s reaction towards these gossipers does not mean that he was not
bothered by the rumours. I could tell from his facial expression during this
interview that he did not like it, but he chose a confrontational silence to deal
with his nosy neighbours.
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Moving cities, towns, rented houses, and natal homes
Inter-city migration is quite common in Tanzania, and it is manifested by
a large number of young men moving to urban areas to search for a better
life (Moyer 2003; Salazar 2011). This type of migration was also widespread
among the research participants, among whom only a slight minority had
grown up in Dar es Salaam. Approximately 75 percent of Dar es Salaam
residents come from other towns and cities in Tanzania, many for economic
reasons (Msigwa 2013). For this reason, I did not immediately think to ask
about the underlying causes why mashoga had relocated to the city. When I
did inquire, I found that their reasons had less to do with economic hardships
than pursuing their sexual desires and identity. I first met Goha in 2011, about
three years after he came to the city from a provincial town called Mpwapwa.
Seven years later, when we were having a conversation about his reasons for
leaving his hometown and his experience of living in Dar es Salaam, he told
me:
Sister, I used to live in a small town in Mpwapwa, Dodoma. After
figuring out that I am shoga, which is against everyone’s
expectation for a man of my age, I was so scared, and I planned to
start saving money so that I could afford to leave home. Things got
worse when I cheated on my boyfriend, who lived a few streets
away from our house. Once he found out that I was cheating on him,
he decided to tell people around town that I am shoga. Since this
was a small town, unlike Dar es Salaam, news travelled so fast I
decided to leave home because it was safer for my family and me
as well.
During fieldwork, I met many other mashoga who left their natal homes
after realizing that they were different from other men, fearing stigma and
shame that was likely to follow them. Some decided to move before their
families found out that they were shoga, and others moved out once their
secret was revealed. For Goha, coming to a large city like Dar es Salaam felt
safer because no one knew his secret, and he presumed that residents there
would be less interested in other people’s affairs. As argued by Treas (2002),
there is often a higher level of cultural tolerance in large cities, where people
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do not care about what others do as long as it does not bother them. Although
Goha recalled coming to the city because no one knew him, he later learned
that there was also gossip in uswahilini, the only areas of the city where he
could afford to live at that time.
Junior, on the other hand, had never left his hometown. He was born and
raised in Dar es Salaam, but he had moved out of his natal home at the young
age of 15. He did so to protect himself and his family from the shame that
followed when rumours about the fact that he was sexually involved with
other men started spreading. Things started going wrong for him when
neighbours suspected that he was shoga and started harassing his family,
especially his mother. Their neighbours would publicly laugh at his mother
and his younger sisters, which made him feel quite uncomfortable. His father
and brothers were not happy about the rumours either, and they often beat
him up, hoping that he could change or do something to stop the rumours.
Being jobless, when he moved out, it was difficult for him because he could
not afford his own home but instead jumped from one friend’s house to
another. After getting his first job at a clothing boutique a year after leaving
home, he started saving for rent. He managed to rent rooms at several shared
houses in uswahilini for a couple of years before he met Goha. When talking
to Junior about the reason for moving so often in uswahilini, he told me: ‘The
truth is that a shoga cannot keep his sexuality a secret forever. People always
have ways of finding out, and once they do, they can hardly keep their mouth
shut. Some worry that we may steal their husbands or even make their
children mashoga. When we hear them saying such things, we know it is time
to leave before they do something bad to us’.
Most gay men like Goha became uncomfortable when neighbours learned
that they were gay, and their lives became filled with fear because of their
pasts or their friends’ experiences. The desire to keep their sexual lives private
from neighbours made it complicated for gay men to live in rented houses in
crowded neighbourhoods, but most of them still could not afford to rent in
low-density areas. While describing their new neighbourhood Goha said,
‘Living in a house like the one you came to the other day is everyone’s dream,
but they are too expensive. Junior and I had to use all our savings, have an
extra housemate so that we could afford to pay our six months’ rent’.
Although others have reported on the commonness of gossip in densely
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populated areas and how it affects neighbourly relations (Guendouzi 2001), it
is clear that gossip affects some people more than others (Handelman 1973;
Evaldsson 2002). The men in my study were deeply affected by gossip about
their sexual orientation and were regularly forced to leave their homes as a
consequence. However, leaving home usually did not solve everything.
Renting exposed them to new neighbours, and if the house was not located
in a fenced compound or on a decent street, then they would likely still have
to deal with people questioning their sexuality.

Beyond moving house: Changing bars, jobs, and social media
accounts
The mobility of young gay men in Dar es Salaam extends beyond frequently
moving to new houses and towns. When I went to Dar es Salaam for the
preliminary fieldwork in July 2016, I identified a couple of gay-friendly bars.
My plan was to visit these bars and hangout spots now and then for
participant observation or to meet potential research participants when I
came back for extended field research. However, so much changed in less
than six months that the information I collected was no longer helpful in
helping me reach the participants. Although it is common for people in Dar es
Salaam to move bars or hangout spots, especially to a new one or in search
of better services, gay men had more reasons to do so. Gay men no longer
preferred going to most of the bars that I mapped during my preliminary
fieldwork due to frequent police raids that had begun to take place on the
weekends. As soon as a bar was labelled to be tolerant of gay men and female
commercial sex workers or machangudoa, police raids increased. For these
reasons, gay men frequently moved bars and hangout spots in the city, ideally
before the police caught on. At times, when there was too much heat and
pressure from the police all over the city, they stopped going to bars
altogether until things calmed down.
In response to state-sponsored repression unfolding at the time of my
research, most gay men in Dar es Salaam had limited their visits to longestablished hangouts, bars, and streets that until recently had been the centre
of lower-class gay sociality in the Kinondoni, Magomeni, Mwananyamala, and
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Sinza sections of the city. This was because they were now more concerned
with security issues and made greater efforts to limit the number of people
who knew they were gay. At the time, bars and hangout spots located much
further from the city centre in Tabata and Mwenge increased in popularity
among gay men, something that had been quite uncommon. After moving to
new bars or hangout spaces, their safety was only temporarily guaranteed;
as soon as the new locations became known as gay tolerant, police raids
quickly followed. Men had a justified fear of being incarcerated, physical
violence, rape, and that the state might arrest and publicly out them, making
their sexuality known to their family and friends. In my conversations with bar
managers, they expressed anger towards police and the state regarding the
increased surveillance, as this also negatively affected their businesses.
In addition to moving from one hangout to another, mashoga were also
sometimes forced to change jobs, as seen in the opening vignette on how
Goha left his job as a result of gossip that reached his workplace. While
Cresswell (2006) argues that there is a high rate of job turnover in most urban
spaces, changing jobs and going through periods of unemployment seemed
even more common among my research participants. Most of the younger
participants had changed jobs two to four times per year due to their sexual
identity being disclosed at the workplace. Junior, who was jobless for five
months in 2016 after leaving his customer service job at a
telecommunications company, said, ‘I left the job at the call centre because
once they found out that I am shoga, things were not the same. Colleagues
at work started addressing me as “Miss”, and some men started asking for
sex as if I was a prostitute. The treatment that follows once colleagues find
out that you are shoga can be heart breaking’.
The decision to leave a job is fuelled by the same fear of the shame that
follows the revelation of the fact that they desire other men. Some fear
violence and stigma as well, but the shame of facing co-workers remained
the leading cause for them leaving their workplaces. Goha, who worked in
several bars and restaurants that were tolerant of gay men, shared with me
that he left jobs after the ‘wrong people’ found out that he was shoga. While
many people switch jobs for economic reasons, for him, it had more to do
with running from shame and mistreatment from his co-workers. He always
left a job if he was outed in the workplace, primarily because he did not want
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to deal with the fallout. Open mashoga who worked in bars, salons, and
restaurants in parts of the city where same-sex relationships among men
were tolerated did not move as frequently. Bar managers in the tolerant bars
reported that they liked to hire mashoga because they believed they provided
quality service to the customers and because they attracted many male
customers who visited with expectations of getting a sexual partner for the
night. As Goha explained, the downside was that the mashoga who worked
in such bars were often presumed to be commercial sex workers by the
clientele. This wrong assumption was not only limited to mashoga but also
their counterparts, female bar attendants, as shown in studies by Akarro
(2009) and Benhart and colleagues (2019). In Tanzania, it is not uncommon
to employ waitresses for minimal wages based on the assumption that they
could earn extra income by offering sexual services to clients. In some bars,
workers did not get paid at all, and were expected to make money only from
tips or having sex with the customers. This means that they were exposed to
the risk of being raped or subjected to other forms of harassment and
physical violence when they refused a customer’s sexual advances. Such
risks were the main reasons given by mashoga for switching jobs, even in
instances when their employers and co-workers accepted their sexuality.
Another kind of mobility exists in the world of digital technology. The use
of mobile phones, specifically smartphones, and access to the internet have
allowed mashoga to create or participate in online gay communities for both
emotional and material support, as I discuss further in chapter 5. Most of my
research informants said that they had access to mobile phones and those
who had smartphones used Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp as a means
of getting information as well as communicating and connecting with other
people. Among those who did not own smartphones, most said that they
aspired to own one primarily for the purpose of accessing social media and
the online gay communities to be found there. These online spaces are
perceived to be safer than physical spaces because most users have an
option to play around with their user names and privacy settings provided by
various online platforms (Juris 2012).
Despite these safety measures, online accounts and phone numbers can
expose mashoga to surveillance and arrest (Pariser 2012). Such risks lead
gay men in Dar es Salaam to frequently switch out their sim cards, change
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social media names, and sometimes even close down their accounts
whenever they feel that their identities are in danger of being disclosed. When
I met with Junior again in June 2017, he owned a smartphone (iPhone 6s+),
but surprisingly he did not have a Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter account
like most of my participants. Junior had had Facebook and Instagram
accounts before, but did not use his real name, which enabled him to post
content about being shoga without any fear. He had also changed his social
media names often to prevent people from finding more about his real
identity. Eventually he decided to close his two accounts, after one of his
social media names was published in the newspaper in a list of mashoga who
were alleged to be selling sex via social media. He also changed his phone
number to reduce the chances of being tracked by the police.
From Junior’s example and stories shared by other participants, it is clear
that these new spaces created by digital technology may be more private
because they do not require their physical presence. However, they may also
end up exposing their identities or facilitating police in tracking them. In most
of our conversations, it emerged that there was a certain level of online
mobility, as I discuss more in chapter 4. Some chose not to be part of these
platforms as a way of avoiding the possibility that technology might expose
them instead of protecting them.
Returning to the opening anecdote: renting a house in a less crowded and
decent neighbourhood was everyone’s dream because of the privacy that
came with it. Such neighbourhoods were quite expensive compared to
uswahilini, which made it difficult for most to afford them. For a single
bedroom, monthly rent ranged from 250,000 to 500,000 TSh (120 to 240 USD)
compared to 40,000 to 80,000 TSh (20 to 40 USD) in uswahilini. As argued by
Moshi (2010) and Msigwa (2013), residents in crowded slums often aspire to
move to planned neighbourhoods to be able to access social services and
possibly upgrade their social status. Mashoga, on the other hand, although
they wanted to get all the benefits that come with living in such
neighbourhoods, were more concerned with protecting their identity or hiding
from the consequences that came with the fact that they sexually desired
other men. Although most of their aspirations resembled those common
among other young people, their aspirations were less tied to meeting social
and economic needs. Whenever they expressed a desire or strived to save
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money to get a better house or phone, or to move to a new job or even move
to a new country, it always something to do with protecting their identity or
hiding from shame. In an interview with Junior, he said, ‘The new house we
moved into in April is safe. Nobody gets to know what is happening in the
house and it seems that we will live there longer, as long as we can afford
rent. I am now looking for a white boyfriend [mzungu]. I know if I find one he
may marry me and this will mark the end of me dealing with people’s
harassment all over the city’.
To this end, Junior changed his dressing style and spent most of the
weekends at hotels and restaurants that were frequented by foreigners.
Although he had moved to a better neighbourhood, he wanted even more
freedom, and he believed having a foreign partner, specifically a white man,
could increase his chances of going to a country where homosexuality was
accepted. At the time I finished my field research, he had not succeeded in
getting a serious white partner, but he had not given up either. For him such
a partnership had less to do with finding love than with getting a life free from
the tensions that came with living in a country where his sexual desires were
criminalized and considered culturally unacceptable.

Caught up in endless moving
Although frequent movements helped mashoga to navigate their daily
lives, the safety that came with such moves was tenuous at best. The
moment they would be able to stop moving as a result of social pressure
depended on their socio-economic position as they move through life. Age
and economic status of the gay men in Dar es Salaam highly determined their
chances of moving houses, jobs, and hangout spots as shown in the previous
sections. The poor younger mashoga, for example, were more likely to move
compared to their counterparts who lived in wealthier neighbourhoods. They
had managed to secure a reliable source of income and rent houses in better
neighbourhoods or on decent streets where there was less gossip and no one
cared about what their neighbours were doing. Most of the participants who
lived in such neighbourhoods had not had to move for the previous two years,
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unlike those who lived in uswahilini.
When I asked him about moving houses, Roy (26), a gay man who was also
a stylist and the owner of a local clothing line and a clothing boutique that
supplied high-end imported clothes in the city centre, said that he had not
moved in over three years. His apartment was located in Masaki, a wealthy
neighbourhood, and were some of his gay friends also lived. The monthly rent
for his luxurious apartment was 1,900,000 TSh (about 850 USD), and he had
to pay a six-month deposit up front. Although he was not willing to disclose
his monthly income, the amount of his rent and the quality of everything in
the house indicated that he had a high and reliable source of income.
Alongside having private security, his apartment had expensive imported
furniture, fully air-conditioned rooms, high-end kitchen appliances, and fancy
décor. In a conversation about his neighbourhood one day, when I was helping
him to water the beautiful potted flowers on his balcony, he said:
I like this house. I have lived here for three and a half years, and I
just heard that the owner wants to sell it. I am considering buying
it because I like it here and I can invite my friends anytime. I am yet
to find out how much will it cost me, but I can raise some money
and take a mortgage from a bank. Nobody cares about what
happens in this neighbourhood; I only notify my neighbours when
we play loud music, otherwise nobody cares at all.
Roy’s example makes clear that class position had a significant influence
on moving patterns. Those who managed to secure houses in low-density
neighbourhoods seemed to have private lives and less chance of having to
move due to gossip and rumours. It is well known that the more affluent
people get, the less they are bothered by issues such as sexual preference
(see Han 2009; Henderson 2015). However, given the limited chances of
affording a lifestyle like Roy’s, such wealthy neighbourhood-based tolerance
will likely remain out of reach for most. Those with money could also afford
to pay for hotels when they wanted to meet with sexual partners. In contrast,
most who lived in uswahilini could not afford to do so, which meant they were
more likely to bring lovers home, thereby causing problems with neighbours,
especially if they lived in a shared house or compound. Mwenye nyumba,
especially those who lived on-site, were also often quite keen to keep the
rumour mill going and to run off tenants before the end of their rental
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contracts (and double their profit). Alongside homophobia, material
considerations were also clearly involved.
Mobility also seemed to decline with age. Younger mashoga were
more likely to move from job to job, from one house to house, and from one
social space to another. Bi Jumaa, an older shoga, whom I talk more about in
chapter 3, was never bothered by neighbours, regardless of them being aware
of his sexuality. His older friends, who all either owned their own homes or
rented houses in more private neighbourhoods, shared that they had
managed to settle in their neighbourhoods by being able to control how they
related to their neighbours. When I talked to Bi Jumaa about his ability to
balance his relationship with the neighbours and his sexual identity while
providing a home to the younger mashoga he said:
It is just a matter of making the neighbours respect you. I am
privileged because of my age, and I am older than some of these
neighbours. I am always there for them when they need my help,
and I do not bring my partners here anymore, unlike the young men
who usually bring their boyfriends home – something that can fuel
the neighbours’ anger, you know. I am sure that they sometimes
gossip about me, just like how I gossip about their issues, but they
treat me with much respect.
Because of their more extensive life experience, older mashoga like Bi
Jumaa had developed skills in living with their neighbours. In most of our
discussions, older mashoga shared that they acquired these skills from the
experience of making mistakes when they were younger.
While mobility was used as a way to avoid the consequences of their
sexual identity becoming known, in most cases, it did not seem to solve all
the problems mashoga faced. Although moving gave them relief, this
condition was not permanent as the next moving awaited them once they
heard gossip about them or felt that their big secret was about to be exposed.
Since these unexpected moves found most of the participant unprepared,
some ended up being homeless or engaging in sex work for a while. Those
who were lucky enough stayed at friend’s homes, but they weren’t guaranteed
a long-term stay, especially if they were unemployed and could not contribute
to the household expenses. This lack of means sometimes pushed them to
engage in sex work as well. A few who made it into bibi-headed homes, which
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I talk about in detail in the next chapter, counted themselves lucky because
there were fewer pressures and it felt safer compared to their other options.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have shown how fugitivity was triggered by gossip,
economic insecurity, and social marginality hence forcing gay men in the city
to move with little time for preparation to avoid stigma, violence, and
harassment by their neighbours. Gossip has been theorized as a tool that
helps in bringing order to society (Gluckman 1968; White 2000). However, my
research shows that while gossip may work to stabilize the dominant norms,
it destabilizes the lives of those targeted by it. This made it hard for young
mashoga who were unable to move out of uswahilini, and it affected them
both psychologically and economically. The political, economic, and legal
aspects of mashoga’s position, as they tried to improve their living conditions,
left room for them to continually become victims of injustice since the
perpetrators were always protected by these structural conditions. While
most of the participants shared that frequent mobility disrupted their
everyday lives, they also acknowledged it as an important skill that helped
them in navigating their everyday lives and achieving their life goals.
Those who frequently moved were exposed to different forms of violence
and sexual abuse, to say nothing of sexually transmitted diseases, including
HIV. Their exposure to HIV in this era, when the current political leadership
does not fully support HIV-related services for MSM as shown in chapter 1,
raises many questions about the future of HIV among gay men in the city. As
most of the participants attested, such interventions have reduced HIVrelated deaths among them. What is going to happen after the banning of
these services, when the exposure to risk still exists? Most informants shared
that they had been involved in transactional sex now and then just to get
money to buy food and pay rent, as they saved for better houses.
Understanding these patterns of mobility can help those planning future
interventions to provide HIV services to gay men in the city, encouraging them
to design strategies that cater to their beneficiaries’ lifestyles. The frequent
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changing of residences, hangout places, and phone numbers, for example,
explains disruptions in their participation in various services as well as the
possibility of service providers being unable to trace them.
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Introduction
In this chapter, I present bibi homes as spaces of care where kin-like
relations among gay men in Dar es Salaam were socially constructed and
enjoyed. Alongside providing a home to the younger mashoga, these spaces
also provided social and psychological support, as well as the socialization in
which mashoga learned various ways to navigate their daily lives in the city.
I show how kin-like relations were reproduced and also how biological
families remained vital to those who found refuge in bibi homes. Although I
conducted research among 10 bibis, and visited five bibi homes, I use Bi
Jumaa’s home as the main case study for this chapter because I visited it
more often than other homes. Bi Jumaa’s home, which was the most well
known and was visited by mashoga of all ages in the city, also helped me
connect to the other bibis consulted for this research. After our first meeting
in early August 2017, I visited Bi Jumaa’s weekly for five months. There, I met
other bibis who were his friends, as well as the younger mashoga who lived
with him or frequently visited. Visiting Bi Jumaa’s home and the other four
bibis’ homes helped me to gain detailed knowledge about the different forms
of care and kin-like relations that such homes fostered.
One evening in the early days of my fieldwork, I was hanging out with five
research participants at KK’s house in Kinondoni. Gathered around a blue
plastic table on his veranda, we were chitchatting about the weekend plans
when KK received a phone call that Bi Bahati, who had been sick for the past
few weeks, had passed away. When he shared the news with the six of us, we
all went silent.
Because this event happened at the time when I was just beginning my
research, it did not occur to me that Bi Bahati could be a man. While ‘Bi’
normally indicates feminine adult status in Swahili, ‘Bahati’ is a genderneutral name. I assumed that KK was talking about a Mrs Bahati. This
confusion was exacerbated by the fact that gender is not indicated by the
grammar of the Kiswahili language, and therefore not readily apparent in
conversation or writing. The same pronouns are used for men and women;
one can engage in a conversation for a while before figuring out the gender
of a person being talked about. As KK and the others began sharing memories
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about Bi Bahati, I came to learn that he was a 61-year-old shoga who was
well known and respected within gay circles in the city. He had allowed several
mashoga to live in his spacious home, and they sometimes used his backyard
as a kijiwe. I was not able to attend his funeral, but I got a chance to contribute
some money to the fundraising that was done by gay men from different parts
of the city to cover his burial expenses. Fundraising during an extended
sickness or after a person’s death was a common practice I observed during
my research (see also Mesaki 2009). Money contributed during Bi Bahati’s
funeral was used to buy a casket, burial clothing, and food for the mourners.
A few weeks later when I asked KK, who had organized the fundraising
among his network of friends, about this practice, he told me that some
money was contributed by Bi Bahati’s neighbours and some by his blood
relatives (cousins) who came all the way from Masasi, which is about 600
kilometres away, for his burial. The practice of financially contributing to
funerals and providing social support is not new among Tanzanians (Hollos
and Ulla 2004). Among the participants I worked with, such fundraising took
on additional importance because, in most cases, biological families were
absent during difficult times. After Bi Bahati’s death, his relatives took most
of his household items, including the furniture, pans, a cooker, and his clothes.
He also had a farm in Bagamoyo, a small town located about 50 kilometres
from Dar es Salaam, which was given to his oldest cousin during the matanga,
a family gathering that marks the end of mourning. As for the two young
mashoga who lived with him, they did not receive anything, an indicator that
biological kin often prevail over affective kin following death. However, the
young men did continue stay in that same rented house since they had a
source of income and were able to cover the monthly expenses.
About six weeks after Bi Bahati’s death, I learned that ‘Bi’ is a common
honorific title often given to older mashoga. As noted in the introduction,
although the word bibi is used to address females, in this context it was used
to address males something that I could not grasp at first. Bibis generally fall
in the age group of 40 years and older, but this does not mean that they simply
get this title on their 40th birthday. While age is significant, other qualities make
someone a bibi, particularly their behaviour and exhibiting a sense of
responsibility. Upon attaining bibi status, older mashoga usually settle down
and stop going out late. They also are well known and expected to offer
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advice, even when not asked. Many become quite reserved and conservative
in their behaviour, focusing on establishing respectable relations with
neighbours and encouraging respectable behaviour in the people around
them, including the young mashoga to whom they offer shelter. These
qualities of bibi-hood contrasted noticeably with the behaviour of younger
mashoga who generally avoided their neighbours.
KK told me that a bibi must be ‘mtu mzima’, a Swahili term meaning that
one has achieved adulthood. Spending time with bibis and observing how
they ran their homes, I came to understand that being mtu mzima meant
much more than just reaching a given age. It also indicated that they were
both socially and economically settled.
Bi Jumaa behaved like a typical bossy older woman in uswahilini. His love
for sitting on his colourful mkeka (mat) or his round wooden stool (kigoda) on
his baraza (veranda) throughout the day and giving orders resembled what
older matriarchs in uswahilini do. Whenever he did household chores, he
would make everyone around do the work with him, sending them to help
chop vegetables, stir the food, or check the cooking progress. It was also
normal for him to call the younger mashoga from their rooms only to ask
them to get his phone from a table that was just two steps from his mat or
to answer a door three meters from him. His behaviour demonstrated the
privileges that came with the status of being mtu mzima (see Wright 1979;
Lindhardt 2010).
Once I became a frequent visitor at his home, he also would send me to
get something from his house or to attend to his customers at his small
genge, or vegetable stand. The younger mashoga who lived with him jokingly
nicknamed him ‘kikongwe wa kihindi’, the little old Indian woman, drawing on
a common Dar es Salaam stereotype that older Indian women are lazy and
bossy. When they addressed Bi Jumaa by this nickname, he rarely got upset,
but at times, he called them back by their nicknames or threw at them
whatever was close at hand, for example, a shoe, a piece of wood, or a stone.
The behaviour and lifestyle embraced by bibis closely resembles those of
Swahili grandmothers, who are often involved in the care of their grandsons,
offering them advice on dating, marriage, and more generally how to become
respectable men. Being a bibi often came with the responsibility of taking care
of younger mashoga in some ways, for example, by providing emotional or
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material support. But even those older mashoga who did not provide care to
younger mashoga were called ‘Bi’ as long as they were around 40 years old
and above or behaved in accordance with the idea of mtu mzima.
Finding bibi homes was not a simple matter, especially for those who came
from outside the city. To get the opportunity to live in one of these homes, it
required one to know a bibi personally or have a friend who did. Bibi homes
were made up of individuals who did not share blood ties. They offered a
space where household members could share a sense of family while also
learning how to successfully navigate gay life in a city that was becoming
increasingly hostile to same-sex relationships and public performances of
gender non-conformity. While living in bibi homes, younger mashoga were
expected to provide care through daily home upkeep or financial contribution
to cover some household expenses for those working.
Weston (1991) found that lesbians and gay men who participated in her
study were close to their chosen families, and spent most of their lives with
them compared to their biological families. Carsten (1997) also observed this
among lesbian women she worked with, where they considered themselves
family regardless of the absence of blood relations among them. Building on
Weston’s and Carsten’s analyses, I show how bibi homes also created similar
chosen families among gay men in Dar es Salaam, in which they considered
themselves family and treated each other like siblings and parents,
notwithstanding the absence of blood relatedness among them. While
Weston’s and Carsten’s arguments partly conform with what I observed in
bibi homes, it was also clear in my research that mashoga’s biological
families remained important, as most mashoga actively tried to maintain
some sort of relationship with them. While bibi-headed families are socially
(re)produced, their structure resembles that of biological families: both have
a head of the family, children (in this case, the younger mashoga), and a clear
sense of the head’s responsibilities to the rest of the family members and vice
versa.
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Bi Jumaa’s home
I finally got an appointment to meet with Bi Jumaa through my research
assistant KK, after five months of trying to get a connection to middle-aged
gay men in the city. Upon our arrival at his home on that Friday afternoon, a
tall, thin, light-skinned man opened up a tiny, rusty, brown gate. His fresh
haircut and the bright colours he was dressed in made him look ten years
younger than his actual age. He was wearing a neat white vest and a yellow
khanga14 wrapped elegantly around his waist. Even though such clothing is
associated with femininity and could put any man wearing it in trouble, he
seemed very comfortable. As we walked towards his backyard, I noticed more
colourful, freshly washed khanga hung outside his house. Following my
complimenting of his beautiful khanga, he shared that he had been wearing
them for years, especially when inside his compound or in his neighbourhood.
Nobody in his neighbourhood harassed him for dressing in feminine clothing,
unlike what happened to the younger mashoga living in other parts of the city.
Bi Jumaa had managed to build a good relationship with his neighbours,
being there for them when needed, attending funerals and parties, as well as
checking on them now and then. He was highly respected by his neighbours,
despite them being aware of his sexuality and that of the young mashoga who
lived with him.
When I met Bi Jumaa, he was providing a home to four young mashoga:
Ali, Ndile, Saidi, and Juma. Later on, towards the end of my fieldwork, Nimo,
a 19-year-old, joined this home. Growing up as a shoga himself, Bi Jumaa
had been forced to move cities at the age of 19 when the rumours that he was
shoga started spreading among his neighbours and some relatives. He
moved from Dar es Salaam to Zanzibar where he lived with a friend for four
months and then moved to Tanga where he lived for eight years. While most
mashoga moved to Dar es Salaam to find refuge when rumours about their
sexuality began to spread, as I show in chapter 2, Bi Jumaa moved to a
14

A khanga is a colourful, light-weight, cotton fabric worn by women and very occasionally by men throughout East Africa. Often
sold in pairs, which can then be cut and hemmed to be used as a set, khanga are about 1.5m by 1m. They are often decorated
with a border on all four sides (pindo), and a central part that is distinct in design from the borders and the message at the bottom
of each piece.
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smaller town for some years to be away from his relatives and people who
knew him. After his first two years in Tanga, he lived with Mbwana, who was
also shoga, before moving to his own rented room. Bi Jumaa had met
Mbwana in Dar es Salaam a couple of months before he moved to Tanga.
Although his parents were not happy with Bi Jumaa, they did not disown
him. As the only son, he communicated with them often, visited, and took the
responsibility of caring for them by sending money for food and medical care
when he lived outside Dar es Salaam. He returned to Dar es Salaam at the
age of 27 when his mother died and his father became seriously ill. Since he
was the only child, he felt obligated to move back to Dar es Salaam to care
for his sick father. When his father died two years later, Bi Jumaa inherited his
house, making him a property owner, something that elevated him to the
upper class as per local standards. Acquiring a house of his own meant
reduced costs of living and, since then, he had invited in other mashoga,
specifically those who had broken relationships with their biological families.
Sometimes he took in those who had just moved into the city with no place
to go. Even though his house could comfortably accommodate up to nine
people, most of the time it was inhabited by three to five younger mashoga
who moved out when they felt that they could live independently. During our
informal conversations, he regularly shared with me that having the young
mashoga around gave him the feeling of being a parent since he did not have
any biological children. It had been difficult for him to find a woman to have
children with, as he had been outed while he was still young, and most of the
women whom he thought could make potential partners were not interested
in having children with a shoga.
Given the fact that bibis live low-profile lives, I was curious about how he
found the younger mashoga in the first place and how he decided who stayed
and who could not. He shared that he usually met them through
recommendations from the current members in their homes, friends, and
other bibis, and that some had approached him personally. The type of
behaviour that they displayed in the early days of their stay determined if they
got a chance to stay longer or not. He recalled chasing out some of the
younger mashoga because they were too lazy, slept out of the house often,
or got drunk all the time, something that a good Muslim like him was not ready
to entertain. Bi Jumaa said that, to be able to stay with him, one must be ready
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to do household chores, like laundry, cooking, washing dishes, and cleaning,
and run his genge, which earned him money to buy food and pay some
household bills. Those who worked were expected to contribute some of their
monthly earnings for household expenses. Although such responsibilities are
rarely clearly stated, bibis expect their chosen children to know what needs
to be done in keeping with the way that family hierarchies and responsibilities
are customarily defined in Tanzania (see Borgerhoff-Mulder 2007; Kasper and
Borgerhoff-Mulder 2015; Creighton 2018). It was common to hear bibis
gossiping about family members who did not contribute anything or scolding
the lazy ones.
Ali (24), a younger shoga who worked at a restaurant in the city centre and
had lived at Bi Jumaa’s home for four years, complained little about the
responsibilities that came with living there. Ali had been connected to the
home by his friend Dogo, who had also lived with Bi Jumaa at the time. He
had met Dogo when he became homeless after moving to Dar es Salaam
from Dodoma, where he had been outed, disowned by his father, and shunned
by his brothers. Although his mother and sisters maintained communication
with him for a while, things changed a year later when his mother died and
his sisters barely responded when he tried to keep in touch. Despite their
resistance, Ali told me that he tried to call his family now and then, believing
that he might need them if he ever became critically ill or if his body needed
a homeland to be buried in when he died. He told me many times how pleased
he was to feel safe, finally, and to have found a home and even new ‘siblings’,
especially after his relationship with most of his biological relatives had gone
sour. Still, the pain, desperation, hope, and anxiety to be re-embraced by his
biological kin pushed him to continue to try to rebuild their broken
relationship.
Living with Bi Jumaa, Ali learned various survival tactics, like how to avoid
clashes with nosy neighbours or strangers who might attack him in the
streets. Such learning was often imparted by bibis and other members in the
house. Those coming from outside Dar es Salaam faced two challenges: not
knowing the city in general and not knowing how to navigate their daily lives
as gay men in the city. Failure to engage in the right performances at the right
place and time could send a signal to neighbours, strangers, or police.
Bringing home friends could also be dangerous, as could their behaviour on
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social media. Several gay men had their names appear in the newspapers,
were harassed in the street, or experienced physical or verbal abuse as a
result of their sexuality being disclosed in the wrong spaces. Drawing from
their own experiences, bibis and other members in the home helped the new
arrivals to understand the dos and don’ts and to connect with other gay men.
At Bi Jumaa’s, mashoga were allowed to invite their boyfriends to visit, but
they were only allowed to spend the day, though they could stay a bit late if
there was an event or a party. They were not allowed to sleep over or have
sex at the house. Bi Jumaa mentioned that he had a lover, but I never met him
nor did he ever bring him home. He thought that it was not a good idea to
disclose his sex life to the younger mashoga and, in one of our informal
conversations, he said, ‘I do not want these kids to know the man that I am
dating. They will not respect me if they find out, you know’. When I asked the
younger mashoga who lived with him if they knew Bi Jumaa had a boyfriend
they told me that they had no idea. I occasionally observed them giggling or
sometimes gossiping whenever an older man whom they were not familiar
with visited, wondering if he was Bi Jumaa’s lover. Although those who lived
in these homes sexually desired other men, there were no sexual relationships
among them. When I jokingly asked if they were having sex among
themselves, Ali quickly replied, while giggling, ‘sisi huwa hatusagani’, meaning
that it is not their custom to have lesbian sex because they are feminine gay
men. When I repeated this question at various times, believing they might
offer a different answer as they got to know me better, they always laughed
hard and reminded me that mashoga do not sleep with one another.

Finally finding a family and a home
In most societies in sub-Saharan Africa, blood relatedness is considered
the most crucial element of kinship (Piot 1999; Smith 2001; Trager 2001).
Although this remains valid for most mashoga, as seen in Ali’s striving to
rebuild the broken relationship with his biological family, bibi homes provided
a space for a new form of kinship to emerge. This kinship among mashoga
was based on a shared sexual identity and the shared social exclusion that
comes with it. My research made clear that bibi homes were made up of the
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building or structure, the people who live in it, and a particular socialization
process. The space and the people worked together to produce a new type of
kin relation among mashoga that to a certain extent mimicked the patterns
of traditional Swahili family homes.
Studies of kinship on the importance of blood relatedness illustrate that,
in many countries, advancements in assisted birth technologies and the
decriminalization of homosexuality have enabled gay couples to have
biological children (Weston 1991; White 2004). While this may be relevant
elsewhere and even among Tanzanian mabasha, who are more likely to have
children, such possibilities are not available to mashoga in Tanzania. Since
homosexuality is criminalized and considered culturally unacceptable, the
possibilities for mashoga to find female partners or adopt children are limited,
even when they have a strong desire to have children. Although it is rare, some
do have children, having had them with female partners, most often when they
were younger and their sexuality was not widely known. Bi Jumaa told me
that having children did not work out for most mashoga, especially once
rumours about their sexuality spread within their neighbourhoods. Some of
his friends had had children with female partners when they were in their early
to mid-20s, but struggled to find female partners as they aged as more people
in their streets became aware of their sexuality.
According to Perry (2009), in Tanzania, having children is considered a
marker of adult status. Having children is also seen as an important aspect
of completing a home (Trautmann 2001; Borgerhoff-Mulder et al. 2001; Hage
2003). Although several participants had decided to have children as a way
of hiding their sexual identity, as I show in chapter 5, some also just loved the
idea of being parents. The satisfaction that comes with acting or being treated
as a parent is one of the motivations for bibis who did not have biological
children to choose to take care of younger mashoga at their houses. Breaking
ties with biological families had not been easy for these young men, not least
for economic reasons, given the role of biological kin in helping young people
complete schooling, find work, or access start-up capital to launch their own
businesses (see Warner 2002).
Schneider (1984) argues that biological relatedness made through a
shared biogenetic substance is the primary unit of kin relations. While this
remains true in diverse circumstances, having ‘chosen’ families can challenge
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the value of biological kin. The default relatedness that one acquires at birth
accumulates meaning depending on how family members socialize with one
another; this, rather than blood alone, is what builds the actual relatedness
(McHugh 2002). The breaking of social relations among biological kin can
lead to the breaking of relatedness as well, resulting in emotional suffering
among the estranged individuals (Weston (1991). Ali and many of the other
mashoga I encountered in Dar es Salaam freely recognized the blood ties they
had with their siblings and parents, however they had no social relationship
with them at all. Their biological relatives did not count them as a part of the
family and did not involve them in family activities.
Cowan (1959) argues that people construct a chain of associations that
enlarge their sense of belonging to a place. In the case of the younger
mashoga, who are highly stigmatized and looked down upon because they
are considered too feminine, bibi homes helped them find their place in the
city. Mashoga often described this form of kin relation using the Swahili
proverb ‘undugu ni kufaana sio kufanana’, which means ‘being relatives has
more to do with how often you are there for each other and not how much
you look alike’. This proverb is not exclusive to gay men, as it also
communicates some core ideas and expectations involving biological kinship
in Tanzania (see Abrahams 1973; Porter 2004). Its use suggests that
biological families are rarely perfect and kinship bonds can be formed absent
blood relations. Those who lived in bibi homes used the proverb to emphasize
the care that they received from their chosen kin. Ndile, who often called Ali
‘my big brother’, once invoked the proverb when he told me: ‘Undugu ni
kufaana sio kufanana. Ali does not look like me; he is tall, slim, and light
skinned while I am short, dark skinned, a little fat. We do not have any physical
resemblance at all, and we do not have any blood relatedness, but he has
always been there for me. He is a true relative. Some of my siblings have never
been kind to me as much as Ali has been’.
Despite the imperfections of bibi-based kin relations, which encouraged
younger mashoga to try fixing their relationships with their biological families,
bibi homes provided a space to experience family interactions. Mashoga told
me that, in these homes, they had found people they could relate to as kin.
Although I never observed them address one another as ‘brother’, ‘sister’,
‘cousin’, ‘father’, or ‘mother’, mashoga assured me that they considered
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others in the household to be relatives, not because of shared blood
relatedness, but because the way they cared for one another. Ali, for example,
often spoke of how coming to live at Bi Jumaa’s home had given him siblings.
Bibis experienced the joy of feeling like parents. In several conversations
with Bi Jumaa, he often repeated that he considered himself a lucky man
because he privileged to own an ample space that also came with an
obligation to take in the younger mashoga out of love and kinship reciprocity.
While providing care, he also enjoyed the care being provided to him. One
Saturday morning, while rearranging vegetables at his genge at his home, Bi
Jumaa offered,
If I get sick today or I need to send someone to the market or
elsewhere I have all these children here to help me out. They always
take care of me even after moving out. Just like how Junior visits
me and bring sugar or cooking oil, and sometimes he simply visits
to say hi whenever he has time. It is nice helping them get a place
to stay right…? However, it is not just about helping them or giving
them a place to stay. I also get children in this whole process. All
these are like my children. Their parents disowned them, but I live
with them as my children or grandchildren, and they also get to
meet other people in my house and whom they live with like blood
relatives.
Such benefits resemble what most parents expect from biological children.
Bibis, who might otherwise be excluded from such benefits, were able to enjoy
them by taking in younger men. Doors to Bi Jumaa’s home were open to those
in need of a place to stay as long as they were ready to abide by the
household’s rules, which were not that different from those of most families.

Learning how to navigate fugitive landscapes
One evening, I was dropping off Ali, Dogo, and Ndile at their homes after
we had gone to visit a sick friend in Manzese. Dogo (29) had previously lived
with Bi Jumaa for five years before moving out, about two and a half years
ago. As we headed home, Dogo was sitting on the front passenger seat, while
Ali and Ndile were occupying the two back seats. I had met Dogo a few weeks
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earlier, during one of his visits to Bi Jumaa’s home, and since then we had
been talking a lot about his experiences as a shoga in Dar es Salaam. While
driving to Bi Jumaa’s home to drop Ali and Ndile, Dogo and I were talking
about the new job he had started just two weeks ago. Ali interrupted us,
wanting our attention so he could take a better snapchat video while singing
along to ‘Eneka’, a new Tanzanian R&B song that was playing on the radio.
Dogo was irritated by Ali’s behaviour and tried to stop him, but Ali did not
seem to care. Dogo started teasing Ali, recalling how mshamba (Swahili for
old fashioned) he had been upon his arrival in town five years ago. Dogo
reminded Ali that Bi Jumaa and other family members had helped to teach
him about city life and how to survive as a shoga in Dar es Salaam. He
mentioned things like his outdated dressing style, his bleached skin and
pierced nose, and his love for wearing makeup in public, which was not safe
for him especially when he was out in the streets. While laughing at Ali, Junior
added, ‘Ali, you were mshamba, but now thanks to us you know how to dress
up properly, use Snapchat, and take videos in a car that is not yours in the first
place’.
Ali was not pleased that someone was bringing up his past, but this did not
stop Junior from reminding him that he did not know anything about being
shoga, finding men, dancing, and getting along with the neighbours when he
had arrived in the city and that Bi Jumaa and the entire family had taught him
all these things. Ali looked embarrassed by Junior’s jokes, but he did not fight
back as was his normal practice. From his frown, I could tell that most of what
Dogo was saying was true. Ali stopped singing and taking videos and went
quiet for a few minutes, until we started talking about everyone’s plans for the
weekend.
Halperin (2012) argues that, like other members of society, gay men are
socialized into heterosexuality by default at birth, and they learn about gay
culture through interacting with other gay men. They live most of the early
years of their lives learning how to be ‘real men’ through socialization done
by parents, siblings, neighbours, relatives, religious leaders, and school. Ali
acquired most of the skills on how to engage in urban gay culture through his
new home. He had ideas that being shoga included skin bleaching and
wearing makeup, but such practices were considered unacceptable in Dar es
Salaam, and members at Bi Jumaa’s home socialized him into practices that
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were more tolerable in the city. The fact that he had to switch practices to be
able to fit into city life shows that there is not only one way to be gay: gay men
are likely to be socialized into different ways of life depending on what is
acceptable in a particular time and space (see Reid 2007).
The care and socialization offered to urban newcomers go against a
stereotype that became popular in Tanzania and other parts of Africa in the
late 1990s, that gay men recruit younger men and teach them how to be
homosexual (Amory 1998; Donham 1998). Rather, what happens in bibi
homes can be characterized as a socializing process for young men who
already consider themselves mashoga. The socialization process among the
gay men I studied involved learning tactics to navigate their everyday lives,
including how to negotiate their way into different spaces so that they can
become what they aspire to be. As a newcomer in Dar es Salaam, if one wants
to escape the attention of the police and eventually succeed, it is important
to learn quickly about urban lifestyles and to adapt to modern fashion, foods,
drinks, language, and even speaking tones. While they could learn much about
city life from anyone, they can only learn how to navigate the city as
effeminate gay men from mashoga friends who have more experience. Those
who are a little older or are associated with bibi homes tend to make the best
teachers, imparting knowledge about safe hangout spaces, dress codes,
fashion, language, places to access health care, especially for sexually
transmitted diseases, and places to find potential sexual partners.

Bibi homes as spaces for care
Older family members in bibi homes equipped younger mashoga with skills
to navigate their daily lives in the city, but they also provided care to the other
people who lived with them as well as to other close friends who were
mashoga. One afternoon when I was at Bi Jumaa’s home for a visit, Ali
approached Bi Jumaa, who was sitting on a small wooden chair on his
veranda, and knelt and whispered something to his ear. For a moment, Bi
Jumaa did not answer as he paused a few minutes to think, before loudly
telling Ali to bring him a piece of paper and pen. When Ali returned with a pen
and a paper, Bi Jumaa wrote something on it and gave it back to Ali. Although
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curious, I did not know if I could directly ask about what was going on. Luckily,
Bi Jumaa decided to tell me about this moment with Ali, offering:
You know these young men do not use common sense at all. They
engage in unprotected sex and end up getting STIs. He got
gonorrhoea, and he was asking me to write him the name of drugs
I had prescribed him like two or three months ago. He recovered
from the previous infection, but he has it again. I always tell them
what drugs to use once they share their symptoms. If I am not
familiar with such symptoms, I link them to some doctors who are
also my friends. You know I am not a doctor, so I do not know the
treatment for everything. I am not happy at all with his carelessness,
but since he does not use my money for his treatment, then I do not
care that much [laughter].
When I asked Bi Jumaa about how he acquired this medical knowledge, he
said, ‘Back then, there were no health care interventions, so we had to learn
things the hard way. We used to write down the names of the medicine that
cured most of our sexually transmitted diseases, and we shared the
prescriptions whenever one of us had the same problem’.
Bi Jumaa’s previous experience self-medicating taught him what drugs to
prescribe to treat symptoms of several STIs. Self-medication for STI
treatment in Tanzania is common, including among heterosexuals, since it is
considered taboo to disclose any infection or diseases directly associated
with sex (see Stigler et al. 2006; Mapingure et al. 2010). For gay men, this
hesitation to go to the hospital for treatment is compounded by the fear of
the stigma they are likely to encounter when health care providers learn that
they engage in anal sex (Nyoni and Ross 2012; Larsson et al. 2016; Ross et
al. 2017). Although there have been several recent health interventions in Dar
es Salaam offering HIV-related services to MSM, it was not uncommon for
young mashoga to ask bibis to prescribe STI treatment, rather than pursuing
biomedical testing. The easy accessibility of antibiotics without a doctor’s
prescription in Dar es Salaam makes it possible for one to get drugs to treat
STIs as long as one knows the name of the drug. In most cases, selfmedication worked. When it did not work, bibis would direct mashoga to
doctors who did not discriminate. Without such interventions, young
mashoga would have to resort to seeking care in clinics and hospitals where
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they were likely to be poorly treated, especially given the recent closure of the
gay-friendly NGO clinics in the city.
Bibi homes provided care to those who lived in them, and to other gay men
in the city. Gay men who had stable lives in the city or had good relationships
with their families were also welcomed as visitors in bibis’ homes, and they
commonly dropped in when they needed a shoulder to lean on. Most of the
bibis had self-owned, fenced houses and their backyards were used as
hangout spaces and sometimes to host parties and get-togethers for
mashoga and their close friends. Since renting party spaces at hotels was
both expensive and less private, younger mashoga found the free spaces in
these houses to be a much better option for hanging out and partying. When
I attended Juju’s birthday party at Bi Dulla’s home, I observed how friendly Bi
Dulla was. The party was well attended with about 60 guests, all gay men
except for five female friends of Bi Dulla and me. Neighbours who were sitting
under a big mango tree outside his house or those who walked in to borrow
something did not seem to mind or bother any of the guests, despite knowing
that most of the guests were gay. Bibis did not seem to mind hosting these
parties, since they usually agreed when requested to do so.

Moving out, reproduction, and reciprocating care
Phone calls and visits accompanied by gifts or household needs were
common at bibi homes. I first met Dogo when he walked into Bi Jumaa’s
house with a black plastic bag full of things. The household members treated
him with familiarity and his visit appeared normal to everyone in the house.
He took a seat on a colourful mat in Bi Jumaa’s living room and asked Ndile
to bring him a small blue basin from the kitchen. Clearly he was this familiar
with the space, as he even knew the colour of the kitchen bowls. He opened
the polybag and pulled out another brown bag that contained blue slippers he
had brought for Ndile, and another small paper bag containing painkillers for
Bi Jumaa. He also pulled out a gallon of sunflower seed cooking oil and then
carrots, tomatoes, onions, paprika, and oranges, which he put in the blue
basin that Ndile had brought him. After emptying the bag, he continued talking
with Bi Jumaa and everyone else at the house, spending his entire afternoon
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there. Bi Jumaa introduced him to me as a shoga who had lived in his house
previously and who had moved out about two and a half years ago. During
my visits to Bi Jumaa’s home, I would keep meeting Dogo, as well as other
mashoga who lived here in the past. Some brought gifts, as Dogo had done,
but some just stopped by to see how he was doing. These modes of relating
are widely considered typical of traditional family life in Tanzania, but my own
experience living in Dar es Salaam confirms what researchers have
documented about contemporary life in many African cities: many people are
trying to get away from the obligations traditionally associated with their
extended families and are instead choosing to prioritize their nuclear families
(see Kastner 2010; Geschiere 2000, 2014). Bibi homes in Dar es Salaam,
however, still seem to place a high value on extended families, expecting
everyone to honour the social obligations associated with reciprocating care
across generations.
Dogo had lived with Bi Jumaa for seven years, and decided to move out
when he got a job. It was located far from Bi Jumaa’s house and it paid him
enough to cover rent and other expenses. He told me that he also felt he
needed a little freedom because he wanted to be able to stay out late, invite
his boyfriend over, and have a place of his own to call home. He had found
living at Bi Jumaa’s to limit his freedom; he had a curfew and Bi Jumaa kept
a close eye on any visitors he invited over. When I interviewed Dogo he was
well on his way to establishing himself as mtu mzima, as he was living at a
rented house in Kinondoni with a friend and a younger shoga whom he had
been taking care for about a year. Talking about his reasons for moving out,
he said:
At the age of 29, I was not a boy anymore. I did not want to be asking
Bi Jumaa for permission to go out or the kind of friends to invite
over. Imagine having to explain at home the reason behind bringing
a strange man whenever I met a new man. At some point, I realized
that I was not a child who needed my parent’s permission and
approval to invite my boyfriend over. It was about time for me to get
a place of my own finally. Staying at Bibi’s house comes with the
strict rules that we all have to live by you know. Parents can be strict
sometimes and Bi Jumaa is not any different.
While bibi homes provided support, they also fostered kinship relations that
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included an obligation to care, even after moving out. Dogo still considered Bi
Jumaa and the other men that live at Bi Jumaa’s his kin and he continued to
take care of them by bringing food, sending money via mobile banking, and
visiting whenever he had time. Bi Jumaa could also call on Dogo and other
chosen children when he needed their support. Although social ideals hold
that children should care for their parents in Tanzania, there is also evidence
that older children try to limit kinship obligations as they form families of their
own (Porter 2004; Mesaki 2009). Dogo could have decided to avoid his familial
obligation, but he continued to provide care for Bi Jumaa. In another interview
Dogo offered:
Bi Jumaa took care of me like his blood. I did not have a job or a
home, but he took me in. My parents themselves did not want
anything to do with me, but he treated me like his son. I did not have
anything to give him, and now that I earn something, I feel that it is
time to pay back. He does not say that he needs me to give him
anything, but deep down, I feel like it is my responsibility to take care
of him as he did to me.
Children in biological families are socialized into kinship ideology, making
them feel obligated to take care of their parents even after moving out of their
natal homes (Warner 2002; Taylor 2008). Historically in Tanzania, many
cultures assigned the role of taking care of old parents to the sons, creating
a strong male child preference (Mturi and Hinde 1995; Mwageni 2001). With
time this has changed and children are expected to take care of their parents
regardless of their sex. The desire to ensure that one is cared for in old age
has contributed to a strong desire to have biological children (Hollos and Ulla
2004). In taking care of younger mashoga, bibis are attempting to ensure that
the care will be reciprocated in their old age, just as they would have expected
from biological children if they had had them.
Most mashoga who lived in bibi houses at one time did not question this
expectation of providing care and support to the older men as a form of
reciprocation, while, like Dogo, also forming their own bibi homes. Such acts
of responsibility seemed to inspire younger mashoga to maintain the caring
culture of these homes. Ali, for example, often shared that living at Bi Jumaa’s
home made him feel that he should continue to support him after moving out
and that he would help other younger mashoga in need.
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Biological families are also important
While acknowledging the importance of chosen kin relations forged in bibi
homes for many mashoga in Dar es Salaam, biological relatedness also
mattered greatly for most informants. Despite having fractured relationships
with their biological families, most struggled to mend those relations hoping
they would regain the possibility of support from biological families in the
future. At Bi Jumaa’s, Ali had found a home, people whom he called siblings
and, in Bibi, someone who was like a parent to him. Yet, as mentioned earlier,
he still strived to find ways to repair relations with his biological family. On
another occasion, Ali recalled the death of his friend Zawadi. When Zawadi
passed away in 2016 at the age 26 nobody in his circle of friends knew any
of his biological relatives. Ali recalled:
When Zawadi passed away from a car accident, we were in big
trouble. Even the bibis around us who usually chip in to solve issues
that we cannot handle did not know what to do. At some point, we
almost gave up because of the string of procedures needed to claim
his body from the hospital for the burial, since we are simply friends
and not blood relatives. Such delays can be both expensive and
inconvenient because we have to pay for body storage and all the
approvals. It took us over a week to get permits through the Ten Cell
leaders because we did not have any blood relatives to help us.
Things got a little easier when his cousin came to the rescue after
we managed to get hold of him and paid for his transport to the city.
Ali’s statement shows that although bibi homes could provide some of the
forms of care usually provided by biological families, sometimes the
involvement of blood relatives was needed. It is still a common practice to
send critically ill patients to their natal homes, where they can receive
intensive care at a fraction of the cost or be buried with dignity on family land
should they not recover (Spitzer and Mabeyo 2011). In cases of untimely
deaths, for example, fundraising for burial expenses is usually not enough.
The involvement of biological family members during such events remains
important, and this fact shows that chosen, bibi-headed families have some
limitations. If a person becomes critically ill, destitute, or die, the obligations
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of biological kin are expected to prevail and it is accepted that any claims
made by biological kin will supersede the desires and claims of chosen kin
(see Cohen and Atieno 1989; White 1990).
The sustainability of bibi homes, given that such chosen kin are not
recognized by the state’s legal structures or conventional social structures
pushed mashoga to focus on maintaining and repairing relationships with
their biological families. Heterosexual reproduction typically happens in
patriarchal family structures, a pattern that pervades the economy and serves
as the default under the law, including in matters such as inheritance
(Mwageni 2001). These structural conditions tend to privilege biological kin
over non-biological kin. For example, when a bibi dies, all that the bibi acquired
in life automatically is passed on to his biological kin unless other
arrangements are made and hold up in court. Looking at Bi Bahati’s case, it
is clear that when a bibi dies his home and much of the social structure
attached to the home collapses. Although Bi Bahati lived with young mashoga
whom he considered his family for five years, when he died his blood relatives
took everything, including clothes and furniture, leaving the young mashoga
empty-handed. Fear of such losses makes many mashoga feel they cannot
escape their biological families no matter how poorly they are treated or how
far they run.
From the observations I made during the death of Bi Bahati and other
stories shared, including the incident of Zawadi’s death presented above, I
grasped that mashoga wanted someone from the deceased’s family to be
present during the burial process, as a show of respect and to facilitate the
process. Biological family members could play a significant role in taking care
of burial permits, getting the body discharged from the mortuary, and the
performance of religious or other spiritual rituals, thus reducing anxiety
among close friends of the deceased. Those from ethnic groups that value
being buried at the homeland, such as Moshi, Arusha, Mbeya, and Iringa,
wished to maintain ties with their biological families so that they could get
the respect of being buried at home (Hasu 2009; Myhre 2013).
Compared to mabasha, who were more likely to be married and have
biological children, and therefore less likely to be disowned by their families,
mashoga seemed to be more concerned with establishing alternative
networks of care, even as they strived to repair biological ties. Even those who
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were fortunate enough to find caring friends and care in bibi homes were
concerned about what would happen to them as they aged without biological
children and what might happen if their chosen families were absent. These
concerns reflect the organization of Tanzanian society where strong
biological kin ties are important, especially during difficult times, regardless
of one’s class position (Hasu 2009). Such events illustrate the dominance of
biological kinship and the precarity of chosen kinship. When bibi families
collapsed, younger mashoga were forced into mobility and to rebuild their
lives. When I asked Bi Jumaa in an interview about the future of the mashoga
that he lived with, he said he did not have a plan to write a will, nor had he
explored options for passing down his property. Since he did not have any
siblings, he thought his distant blood relatives, probably cousins, would likely
inherit the house. If this occurred, the younger mashoga would be left with
nothing, as had happened after the death of Bi Bahati.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I show fugitivity was navigated especially by most younger
mashoga who were vulnerable because of their sexuality, age, and class
positions. I have also examined how younger, homeless mashoga find homes
in the houses of older mashoga, affectionately called ‘bibis’, in Dar es Salaam.
Bibis cared for and equipped them with tactics to navigate their daily lives in
the city, as well as offered them new chosen families. Within these new
kinship relations, young mashoga learned to appreciate their sexuality and to
live as men who desire other men.
I have shown how those living in bibi homes supported one another and
nurtured expectations of reciprocity, drawing on kinship norms. Appreciative
of the lives afforded to them by the care provided by bibis, younger mashoga
were often inspired to create similar homes when it was economically
feasible, which in turn would hopefully lead to them receiving care from their
chosen children when they got older. The kin relations created by the bibis
were not limited to those who shared a household, but extended to those who
lived elsewhere. Those who regularly visited bibi homes considered them as
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their second homes, places they could return to when advice or assistance
was needed, or simply to enjoy a good party. Bibi homes were considered the
safest places to hang out in the city, especially in contrast to open spaces or
street corners. Since they were located in private compounds and also owned
by men whose sexuality was socially tolerated by their neighbours, bibi
homes provided relatively safe spaces for gay men to congregate.
I propose that bibis be considered male matriarchs, simultaneously fathers
and mothers, even if younger mashoga often jokingly called them
‘Grandmother’. In reciprocating care, the younger mashoga shared household
responsibilities like cooking, cleaning, taking care of one another, and other
tasks. Those who had jobs voluntarily supported bibis in buying food and
paying bills. Even after moving out, most of them considered bibis as their kin
whom they visited, brought gifts, and assisted with covering day-to-day
expenses. Being able to walk into a home where their sexual identity was both
accepted and shared gave young mashoga a sense of belonging, as well as
a place where they could get the social and psychological support they
needed.
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Introduction
When I met Mike (26), who would become one of my research assistants,
he promised to introduce me to most of his friends from different corners of
the city. It had been six years since he had moved to Dar es Salaam with the
help of a friend he had met on Facebook who was also shoga. The friend
hosted him for one month until Mike got his first job in the city and managed
earn enough to rent a room.
In recent years, Tanzania has witnessed an increase in the use of digital
technology, fuelled by the growing access to affordable smartphones from
China as well as reduced internet costs in the country (Pfeiffer et al. 2014;
Msia 2014). In Dar es Salaam, the use of social media, especially among
younger people, was widely established at the time of my fieldwork. Social
media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat were the
most commonly used. As I was interested in exploring how social media
platforms shaped the everyday lives of gay men in Dar, Mike’s story about
finding housing through a Facebook friend before coming to the city caught
my attention.
In our first meeting, Mike introduced me to his boyfriend of 14 months,
telling me they had also met on Facebook. Over the next four weeks, he
continued introducing me to his friends, most of whom he had met through
various social media platforms. Most participants in this study had access to
smartphones or at least had had access in the recent past. Those who did
not have them due lack of money, or because they had been lost or broken,
regularly expressed their desire to get one and their anxiety about needing to
(re)connect to online life.
As shown by Stuart and Thorson (2009), citizen journalism has become
popular in recent years, where people rely on news generated and shared by
the general public on the internet than the mainstream media. The preference
for citizen journalism has been increasing because news from social media
is both easily accessible on smartphones and the content is less restricted
than in the mainstream media. In Tanzania, the state dictates the content of
what is broadcast on TV and radios and what is published in the newspapers.
About 90 percent of the mainstream media in Tanzania is owned and run by
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private companies, and only 10 percent is owned and run by the state (MCT
2018). However, the government has firm control over the content shared, and
any media houses that break these rules are usually heavily fined or
suspended for up to 12 months (Media Service Act 2016).
Zimmer and Proferes (2014) argue that the convenience of and easy
access to social media have shifted people’s preferences, causing them to
shift away from mainstream media as their primary source of information.
Whenever there is a rumour about something or breaking news in Dar es
Salaam people will check it out on Instagram or Facebook to confirm instead
of turning on the TV or reading a newspaper’s website. Unlike face-to-face
interaction, social media provides a space where all types of information
ranging from gossip, breaking news, and critique of the state are being shared
by people using either real and anonymized identities (Juris 2012; Miller
2017). In Tanzania, the preference for social media such as Instagram and
Facebook is related to the fact that most of the mobile telecommunication
companies provide free data for social media, in order to attract subscribers.
Promotions such as ‘Halichachi bando (unlimited data)’,15 ‘Nunua dakika pata
M.B. bure (buy airtime and get free data)’, and ‘Bure Facebook na Instagram
(free Facebook and Instagram)’16 offer free or relatively cheap internet for
social media. By offering free or low-cost internet access, these companies
indirectly shaped people’s preference for the free use of social media as a
source of information, instead of news websites that they would have to pay
for in the form of data consumption. The extensive use of social media in
Tanzania motivated me to follow various online discussions related to my
research topic, as well as the online interactions of research participants via
their pages and the groups that I was invited to join as a member.
In this chapter, I show how social media has been playing a vital role in
shaping and creating new spaces to stay (in)visible among gay men in Dar es
Salaam, especially mashoga, whose sexual behaviour is considered culturally

15

This promotion, which offered unlimited social media data, was launched by Tigo Telecommunication Company in 2016 to compete
with other companies like Vodacom, Zantel, and Airtel Tanzania which only offered limited data bundles. This promotion was so
popular that all telecommunication companies in the country eventually adopted it.

16

Both Nunua dakika pata M.B. bure and M.B. bure Facebook na Instagram were promotions that became popular among
telecommunication companies in Tanzania in mid-2017. Customers who bought airtime bundles worth 2000 Tsh and above
were rewarded with free data for Facebook and Instagram.
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unacceptable. The increased access to and use of digital technology and the
internet have opened the door for the creation of online spaces that do not
require individuals to be physically present at the places of interaction (Miller
2017). Gay men in Dar es Salaam have taken advantage of such possibilities
to create voluntary associations in the form of Facebook and WhatsApp
groups, which serve as spaces for connection and interaction as well as social
support. Online spaces give users an option to stay anonymous yet share
their thoughts or publish content, making it possible for them to freely express
themselves (Carlson and Ryan 2016; Dhiraj 2018). While sharing their
thoughts can form a basis for policies, and social and political changes
(Nikunen 2018; Carlson and Ryan 2018), the visibility created may end up
drawing unsafe attention (Petray 2013; Dreher, McCallum and Waller 2016).
Such spaces may also bring what Fabian (1998) refers to as ‘moments of
freedom’, in which individuals get a chance to simply attain relief from what
they go through because of their highly stigmatized identity.
I argue that access to internet and social media has provided both spaces
for online interaction and a new way for gay men to navigate their daily lives.
They enjoy getting news, gossiping, and sharing their views, and they create
secret online associations that help them to connect with other gay men, ask
for help, and react to the state’s and the public’s attacks. Online spaces and
access to mobile phones have together enabled a more strategic masking, a
way of protecting themselves against dominant homophobic society and
culture (see Kingori and Gerrets 2019). The use of WhatsApp and Facebook
groups has increased men’s options for seeking help, such as fundraising to
help a member who is in need, getting information on prescriptions and
pharmacies to buy drugs for specific STIs, or connecting with HIV
interventions. In this chapter, I show how gay men used online technology to
do things that they could not do in offline spaces.

Online spaces: My experience in a Facebook group
In May 2017, when K.K., who was also my research assistant, suggested
that I should join some WhatsApp and Facebook groups, I thought that it was
too much for me. Although I had shown interest in following discussions
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related to my research topic on various social media platforms from the
beginning, I had not considered joining a group and actively engaging in their
interactions. After all, I was already following the news concerning same-sex
relationships in Tanzania on Instagram and Facebook pages of influential
individuals, political leaders, openly known gay men, and several media
houses. K.K. insisted that I should join because, through these groups, I could
meet more participants and probably ask to meet them for interviews.
K.K. and three other mashoga I knew were administrators of a group
named Jipende, meaning ‘self love’, that had 539 members who identified as
gay (either basha or shoga). We decided that I should see if the group
members would allow me to join for three months, with the explicit intent to
study their online interactions. Before joining the group, I decided to create a
new Facebook account with my actual name and a photo because, I reasoned,
if the group members trusted me and let me be part of their group, then it
would make sense for me to use my real name. I was reluctant to use my
existing personal account since I did not know how sharing the information
that I had been posting on my page for years might affect my study. I also
feared that exposing my personal life could affect the kind of information
shared by the group members. K.K. shared with me that this was their first
time letting a non shoga be part of their group, so they had to inform all the
members of the group and gain their approval to add me in advance. Most
likely because I was already close to the administrators, and I had met some
group members during my participant observation in bars, NGOs, and vijiwe,
it was relatively easy for me to gain their approval. Two weeks later, K.K.
confirmed that I had been added to the group, and that I was welcome to be
a member from June to August 201717. When I joined, members welcomed
me and insisted that confidentiality was one of the most important values of
the group. Leaking any information could put their lives in danger, something
that the administrator had also told me before letting me be part of the group.
By participating in this group, I was able to observe how social media
provided online spaces for interaction. They had nicknamed Facebook as

17

Although I did not join another Facebook group, during our informal conversations and interviews, most of research participants
talked about other groups they belonged to that were exclusive to gay men. My observations about what Jipende offered gay men
may well be applicable to such other groups.
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‘kitaa cha Facebook’, meaning Facebook Street. When hanging out vijiwe and
different parts of the city, it was normal to hear them remarking to each other,
‘I have not seen you in kitaa cha Facebook for a while’. I also was able to
interact with several participants both within and outside this Facebook
group, which gave me an understanding of how they adjusted their identities
in online and offline settings. Through reading old and new posts and by
asking questions about the protocols used to add new members, I learned
that the group had been formed based on referrals. Someone needed to know
at least one person who was already a member to request to join and be
approved by the administrators. The group was founded in March 2012 and
only had 100 members in its first two years of existence, but the number of
members had increased to 539 by the time I joined in 2017. Over those years,
the group had changed names five times, and three of those times the group
was also closed down because the administrators felt that members’ safety
was at risk. The interesting thing is that since this group is based on referrals,
it has been easy for the group to reconstitute itself whenever a few members
decide to.
While some group members remained strangers to one another and only
communicated through Facebook, some formed close friendships, found
lovers, exchanged phone numbers, or formed smaller WhatsApp groups. Such
relationships made it possible to reconnect most of the members any time
the group was disbanded, although, in the process, some members might
have been left out. Alongside approving new members and closing down a
group when there was a safety concern, the administrators were responsible
for reminding members about the safety of the group. This included insisting
that members lock their mobile phones with a password to avoid leaking any
information if a phone was lost. While there was some risk that their identities
could be revealed, the technology allowed them to close down or recreate
groups, and even find each other through phone numbers, messenger, or
other groups in which they have a shared membership.
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A social-mediated state?
Before showing how gay men in the city used social media as a space for
interaction in the next sections of this chapter, it is crucial to show how the
state used these spaces to demonstrate its stance on matters concerning
homosexuality in Tanzania. My interest in analysing information shared on
social media began around June 2016. At that time, I had started spotting
posts by various media houses and influential media personalities on my
Facebook and Instagram feeds, reporting on politicians’ verbal attacks
against men involved in same-sex relationships. I eventually started following
the official pages of several political leaders, the government’s official social
media pages, various ministries, and more media houses to make sure that I
would not miss posts on and discussions of homosexuality. These posts and
comments in response to them gave me some insight into what many users
of these platforms wrote about and maybe thought about same-sex
relationships.
Historically, the visibility or invisibility of certain behaviours in Tanzania has
been highly influenced by the leadership in power (Middleton 1992; Murray
1997; Makulilo 2016). We can see this with the gay community in Dar es
Salaam, which was quite visible during the colonial time, but then went
undercover after independence in the 1960s and remained so until the late
1980s (Moen et al. 2012). In the late 1980s, gay visibility increased and in the
1990s this visibility extended into popular culture, with local music, khanga
prints, and street language talking about homosexuality (see Moyer 2003). In
the 2000s, famous tabloids at that time such as Kiu, Ijumaa, and Uwazi posted
photos of famous mashoga like Anti Ali, Anti Kessy, and Anti Prince with
captivating news headings that boosted the media houses’ sales. These
mashoga were never arrested although same-sex relationships were
criminalized at the time.
The online attacks from the state that I talk about in this chapter were
observed after mid-2016, a time in Tanzania when things were changing
rapidly in terms of politics (see chapter 1). Political decisions were made to
attempt to eliminate social behaviours that did not seem to align with the
political agenda. In attacking same-sex relationships in Tanzania, it is likely
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that political leaders expected to get praise and compliments, similar to those
offered the previous president when he declared in 2011 that Tanzania would
never legalize homosexuality in exchange for foreign aid (Daily News, 17
November 2011). However, the public reacted differently in 2016 and 2017
when politicians closely associated with newly elected President Magufuli
issued anti-homosexuality statements. On their social media pages, various
government officials and political leaders posted that they were against
homosexuality in Tanzania. For example, on 21 July 2016, Dar es Salaam’s
District Commissioner posted a blank white image on his Instagram page
with the caption: ‘We will not tolerate any of these unnatural offences in Dar
es Salaam. We will fight day and night to stop this behaviour in our city’.
Public reactions on social media, in the form of ‘likes’ and comments,
suggested that many were anxious and angered to see such posts, especially
since the officials had campaigned on promises of economic development
rather than populist hate. Citizens admonished their leaders to focus on
socio-economic development rather than wasting time and energy on
addressing homosexuality. A comment on the Regional Commissioner’s
Instagram page stated, ‘Can we please get serious? Are we ready to see
people suffering from poverty while directing our energy in fighting the war
against gay men? Can’t we focus on strengthening our economy and the
health system before starting the fight against homosexuality?’
Despite such reactions from the public, other leaders continued to post
homophobic statements on their social media pages. For example, on 11
August 2016, the deputy minister for the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
posted photos of himself on his Instagram page inspecting an NGO that
provided HIV-related services to MSM, supposedly to ensure that it only
provided health services and did not also promote homosexuality. A picture
of him and other government officials during this visit was captioned: ‘The
war against homosexuality has just begun, uncovering the truth’. The caption
was accompanied with the hashtags ‘#hapakazitu’ (#we are here to work)
and ‘#mzeewafeield’ (#the fieldwork man).
One week later, the same deputy minister posted a photo of a letter that he
wrote to summon the director of this NGO to his office, accusing the
organization of promoting homosexuality in Tanzania. Below the photo, the
caption read: ‘Wanted by the office of the minister of health for promoting
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same sex relationships through the NGO named LGBT Choices. This is
against our Tanzanian Culture and the National Constitution. Mr James
Wandela Ouma should report to my office tomorrow at 9.00 am. Failure to do
so, the police will search for him and arrest him’.

Figure 1. Instagram post by then deputy minister of health summoning NGO director
https://www.instagram.com/p/BI95gIRghBK/?igshid=7uqw9c168q17
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The NGO director, a Kenyan, was most likely summoned because he was
a prominent activist for LGBTQI rights in Kenya and perhaps the authorities
feared that he would try to do something similar in Tanzania. The deputy
minister also posted multiple other anti-homosexuality statements on his
Instagram page. For example, on 18 January 2017 he posted a photo of two
lions with the caption: ‘Even animals do not do it, why would human beings
do it?’ On 9 March, he posted the same statement on Instagram and Twitter:
‘I am a medical doctor, and I know that there is no biological evidence for
someone being gay, they all need psychological help’.
On 17 February 2017, the regional commissioner of Dar es Salaam posted
again on his Instagram page, vowing to end homosexuality in Dar es Salaam.
In white capital letters against a purple background, it read: ‘Homosexuality
is against our culture, and I will end such behaviours in my city’. One week
after this statement, he put another post on his page promising to publicize
a list of ‘prominent gay men’ in the city. Three days later, he held a press
conference at which he named 23 men who were accused of being involved
in same-sex relationships in the city. After the press conference, he posted
an image on his Instagram page of a big ‘WANTED’ sign with the caption:
‘Those who appeared in the list that I released in a press conference this
morning should report to Dar es Salaam central police for further
questioning’. The hashtags #hapakazitu, #thenewdaressalaam, and
#newtanzania appeared in all his social posts, just like those of most political
leaders. Some names that were published by the state were simply the
nicknames or social media names used by the supposedly gay men and not
their official names. Putting such news on social media not only caused
tension among gay men but also spurred debates on social media, including
in the Jipende Facebook group, where some people sided with the
government and some condemned it for its homophobic acts.
People in Dar es Salaam, especially straight men, created a joke out of this
situation. They jokingly asked each other, ‘Hujaitwa central?’, which translates
to ‘Haven’t you been called to report to the central police?’, but in this context,
it meant ‘Aren’t you gay?’ Gay men, on the other hand, occasionally said this
phrase to make fun of the state-driven homophobia, but most of the
participants recalled this period being quite stressful to them. When I
conducted interviews with some of the participants who appeared on the
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regional commissioner’s list of gay men, they said that they had lived in fear
and tension. Reflecting on that time during an interview with J.J. (24), he said,
‘My name did not appear in the list, but I left the city and visited an old friend
in Tunduma, fearing that some of my friends who were asked to report to the
police station could mention my name as well. Nobody knew what those who
were asked to go to the police station were going to say if they were forced
to mention other gay men in the city’.
In the end, no one was taken to court because it was not possible to gather
enough evidence to press charges against any of those named. However, this
state-led witch hunt deeply affected the way gay men socialized in the city.
While some like J.J. left the city for a while, most stopped going out or visiting
bars that were known to be gay friendly.

Spaces for venting
The online attacks caused a lot of tension among gay men, especially
mashoga, who were the primary target. As argued by Juris (2012), online
spaces offer users the ability to speak freely, but their statements may draw
attention to other users. Since many social media platforms allow users to
anonymously leave comments (unless blocked by the post owner), the state
representatives’ posts facilitated widespread debate about same-sex
relationships in Tanzania. Because homosexuality had been the subject of
public condemnation in the past in Tanzania, those to whom I spoke reported
that most gay men limited their public reactions, hoping the moment would
pass and everything would go back to normal. Although some told me that
following hate speeches and attacks online had led to greater anxiety, others
said that because the statements were being posted on social media
platforms, they felt safe to react, because they could vent their anger and
frustrations anonymously, which also helped them to reduce their anxiety.
Scott (1985) argues that, even though speaking out may not bring
significant changes, it can bring a sense of relief, and this seemed to be the
case for gay men who chose to speak up on social media. Some of them
spread rumours that certain public officials were themselves homosexual,
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and shamed the officials and their families on social media. In July 2017, a
photo of a senior political leader, who had said that he hated gay men, with a
well-known shoga was posted on Facebook and Instagram and then shared
in several WhatsApp groups. The photo was captioned: ‘The M.P. of
constituent X likes men too, that is why he has constantly been attacking us
to hide behind the shadow of anti-homosexuality’. In another instance, photos
circulated of another political leader, one who said that all homosexual men
should be killed, with another man in a hotel. A few days later, it emerged that
the photos had been fabricated, but the reputation of both leaders had been
questioned, endangering their political careers and perhaps making them
question the cleverness of using social media to attack citizens who could
return the attack while remaining invisible.
Gay men also used Facebook and WhatsApp groups to remind each other
to post responses to posts attacking them. When I was part of the Jipende
Facebook group, the most active members regularly posted to inform the
group about the latest attempts by state officials to attack homosexuality on
social media. Those who had accounts on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
were incited to comment, specifically to post insulting and provocative posts,
knowing that police could not easily track them via their fake online profiles.
Their comments questioned the political motivations behind decisions to ban
HIV services for gay men, the publishing of the names of gay men, and the
targeting of them with frequent arrests. Common posts asked, ‘What if your
son was shoga?’ or ‘What if your close relative was shoga?’ Some went
further with statements like, ‘Since most mashoga in the country are closeted,
you may end up arresting your children’.
Although these online skirmishes did not have significant consequences
on the politics of the day, they did help to speed the spread of news about
what was happening in Tanzania to the international community, which came
to the rescue in some critical instances. Take the example of the arrest of
South African lawyer and activist Sibongile Ndashe, in November 2017,
alongside 13 supposedly gay Tanzanian men during an HIV-awareness
seminar in Dar es Salaam. Social media helped to spread the news using the
hashtag #freesibongileandthe13. The South Africa-based Initiative for
Strategic Litigation responded quickly by sending lawyers and questioning the
act. One week after their arrest, Sibongile and the 13 were set free because
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there were no grounds for pressing charges against them (Erasing 76 Crimes,
20 October 2017). While the movement #freesibongileandthe13 was
organized from South Africa, where social media activism is quite advanced,
it spread among the online gay community in Tanzania as well.
Adam, a research participant who worked with one of the NGOs that
provided HIV services to MSM, believed that the state’s decision to utilize
social media to target gay men also helped to spread the news to donors and
the international community in general. He reported that an unexpected
benefit of this was that donors had become less demanding toward NGOs in
terms of reaching targets and meeting project deadlines. Instead they were
getting greater support, including extra funding and training to ensure that
they worked efficiently and were adhering to national guidelines for providing
services to MSM to avoid getting in trouble with the state. Because knowledge
about the state-sponsored backlash in Tanzania spread quickly and widely
via social media, donors were able to assist several projects to restructure
their activities to fit into the emerging social and political climate.

Spaces for connecting
While social media provided an online space for venting anger, it also
offered a new way of connecting and interacting among gay men in the city.
When Bi Jumaa lost his phone, Ali and Ndile, who lived in his house, laughed
as they teased him about the fact that he was finally going to have to buy a
smartphone. They were delighted that he lost his old phone, which only
allowed for voice calls and text messages, and had a flashlight function. They
had nicknamed his phone ‘kitochi’, Swahili for a small flashlight, because it
was only useful when the power went out and they used it for lighting the
house. Ali and Ndile, and some of Bi Jumaa’s friends had often encouraged
him to buy a smartphone so that he could finally use social media, but he was
reluctant. Having lost his kitochi, however, he was eventually convinced to buy
a smartphone; still, he did not use it in the same way younger mashoga did.
He mainly used it to make calls and send standard text messages. He did join
WhatsApp, but he was not active because he felt like buying extra data after
using the bonus data bundles from the telecommunication company was a
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waste of money. Although he previously had a Facebook account, he reported
that he was no longer interested in using it, referring to it as ‘mambo ya
watoto’, or children’s things. When I asked Bi Jumaa how he connected to
other gay men or found sexual partners before the age of mobile phones, he
reported that ‘back then’ they would present their bodies in particular ways
to send signals to other men that they were gay (see Hegna 2007; Coon 2012;
Simpson 2013). Even now, he told me, mashoga his age rarely relied on digital
technology to hook up. Mostly were in long-term relationships, and those that
were not relied on makuwadi (pimps) to get connected to potential sexual
partners.
Challenging the traditional ways of creating connections and interaction,
online spaces provides opportunities for people who do not know each other
to connect without physically being in the same space (Petray 2013; Nikunen
2018). The absence of physical interaction and the option to use fake names
or photos enable users to post content without having to reveal their identity
(Crawford 2009). Social media permitted young gay men in Dar es Salaam to
interact online using fake names without fear of being identified by family
members or being tracked by the police. Some of the participants I met in the
Jipende Facebook group had multiple social media accounts, identifying as
shoga in some and as straight in others. Accounts with fake names were used
to access private online groups for gay men, while official names were used
for interacting with family and close (straight) friends.
Gay men in Tanzania used digital spaces to make friends, get a connection
to the city (for those living outside Dar es Salaam), and find lovers. Some
managed to join bibi homes through interactions that started in the Facebook
groups, as I mentioned in chapter 3. While heterosexuals also use online
spaces for interaction and to find lovers, for highly stigmatized mashoga, the
use of online spaces was especially important because it reduced the hassle
of finding lovers and encountering public rejection. Ali, talking about his arrival
in the city, shared:
Coming to the city could have been difficult if I did not have any
friends then. I was hosted for a few weeks by a friend that I had only
met on Facebook. Being from a village where I could hardly meet
gay men, it was not easy to have friends who are also shoga.
However, when I joined Facebook in 2012 I met a friend who
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introduced me to two groups, and I made a lot of friends from there.
Other members of the Jipende group also managed to move to cities and
get hosted for several weeks by friends they had met on social media. These
novel possibilities, made possible by social media, had not been available to
the older men I interviewed. Talking about what it had been like to grow up as
a mashoga before social media, Bi Jumaa explained:
You know, these young mashoga are quite lucky. They usually share
with me how nowadays they can meet other gay men using their
phones. This is safer compared to the old times where, in the
process of sending signals of liking other men, one could be beaten
up or get kicked out of that area. Back then we had to put on
makeup, wigs, polish our nails, and so on to send a signal to other
men that we were mashoga. We got boyfriends and fellow mashoga
through using these techniques. At that time, many people were
friendly to us, but at times we got beaten or kicked out of various
partying places. Those who were not comfortable in doing all these
had to use makuwadi (pimps) to find partners. For the newcomers,
they had to find their way in the city before finally knowing a place
where they could meet with fellow gay men. This could take them
several months, while the young mashoga these days come to the
city with all the important information.
Looking at how K.K. and Mike had met several friends with a shared sexual
identity through Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp groups, it was clear that
even closeted gay men could easily interact and connect through social
media platforms. Unlike the ‘old days’ when people like Bi Jumaa managed
to interact with mashoga friends only by going to bars, parties, or connecting
through mutual friends, technology has been uniting people through online
spaces. Such spaces were beneficial to gay men, especially mashoga, but
also posed a threat to the business of makuwadi, who made money by linking
mashoga to potential mabasha.
K.K. and other younger men, in both online and offline spaces, told me that
they did not need to present their bodies in a certain manner to send a signal
that they were gay. Social media platforms enabled them to link up with
potential partners without needing to pay makuwadi or dress up in a way that
would expose them to discrimination in public spaces. While social media
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simplified connections and interactions, users risked meeting deceitful people
online and being stood up for dates and, in more extreme cases, being outed
or subjected to forms of violence, including rape, when hooking up with
strangers they met online.

Spaces for social support
When John (25), a member of the Jipende Facebook group, got critically ill
in July 2017, I had been part of the group for five weeks. Since he had not had
a good relationship with his family for a couple of years, John used his last
savings and support from his close friends to get treated at the hospital. Three
months after John had started treatment, he reported that his left foot kept
swelling so much that walking became impossible. He had an X-ray scan
taken at Muhimbili National Hospital, and the doctor told him that he needed
major surgery. This surgery was expensive for him because he did not have
any savings or a source of income because he had to stop working when his
health deteriorated. The estimated cost of his treatment was 1.5 million TSh
(about 700 USD), and his only hope was asking for help from people around
him, including members of the online groups he belonged to. He could not ask
for help in person because according to the protocols of the group all the
posts involving fundraising had to go through the administrator, who was
supposed to ensure that someone was really in need before posting their
request. He informed K.K., who was an administrator and aware of his
situation, to post on his behalf. The post read:
As we always do it when one of us is in trouble let it be sickness,
death and any other critical issue we usually help each other as
family. Our friend John is very sick, he has been an active member,
and he usually helps others when they are in need. He needs about
1.5 million shillings for his treatment. Whoever wishes to contribute
can do so through the following numbers XXXXX.
In addition to posting a lot of wishes for a quick recovery, group members
also sent contributions to him. Some suggested alternative medicines,
doctors to see, and even churches to go so that he could get fully healed. In
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a week, the group managed to raise more than two-thirds of the money John
needed to cover his medical expenses, allowing him to start his treatment.
During the 12 weeks I spent as a member of the group, I witnessed members
contributing money to sick friends and rent to those who had lost homes and
had no other source of income, helping those who lost loved ones, and
fundraising for group parties. While this kind of support mainly came from the
members, occasionally the group extended its help to non-members,
especially older mashoga who were barely on social media. For example, K.K.,
who usually coordinated these fundraising activities, told me that even though
Bi Bahati was not a member of the group or active on Facebook when he
passed away, some of the money to cover his burial expenses was fundraised
via Facebook groups. Even members of the group who had never met in
person seemed willing to help other gay men when they were in need.
Fundraising is common within families in Tanzanian, especially for
weddings, sicknesses, and burials (Mulokozi 1997). These days fundraising
extends further to raise money or material support to facilitate socioeconomic development in a community (Mchomvu et al. 2002; Chachage
2010). While fundraising for such events has been made easier by mobile
banking technology, it can be quite complicated among marginalized people
since they have limited connections, especially those whose ties with their
biological families have been broken. Gugler (2002) argues that marginalized
people can mobilize themselves to get help. Little (1957) and Schutz (1977)
also show how communities with shared social problems can create
voluntary associations to help them to adapt to difficult situations. The online
spaces that I discuss in this chapter are a good example of such voluntary
associations, and they were one of the first places mashoga went when they
were stuck and in need of help. Most of the participants that I both met, in
both online and offline interactions, had experienced a separation or broken
relationships with their biological families and therefore relied on support
from the voluntary associations they created over time. Even though they did
not manage to solve all the problems they faced daily, these online spaces
provided an alternative area for them to seek help.
Tanzanians often feel obligated to show support to others when they are
in need, in part because this is seen as a way of investing in the future
(Tungaraza 1990; Mulokozi 1997; Mchomvu et al. 2002). They perceived
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actively providing care to other members is an investment, since it increased
their chances to receive the group’s support should they require it in the
future. In discussions, they often gave examples of members who never
contributed money to others and who ended up being abandoned when they
were in need. Krause and Rijk (2016) also argue that connections are directly
linked with care which is expressed by embracing the practice of tending to
one another. Although their research was conducted outside Africa, this
study’s participants shared this perspective, stating that besides being simply
connected by digital technology it was important to support other members
when they were in need. While the offering of material support was the most
common form of exchange observed in these groups, there were other forms
of care and support elicited and offered. As seen in John’s case, in addition
to contributing money, some members gave suggestions about alternative
medicines, doctors, and even churches to speed his healing. Members’
requests were not always for money. For example, some posted symptoms
of diseases, especially STIs, and asked other members if they knew of
possible treatments. STIs, especially anal infections, often led to requests
because many feared going to public hospitals where they were likely to be
met with stigma. Some also asked for tips for gay-friendly clinics or doctors,
and it was not uncommon to see the telephone numbers of supportive
doctors posted online. Although other studies have found that selfmedication among MSM was common in Tanzania, the ways gay men
supported each other by sharing health information online has not previously
been documented (see Nyoni and Ross 2012; Larson et al. 2016; Ross et al.
2017).

Are these online spaces 100 percent safe?
While online platforms allow for anonymity, they are not entirely safe.
Several risks come with using them. Social media provides options to interact
anonymously, but the advancement of hacking technology and carelessness
among users means the safety of the users is never guaranteed (Pariser
2012). With technological innovations and international policies, the
consumers of digital technologies are exposed to a risk of their personal
information being traced through their data supplier or hacking apps (Miller
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2017; Dhiraj 2018). In the case of Facebook group members, it is easy to have
imposters who intentionally join to spy using fake identities, hence
sabotaging the privacy of these online spaces. Another time, when group
members suspected that some members were not gay, the admins decided
to close down the group for the fear that the information they had been
sharing for months could be used by the police to track them. During offline
conversations with K.K. about the safety of Facebook, Instagram, and other
social media platforms, he commented, ‘they are only safe if you play safe,
but the risks are relatively high especially if a member get arrested, lost his
phone, or if we add someone who was not gay in the groups’.
When he gave me the names of his two active Facebook accounts, I
curiously asked him the reason behind having two accounts and what
function(s) each account served. He told me that he had always had two
Facebook pages, one with his real name, photos, some of his family members,
and posts about his daily adventures. He strategically did not accept friend
requests from most mashoga in this account, except those who were close
to him, to avoid people picking up that he was one of them in case of the
carelessness of one of his friends. The other profile had a photo of two black
men kissing (not his photo), and the name ‘delicious baby’. He had changed
the name on this account three times and once closed it down because he
learned that there was a chance of him being identified by the police when
some of his group members were arrested. He intentionally used an erotic
photo in his fake profile to send out a message that he was shoga, and it also
enabled him to gain access to several Facebook groups that were exclusively
for gay men. K.K. shared that he also accepted friend requests from people
with similar accounts or those who signalled that they shared the same
sexual identity through the kind of content they posted. Such signals included
profile photos, bio descriptions, and their membership in other online groups
exclusive to gay men in which he was also a member.
Even though these online groups are exclusive to gay men, K.K. believed
that it was not possible to trust them fully. Drawing from past experiences of
identifying imposters in the Jipende group, he was convinced that spies could
infiltrate these groups by identifying as gay and then leak their information.
In one interview regarding his experience on the safety of Facebook and
WhatsApp groups, he said:
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These closed Facebook groups are not 100 percent safe, you know.
We try to let in people with convincing profiles as well as referrals
from at least two members to confirm that they are one of us, but
you never know. Some may join our groups to investigate us. We
once learned that we had straight men and a couple of women in
our group, so we quickly removed them. These people may be spies,
and they can leak our chats to the public.
In another incident, some chats and posts were leaked because a member
lost his phone, and some members were tracked down by the police when a
group member was arrested during a police raid at a bar that was suspected
for hosting sex workers. Although I frequently observed posts insisting that
members must keep their phones locked for safety reasons, it was not easy
to monitor everyone’s adherence to this rule. When I asked him how they
disciplined people who were already members, he said, ‘It is not easy to
control how over 500 members protect their phones. Being in a group is great,
but it is risky too. Last time I exited the group because one of the members
was arrested and the police started using his phone to trace us. No one was
caught, but this was unsafe. I left that group and changed my Facebook
name’.
Experiences like these send a message that even though online spaces
provide room for using a fake identity and extend greater freedom compared
to physical interactions, they are not 100 percent safe. Users gained space
for openly sharing ideas, but exposed themselves to risk because, if anything
went wrong, they could be traced back. K.K. changed his Facebook name
once, while I was still a member of the Jipende group, because one of their
members had been arrested at a nightclub he was worried that police could
use that person’s phone to track him. He closed down the old account and
opened a new one with a new name to avoid drawing attention, using the
information that was in the old account. Most of the participants’ worries
around the privacy of online spaces were mostly caused by the fear of
carelessness or disloyalty among group members. Leaking chats or personal
details about group members, such as their residences, phone numbers, or
places that they liked to hang out, could put their safety in danger, especially
at a time in when the moves of homosexual men in the country were being
closely monitored.
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Conclusion
In this chapter we see fugitivity among gay men I worked with manifesting
through online attacks and sometimes being tracked by police but still, they
found ways to navigate the challenges and make the most what was offered
by these platforms. The increased access to digital technology has enabled
gay men in Tanzania to create online spaces for interaction where they could
freely express their desires, something that they could hardly do in the streets.
Online interactions provided a more relatively safe space where they could
display their sexual identity without having to share too many details, and
connect to other gay men and sexual partners. Some found their way to bibi
homes and other forms of kin relations through simple interactions that
started online. While all these could also be done through physical
interactions, digital technology has made it easier to connect to other gay
men without going to bars and other hangout spaces where they were likely
to face stigma, homophobia, and police harassment.
Online spaces also provided opportunities for gay men to offer care and
support to one another without requiring physical meetings. A Facebook post,
for example, could help someone find drugs to treat STIs, a doctor that offers
friendly services to gay men, and money for treatment or any other needs.
From the experiences of Bi Jumaa, who grew up before the coming of digital
technology, it was clear that the lack of such possibilities made meeting other
gay men and dating more complicated, and also made it difficult to obtain
health information or other forms of support. Prior to the flourishing of digital
technology, gay men had to use to use their bodies to display their sexual
identity to facilitate intimate connections, a practice that exposed them to the
risk of being verbally and physically attacked in public. But gay men did not
live their lives 100 percent online, and had to develop ways to navigate the
city as safely as they could, as I discuss next.
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Introduction
Despite the entrenchment of social and legal norms relating to gender and
sexuality in Dar es Salaam, until relatively recently, homosexual practices, if
not explicitly gay identities, have been widely tolerated in the city and more
generally along the Swahili coast (Amory 1994, 1998; Moen et al. 2014a). In
this chapter, I show the pressures experienced by gay men, especially
mashoga, and the techniques they used to navigate those pressures in their
daily lives. I show the ways that gay men in Dar es Salaam actively attempt
to avoid discrimination by performing heteronormative masculinity in most
public and domestic spaces while reserving their performances of ‘gayness’
for specific private spaces.
Contemporary conventional gender norms have been historically shaped,
with pre-colonial and colonial experiences informing Tanzania’s political and
social context, including family structure and what defines a man (Iliffe 1979).
Especially laws and religious norms introduced during the colonial era
encouraged exclusive heterosexual relationships. Following independence,
these norms continued to be embraced by the state in Tanzania. Today, both
legal and social structures, especially immediate and extended family
members, put pressure on people to conform to conventional gender norms
in most public and domestic spaces.
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Dar es Salaam, like many African cities, has recently experienced an
increase in verbal and physical attacks on gender non-conforming men who
are presumed to be gay (Mkhize 2010; Moyer and Igonya 2016; Thoreson
2014). Despite a history of tolerance, Tanzania has recently witnessed a
tremendous rise of homophobic legislation, policing, social exclusion, public
stigmatization, and hate speech across the country, as shown in chapters 1
and 4. In The Citizen newspaper on 15 September 2016, for example, it was
reported that the government would continue to fight against homosexuality
because it is still illegal according to the laws of the land. Although same-sex
relationships have been illegal since the colonial era, with a possibility of life
imprisonment as punishment, the law has rarely been enforced. In this
chapter, I analyse how both homophobia and resistance to it are increasingly
enacted through media technologies, to contribute to the theorization of
gender and sexuality in contemporary urban African contexts (Nyeck and
Epprecht 2013: 3).

Mchina’s case
On a Monday morning in August 2017, I visited Bi Jumaa’s home to talk to
Ali (introduced in chapter 3). When I arrived, I found Bi Jumaa sitting on
mkeka, a hand-woven traditional mat, on the left side of the living room. On
his lap was the head of a man I had never seen before who seemed tired and
unhappy; I could tell from his red eyes that he had been crying for a while.
Once we finished greeting one another, it seemed that my hosts did not know
what to say; clearly, something was not right. A few minutes later, Bi Jumaa
broke the silence, telling me they were having a problem and that Mchina, the
man on his lap, was in big trouble with his wife who had recently found out
that he was gay. A video of him kissing another man when he was drunk on
Saturday had gone viral on several WhatsApp groups, Facebook, and
Instagram. He told me that this video was secretly recorded by someone
outside the bar in Ilala, where they were hanging out, and that the person had
shared it on social media. It quickly reached Mchina’s wife, even before he got
home from the bar. His wife had been so mad at him when he got home that
he decided to leave and go straight to Bi Jumaa’s to seek advice. Given the
intensity of the situation, all I could do was to express my sympathy and plan
for another visit.
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One week later, I asked Mchina,18 who was by then also staying at Bi
Jumaa’s house, if he would be willing to talk with me further. He agreed to
share his story, and we scheduled an interview at Bi Jumaa’s for the following
week. For privacy, we sat at an isolated corner under a tree in Bi Jumaa’s
backyard. He told me that although he was a shoga, he had been happily
married to a woman for the past four and a half years. Mchina spoke at length
without interruption, and seemed calm and relieved to finally share his story
with someone. In the interview, he told me:
I was born and raised in Dar es Salaam, and at the age of 14, when
most boys of my age started dating girls, I realized that I had a
strong sexual attraction to other boys. I started dating boys from
my school in secret and at the age of 17, my brothers began
questioning if I am rijali [Swahili for straight] or shoga because they
had never seen me dating a girl. Although I had many female
friends, I only enjoyed spending time with them as casual friends
and not having sexual relationships with them. Rumours about my
sex life reached home where my brothers beat me a lot and, at 18,
they pressured me to date a beautiful girl who had come from the
village to visit her aunt. This relationship, which lasted four months,
somehow silenced the noise from my brothers who were constantly
questioning if I was normal like other boys my age.
Even after ending this relationship, I kept dating other men and
having occasional short-term sexual relationships with women
when I was in my mid-20s. At this age, the pressure increased, and
I was pressured to get married after my younger brother’s wedding.
My mother recommended that I marry Asha, a young woman who
loved me so much and confessed her feelings to my close relatives
as well as my mother. My relatives pressured me to start a
relationship with Asha, and I married her six months later.

18

His friends called him ‘Mchina’ in reference to his light skin, short height, and small eyes, which made him look Chinese.
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I was not entirely happy with this marriage, but one thing was
positive about it. Everyone stopped questioning my manhood,
believing that I am a ‘real man’, but in truth, I still maintained my
relationships with the other men. I did not need to do so much to
prove my manhood to my family and neighbours; a challenge was
hiding the fact that I am shoga from my wife. It was so difficult
because I had to come up with excuses whenever I wanted to meet
my boyfriend. One year after our marriage, we had a baby boy, and
this added so much joy to our family even though I am constantly
worrying about my son’s reactions if he finds out that I am shoga.
Despite my fears, I was able to stay married for four and a half years
without my wife doubting my sexuality. It was so tiring to always
sneak out of my house, lie about travelling outside the city, and
sometimes coming back home saying that I was hanging out with
the boys. The rewards were great, though, I have never been happier
in my life than this time because no one was questioning my
identity anymore. My marriage was a great achievement, and I did
everything to keep it because of the status that comes with it. When
my wife found out that I was shoga she was agitated and told me
that she would make sure that the whole world finds out that I am
gay because she cannot believe that I have been living in deception
all this time. He showed me a text message from the wife saying, ‘I
am very upset that you were cheating on me with another man, not
a woman, what makes the matter worse is that you are a “woman”
in that relationship’.
Mchina’s story resonates with those shared by other participants of this
study. His story highlights everyday experiences reported by men who fail to
consistently conform to norms of masculinity associated with sexual
preferences, marriage, and reproduction. Such experiences and pressures are
significantly higher among mashoga in comparison with those men who
adhere to masculine conventions and generally do not express or display their
desire for other men in public despite engaging in same-sex practices. In Dar
es Salaam, such men are said to be the ‘man’ in the relationship, are
presumed to fulfil active/penetrative sexual roles, and are much less derided
for their sexual preferences than are more feminine presenting, presumably
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passive/penetrated mashoga. What is at stake is the intersection of sexual
practices and gender norms. Mashoga, whose sexual behaviour that involves
the receptive role during sex, are much more disruptive to norms than are the
homosexual practices of mabasha.

Navigating family and societal pressures
Like people everywhere, gay men in Dar es Salaam experience pressure
from family and society to perform gender within a set of conventional norms.
As stated above, such pressures are higher among mashoga than mabasha,
whose behaviour reflects heteronormative ideals most of the time. Although
most adolescent boys and young men are encouraged to engage in
heterosexual relationships, get married, and eventually have children, this is
experienced as exceptionally negative by men who are sexually attracted to
men, especially when their failure to conform leads others to question their
sexuality and manliness. Research participants commonly reported that
rumours circulated about their sexuality from the time they were young
because they failed to conform adequately to accepted gender norms. Some
reported that their parents started pressuring them in early adolescence when
neighbours gossiped, saying they were involved in same-sex relationships.
Others reported an increase in pressure when, like Mchina, they failed to show
signs of being a ‘mwanaume wa kawaida’, or a normal man, the term used by
most research participants to refer to heterosexual masculinity. Although they
also experienced some pressure from male peers who were interested in
dating girls, these pressures were comparatively less than those put on them
by adults and older male siblings. In responding to these pressures, they
learned and developed tactics to hide their sexual desires and practices at a
young age.
Secrecy around matters concerning sexuality in Dar es Salaam is common,
including among heterosexuals. Generally, matters concerning sex and
sexuality, especially outside of the bounds of heterosexual marriage, are kept
private. In many cases, such secrecy is linked to eroticism and pleasure
(Moyer 2003; Thompson 2019). However, I would argue that, unlike
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heterosexual people in Tanzania who may conceal sexual engagements that
challenge norms of monogamy, gay men must maintain a high level of
secrecy around their sexuality to avoid expulsion and loss of their
investments, as well as the shame and stigma that may be directed at them
or their family members (Herdt 1997; Thompson 2015). For most of my
participants, keeping their sexuality secret was extremely important. Most
had experienced instances when neighbours or others around them found out
they were gay and began harassing them and their family members.
Nevertheless, no matter how much they tried to keep their sexuality a
private affair to protect their families, in most cases, their families also
pressured them to be ‘normal men’, thereby compounding the problem.
Although such pressuring usually began in adolescence, it could recur at any
time. Most reported how stressful these periods had been for them, and
attributed wanting to avoid such stress as a motivation to develop ways to
navigate the pressures that they were exposed to. These techniques included
intermittently dating women and even having children with those women.
Although some made this choice because they genuinely desired to be
parents, many also did so to convince their family, neighbours, and broader
society that they were not gay. Others asked female friends to ‘play their
girlfriends’ at family events and other times when they would be expected to
show their families or neighbours that they were in heterosexual
relationships.
Hussein, 31, asked his female friend Anisa to be his date for his cousin’s
wedding. His attendance was a must since this cousin was very close to him,
and most of his relatives would be attending. From experiences at previous
family gatherings, he knew that his relatives would be asking about his dating
life or future wedding plans. He did not want people questioning his sexuality
anymore, saying that such questioning had resulted in him leaving his family
home when he was younger. Anisa agreed on the condition that he would buy
her a new dress and shoes, and pay for her Uber to the wedding. Like Hussein,
several other research participants reported that they often brought female
friends to family gatherings and would invite them to sleep over at their
homes to make the neighbours or family members believe that they were
heterosexual. Providing evidence that they were dating women was a
necessary tactic used to counter rumours among family members, close
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relatives, and neighbours. Getting women to agree to participate in such
performances often required serious financial investments, as the case of
Hussein and Anisa demonstrates. Obviously, not all men could afford such
investments.
For Hussein and most other mashoga, being able to convincingly perform
rijali masculinity, or ‘straightness’, when with family was important because
it minimized instances of ‘unyanyapaa’ or stigma. Although mashoga had no
desire to be in sexual relationships with female partners, they were always
being caught in situations where they felt compelled to show people around
them that they were adhering to norms of rijali masculinity. Many eventually
married female partners and had children to further these rijali performances
to people around them, while continuing to counter such performances in
private spaces, like Bi Jumaa’s, where they could be open about both their
sexuality and their desire to play with gender norms.

Body styling and masculinity
One afternoon, Abdi, a 23-year-old shoga, showed up at the hangout spot
with a new haircut, dyed in purple and blonde highlights. Omari, Bi Jumaa, and
Hussein, who were sitting there with me, stared at his new look with shock.
Omari asked him ‘Hujapigiwa shangwe mtaani?’, which loosely translates to
‘Didn’t people harass you in the street?’ The word ‘shangwe’ means to cheer,
but Omari employed the colloquial usage to indicate the homophobic
statements that were commonly directed towards men in the streets who
failed to present as rijali. Basically, he asked Abdi if he had not yet been
harassed for walking around in public with his new look. At first, I thought they
were teasing him, exaggerating the association between homophobia and
Abdi’s haircut, which in fact was a much-loved style among men his age in
Dar es Salaam, especially young celebrities. However, Bi Jumaa, the oldest in
the group, was genuinely not happy with Abdi’s look, saying that the hair
colour in combination with his (badly) bleached skin, pierced ears and nose,
trimmed eyebrows, and polished nails was too feminine. Bi Jumaa was
concerned that everyone in the streets would be able to tell that Abdi was a
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shoga and would thus question his manhood and harass him. To drive home
his point, Bi Jumaa reminded everyone of a story about a 23-year-old friend
of theirs who a few months previously had been beaten by presumably
straight men in the streets for dressing in a feminine way. He thought that
Abdi’s look implied that he had not learned from this incident.
Sticking to the conventional norms of rijali body styling and fashion in
public is one of the main things that gay men in my research did to conceal
their sexual identities. They attempted to pass as ‘normal men’ by wearing
dark colours and regular fitting clothes, and following masculine grooming
techniques. Slim-fit clothes, bright colours, and refined grooming were
associated with femininity. Among those I interviewed, it was generally
considered an unacceptable risk to style their bodies in feminine ways in
public, and those who did so were seen to be inviting discriminatory acts.
Although they enjoyed styling their bodies in feminine ways when in public,
they generally chose to avoid doing so for the fear drawing attention from
strangers in the street. They especially feared heterosexual-identifying men
who would openly proclaim that they were offended and disgusted by men
who styled their bodies in a feminine manner, using it as an excuse to verbally
and physically attack them. Several research participants reported being
beaten or bullied because of wearing feminine clothes in public. Omari, a
29-year-old shoga man, said:
I cannot wear skinny jeans because I will start drawing everyone’s
attention, especially the neighbours and people in my street. The
next thing that they will do is start investigating if I am shoga or not.
I have seen many of my friends moving house because their
neighbours found out or suspected that they were mashoga
because of their dressing styles. Neighbours started harassing
these friends until they decided to move houses.
Recalling his childhood, he continued:
My brother started doubting me because of my colour preferences.
He always told me that a man could not wear anything pink or apply
lotion all over his body because it is a women’s thing. I never
stopped, and my brother started spying on me and found out that I
am shoga. I had to leave home because he and all my family
members started harassing me and saying that I am a disgrace to
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the family. I had to learn the hard way about how to dress in a
manner that will not ring an alarm for people and invite them to
direct negative energy towards me.
Abdi’s and Omari’s examples demonstrate how gay men in Dar es Salaam
learned to style their bodies according to the context. They learned this from
negative experiences with family, neighbours, and strangers on the streets,
but they also learned it from one another. Importantly, they routinely policed
one another, making sure they avoided the trouble that might be caused by
displaying their femininity in the streets. As much as they liked fashioning
their bodies in an effeminate manner, they did it in particular contexts, such
as private parties, or when meeting their sexual partners in private spaces or
at gatherings exclusive to gay men. Most of the feminine men in my study
liked wearing lip gloss, lipstick, and nail polish, and trimming their eyebrows.
They understood that displaying femininity was a manifestation of sexual
preferences, and in private spaces, they would do it with much pleasure. At
one party I attended, which was otherwise exclusively for gay men and their
close friends, Omari shared, ‘I wish we had more parties like these everyday
so that I can wear my crop top and my red lipstick’.
For most mashoga I interviewed, getting a chance to embrace their
femininity through body styling was pleasurable. Once they were dressed
femininely, however, they had to think before moving about the city, relying on
taxis or private transport to avoid confrontations in the streets or public
transport. In cases when they could not organize a taxi or private transport,
they would wear masculine clothes and change after reaching to the party or
their partner’s home. Such hiding tactics help them to avoid drawing people’s
attention and to conceal sexual identities that might lead to homophobic acts
being directed at them or to them being arrested. Once again, we see that the
ability to pass as rijali, or otherwise avoid conflict in public, could also depend
on financial investment, as taxis are not cheap in Dar es Salaam and private
cars are considered a luxury to most.
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Identities within and outside spaces of HIV interventions
Most gay men in this research performed different genders and sexualities
in different spaces and times to avoid homophobic acts being directed at
them. One might perform his gayness when with friends or his homosexuality
with the health care providers, and also perform rijali masculinity at work,
church, or mosque. In places where they were accepted, feminine- and
masculine-identifying gay men enacted different performances to heighten
their gendered differences, even while sticking to fairly popular scripts of
masculinity and femininity (see Reid 2007). Most mashoga also used this
term as a marker of shared identity outside HIV-intervention spaces, often as
a term presumed to be unknown to the broader public; this term was not
generally used among mabasha outside HIV-intervention spaces. Perhaps
because they were less likely to experience discrimination, mabasha did not
need a code word to hide in public. Twenty-three-year-old Ali said,
When I go to the NGO for health services, I usually say openly that
I am shoga because no one will stigmatize me. Also, openly saying
that I am shoga or sometimes MSM is the only way that makes me
eligible to access services from the interventions. I get quality
services there, unlike going to public or private hospitals where they
will kick me out if I disclose my identity.
Ali’s statement shows that employing the terms ‘gay’ or ‘MSM’ opened
doors to some health services, such as those offered by NGOs, while it could
also close the doors to services offered in public health care settings. Getting
access to health services offered by interventions targeting MSM was only
possible if one was willing to identify as gay, shoga, or MSM (Lorway et al.
2011). Seeking such advantages, in some contexts, even mabasha might
identify as gay or MSM.
HIV interventions also shape the way gay men behaved in public spaces,
for example, by insisting on a ‘typical’ masculine dress code for gay men
invited to attend seminars and workshops. Such invitations always came with
a message telling them to dress like normal men. Taking part in organizing
some of these workshops when doing fieldwork at an NGO providing HIV
services to MSM in Dar es Salaam gave me an opportunity to listen to
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discussions about such invitations. In one planning meeting, referring to the
same young man reprimanded by Bi Jumaa for his refusal to embrace rijali
norms in public, an outreach officer said, ‘We cannot invite Abdi because the
way he dresses like a woman can put us in trouble with our hosts’.
Because NGOs providing services to MSM in Dar es Salaam had come
under state scrutiny, most were concerned about drawing undue attention to
their meetings, prompting them to insist that attendees of their workshops,
which were customarily held in hotels or public conference halls, to dress
‘smart casual’ to avoid drawing negative attention. Those who were unable
or unwilling to adhere to the dress code were less likely to be invited to future
workshops and conferences. Such restrictions meant that gender nonconforming gay men were rarely allowed to represent their community at
such gatherings. Nor were they able to benefit from the educational,
networking, and material opportunities that such workshops often provided.

Hiding behind social media platforms and social media for
interaction and activism
As mentioned earlier, recent years have witnessed an increase in access
to digital technology among Tanzanians. This increase has been attributed to
the availability of affordable smartphones and improved telecommunication
technology in the country. As a marketing strategy, several telecommunication
companies also provide free data to access Facebook, Instagram, and
WhatsApp, as discussed in chapter 4 Tanzania has about 23 million internet
users with access to social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and
Facebook, and Dar es Salaam accounts for 30 percent of all social media
users (Internet World Stats Website. Accessed March 31, 2019. https://
internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm). Digital technology, especially access to
the internet and smartphones, has simplified the lives of gay men in the city,
primarily because it has helped them create online spaces for interaction.
These new spaces have enabled them to meet partners, new gay friends, and
conduct activism online without exposing themselves physically to people
who may attack them.
At 52 years of age, Bi Jumaa could reflect on the everyday lives of gay men
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in Dar es Salaam before and after the coming of digital technologies.
According to him, technology had helped gay men to remain invisible. He said
that, in the past, gay men relied on bodily signals to make their sexual identity
known, to find sexual partners, and to meet other gay men in the city. He
emphasized that this was not just about them linking with sexual partners,
but also crucial for linking to other gay men socially and for the creation of a
support system amongst them. Bi Jumaa said that when he was in his 20s
(circa late 1980s/early 1990s) basha or mende identified themselves by
piercing their left ears and wearing a tiny earring; shoga or msenge would
pierce both ears.
During fieldwork, I noticed that several mashoga above 35 years old had
pierced ears, but they rarely wore earrings, suggesting that the bodily practice
that had been common when they were younger had become less popular.
Some younger participants, for example, told me that piercing ears was no
longer for gay men only because even straight male musicians were doing it.
Other signals included wearing makeup, bleaching skin, and wearing feminine
clothes. Employing such bodily techniques to signal one’s identity was no
longer considered safe, according to Bi Jumaa. He recalled being beaten
several times at bars, in night clubs, and in the streets for wearing feminine
clothes. He believed that technology enabled gay men, such as himself, to
escape the risks associated with employing bodily practices to make known
their sexual identity. It had become possible to meet potential partners
through dating sites, Facebook groups, Instagram pages, and WhatsApp
groups, all accessible via mobile phones. Many younger participants said that
they had met several partners through Facebook and dating sites. Although
they occasionally employed bodily techniques in performative ways,
especially in private places or at the few bars that tolerated them, in general,
this was not considered an essential way of meeting potential sexual
partners. The younger participants agreed that technology helped them to
limit their visibility because they could connect to potential partners in secret
and avoid drawing people’s attention in their neighbourhoods or at public
hangout spots. It also simplified the process of exchanging telephone
numbers, since the platforms often offer call and direct messaging options.
Online spaces were used to facilitate the formation of online kin networks of
physical and emotional support and to nurture a sense of community
belonging. With the possibility of creating spaces for concealment, digital
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technology also provided a space for activism among gay men in Dar es
Salaam, allowing them to organize themselves in ways they could not do
physically for fear of being arrested.
Social media platforms do not oblige people to use their real names, and
users may create fictitious profiles to suit their purpose. Abdi, who has more
than 600 Facebook followers, used a fake name on his page and has posted
a profile picture of two men kissing, neither of whom is him. He used this
account to post content that made clear that he is shoga because he knew
his true identity could not be traced. In one informal conversation, he
mentioned that he had met several sexual partners through the Facebook
account, which he also used to post memes, photos, and statuses showing
his reactions towards hate speeches or the state’s condemnation of
homosexuals in the city. Several participants stated that they had multiple
accounts, usually one with a real name and others with pseudonyms or
nicknames for reasons of anonymity. Social media accounts with real names
were used to post personal content that they wanted to share with the broader
world, while accounts with nicknames and pseudonyms were used to post
provocative content. Whenever they posted something, or something was
posted on their pages by others that might reveal their real names, they closed
down their fake accounts.

Conclusion
Connell and Messerschmidt’s (2005) concept of hegemonic masculinity
argues that there may be multiple forms of masculinities but one that is
dominant. Through having one idealized form of masculinity that all men are
expected or aspire to attain, society polices men so that they adhere to it.
Taking the concept of rijali masculinity in Dar es Salaam as an example, we
could argue that this mode of hegemonic masculinity, amongst other things,
includes the expectation that men desire women sexually, and that they will
eventually get married and have children, often to fulfil kinship obligations
(Iliffe 1979). My research also shows that rijali masculinity involves dressing
and styling one’s body in ways that conform to conventional gender norms,
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and that being able to provide economically for one’s family and loved ones
is a crucial aspect of successful masculinity. This dominant mode
masculinity does not sanction men desiring other men, though kith and kin
may look the other way if one’s sexual preference is not flaunted and one can
pass as rijali. Normative expectations associated with rijali masculinity are
imposed on male children from a very young age, with pressure increasing
through adolescence and early adulthood. My participants stated that their
families got most worried when they did not see their sons with female
partners.
Such societal norms led to stigma towards gay men, which was
compounded by the increasing criminalization of homosexuality in Tanzania.
Yet, even within the context of strict societal norms, gay men in the city still
found ways to live as men who desired other men in private, while embracing
heterosexual norms in the public domain and elsewhere. At the family level,
they performed their best rijali masculinity, often becoming involved with
female partners, some of whom were aware of and actively took part in the
performance. Mchina’s story, from the introduction, is a good example of how
mashoga begin experiencing pressure to perform rijali masculinity in
childhood. When his family started doubting his sexuality, his mother did
whatever she could to encourage him to get married. Although research
elsewhere suggests that mothers can be blamed and also socially excluded
when their children’s sexuality comes into question (see Kennedy 1994;
Henderson 2015; Igonya 2017), I might also interpret such actions by mothers
as caring acts, meant to protect their sons from discrimination. At the same
time, the family and household of a young man may also help further the rijali
performances of their gay sons, actively concealing their suspicions from
potential brides and their families. In Dar es Salaam, it is commonly said that
the wife is usually the last to know if her man is cheating on her. When a man
is ‘outed’ for extra-marital sexual engagements, rarely is anyone but the wife
surprised.
Mchina’s case also suggests that, in time, the wife and her family may also
participate in this performance of respectable rijali masculinity, especially
when economic obligations are being met by the man in question. In the end,
Mchina was only separated from his wife for three months. When I met with
him in December 2018, he told me that he was back together with his wife.
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Following his mother’s efforts to take him to church for prayers to cast out
the ‘spirit of homosexuality’ he was able to convince his wife that he was no
longer shoga and that he would never go back to that behaviour. Although we
might expect Mchina to be bitter about the pressure to conceal his shoga side
in the context of his day-to-day life, we must remember that he stated he was
happiest when he was able to successfully pass as rijali, while enjoying sex
with men in secret. He valued the respect this role earned him from his family
and his neighbours, and he enjoyed being a family man. Although some might
be ambivalent about his choice, he did not seem to be.
For those who were not able to count on their family’s collusion in covering
up their sexual preferences, being able to otherwise pass as rijali or ‘a normal
man’ became even more important. They did their best to take part in
activities associated with manliness, such as providing for the family, and
leading family rituals associated with masculinity, including prayers and the
butchering of sacrificial animals. Most importantly, however, they also had to
engage in heterosexual relationships, get married, and eventually father
children if they wanted to be taken seriously as men in their communities.
Men may also perform rijali masculinity by adhering to conventional
gender norms associated with fashion and body styling. According to Ivaska
(2011), you can tell a lot from someone’s style of dress, from their choice of
colour, clothing materials, brands, and fit. Although Ivaska is referring to class
in his analysis, his research in Dar es Salaam demonstrates how strong
norms surrounding dress are in the city. Similarly, Moyer (2004a), highlighted
how street youth in Dar es Salaam work hard to present themselves as
respectable middle-class youth to avoid the attention of the police in the
streets, even when they knew that dressing in disarray might afford them the
pity and assistance of NGOs and strangers. Studies by Hendrik (2016),
Hutson (2010), and Siedman (2002) show that it is common for gay men to
manipulate their appearances through fashion and body styling to announce
their identities, something that had also been common among gay men in Dar
es Salaam in the recent past.
Following the state crackdown in 2016, however, most gay men abandoned
such practices in an attempt to conceal their identities both from the police
and from homophobes emboldened by the new politics of hate. Those like
Abdi, who often show resistance, were regularly counselled to conform and
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excluded from group public activities. The pressure to conform, then, also
came from other gay men. Today, most gay men in Dar es Salaam
consciously style themselves to navigate the city safely while passing as rijali,
wearing regular-fitting trousers and dark colours, or embracing corporate or
‘smart casual’ looks so they can appear as ‘normal men’ in public spaces.
According to Massad (2007) and Han (2009), gay men in today’s world are
encouraged by international organizations to ‘come out of the closet’ and live
openly. Following the state crackdown, however, NGOs in Tanzania began
encouraging gay men to hide their identities for safety reasons. Similarly,
staying in, or going back into, the closet was also strongly encouraged among
the gay participants in this study as a way of avoiding stigma and
homophobia.
Tactically performing multiple identities was a crucial practice among
those gay men in the city who participated in this research. They displayed
their best masculine behaviour whenever they were in places where they felt
that their sexual identities would be unacceptable, such as at work, mosque,
or church, in order to maintain their means of income, as well as important
social ties and a sense of belonging. For example, they might volunteer to
repair broken furniture and help with building projects, or agree to be an usher
during religious services or dig graves, activities that are considered to be
masculine. As argued by Hendriks (2017) and Kessler and McKenna (1978),
the decision of gay men to display their sexualities is shaped by how
accepting and tolerant the context is. In Dar es Salaam, gay men reported only
identifying as gay in places where they felt accepted and or safe, for example
in the homes of close friends, at tolerant hangout spots, or with HIV service
providers that catered to them. They considered spaces where HIV
interventions were implemented, such as NGO offices, drop-in centres,
seminars, and workshop rooms, as safe havens because NGOs trained
service providers to treat gay men without stigma. Most participants also
reported that in cases where their sexual identities had been accidentally
exposed to family or neighbours, rather than trying to prove their masculinity,
they preferred to either move to a new city, which is how many of them came
to Dar es Salaam, or to move to a new neighbourhood where no one knew
them. Moving house often not only incurred financial expense, as it is
common in Dar es Salaam to demand a rent a year in advance, it also made
it difficult for gender non-conforming men to develop a sense of belonging in
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their neighbourhoods.
De Bruijn and colleagues (2009) argue that in the wake of digital
technology there has been a massive increase in the use of internet and
smartphones, giving most people access to social media platforms like
Twitter and Facebook and Instagram. Those targeted by homophobia utilized
such new media technologies to engage in strategies of resistance and to
form ‘counterpublics’ (Warner 2002). In Dar es Salaam, research participants
used digital technology to create new spaces for interaction and hidden
activism. Musila (2017) argues that digital technology allows hidden
communities to become more visible, but, in Tanzania, research participants
predominantly utilized social media to conceal their identities from a wider
public. Digital technologies can be and are harnessed to circulate
homophobic practices, including the outing of ‘known’ homosexuals
(Awondo, Geschiere and Reid 2012; Han and O’Mahoney 2014; Mattoni 2016).
Indeed, in Tanzania since 2016, several gay men have been outed on social
media when hate speeches directed towards them were posted on these
platforms. Mashoga, on the other hand, used several social media platforms
to organize against such homophobic practices. In August 2016 they opened
several Facebook and Instagram pages where they started posting images,
memos, and messages expressing their outrage towards homophobic
practices in the country. This came in reaction to the hate speeches and
threats that the state directed toward gay men. Digital technology thus has
also been enabling gay men to organize activism through social media where
they can engage in activism and still maintain anonymity.
This chapter has shown how gay men in Dar es Salaam employed various
techniques to navigate their daily lives in a social environment where they
were exposed to stigma and homophobia because they did not conform to
conventional norms of rijali masculinity. These techniques include performing
heterosexual relationships, using digital technology to create hidden spaces
for interaction, styling bodies to conform to acceptable norms, and only being
openly gay in specific contexts. I have also demonstrated that gay men
adjusted their performances in response to shifting political contexts, the
availability of social networks of support, and the extent to which families
were willing to collude with their performances.
Despite all these navigation techniques, the outcomes were always not the
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same to everyone. Gay men were at times forced to pay a high price to find
ways of navigating everyday life in the city, and this circle seems like it will
never end. While most of the participants shared that these techniques have
helped them to survive in the city, they also admitted that at times they failed.
Taking the example of Mchina, who could not keep his secret from his wife
for long. At some point his secret was revealed, thought with the help of his
mother, he was able to convince his wife that he would stop having affairs
with other men. Having multiple identities, watching body styling techniques,
performing heterosexuality, and using digital technology has helped gay men
to survive in the city but they still could not fully control the fact that their
identities could be revealed any time.
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Conclusion
Many studies conducted among gay men in the global South, and
especially sub-Saharan Africa, have exclusively linked them with HIV
(Epprecht 2012; Seely 2014). In Tanzania, most studies have been conducted
along that line too, highlighting the association between unprotected anal sex
among men and the high risk of transmitting HIV (Nyoni and Ross 2012; Bui
et al. 2012). Interventions providing HIV-related services have changed the
lives of gay men in the city by providing clinical spaces where they feel
accepted and are able to access safe and friendly health services. While
appreciating the value of such studies, my research goes a step further,
attempting to understand the everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam
outside of their interaction with HIV intervention spaces. While gay men in Dar
es Salaam do have a comparatively high risk for contracting HIV, I argue that
understanding this risk requires a broader consideration of the political, legal,
social, and economic factors that contribute to that risk.
This thesis on the everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam focuses on
how those who participated in my research navigated their daily lives within
the context of emerging state repression. I have shed light on how gay men,
whose desire for other men is considered against the norm, faced pressures
from the state and from the people around them. While same-sex
relationships have been criminalized by the law since the colonial period, they
have also long been tolerated, especially in Dar es Salaam and on the Swahili
Coast. Over the past five years, however, Tanzania has witnessed an increase
in stigma and homophobia directed towards gay men.
Using the theories of fugitivity by Dillon (2013) and social navigation by
Vigh (2009) as a lens to analyse my data, I have shown how gay men in Dar
es Salaam have created different forms of kin relations and care to survive in
an unstable environment where heteronormative dominance and populist
politicking limits their living options. The structural conditions that propagate
various oppressive forces may keep gay men marginalized, yet they still
somehow find ways to navigate their daily lives. In chapters 1 and 2, I have
shown how gay men in Dar es Salaam have been made fugitive as a
consequence of legal and socio-cultural structures. Although societal norms
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and the culture remain crucial in shaping the everyday lives of gay men, the
state has been very influential, escalating pressures on gay men to conform.
The current government is actively shaping its citizens’ ideologies and
increasing the level of stigma and homophobia to which gay men are exposed
(see Gaudio 2009; Awondo, Geschiere and Reid 2012; Biruk 2014). This has
also increased the level of stigma and homophobia directed toward gay men
by people in the streets. The gay men with whom I worked described the
various ways they have been made fugitive as a consequence of these
physical and psychological tensions caused by the state’s repressive actions.
Despite such life constraints, gay men found ways to navigate their daily
lives in the city. In chapters 3, 4, and 5, I show how gay men have created new
kin relations like bibi homes where they care for and support one another.
While Hasu (2009) and Mwageni (2001) argue that blood-based kinship
remains the strongest and highly acknowledged form of kinship in Tanzania,
gay men in Dar es Salaam have managed to form alternative kin relations that
help to fill the gap left behind by the collapse of their relations with the
biological families. Alongside finding refuge at bibi homes, they used social
media platforms to connect, get support, vent, and form voluntary
associations that can help in a time of need.
Although marginality and social pressures were both quite relevant in my
work, the two were experienced differently depending on one’s age and socioeconomic position. The various navigation techniques, such as the use of
social media, renting in safe neighbourhoods or having female sexual
partners, were more effective among participants who had more experience
in using them or had the economic stability to afford them. The ethnographic
cases presented in chapters 2 and 3 show that younger poor mashoga
frequently moved houses and had clashes with neighbours in uswahilini,
compared to the bibis who had acquired both experience and economic
stability over time, allowing them to maintain a long-term residence and
cultivate better relations with neighbours.
The experiences of gay men in Dar es Salaam were also gendered, as is
clear from the contrasting stories and life experiences of mashoga and
mabasha. Mabasha, the potential sexual partners or boyfriends of mashoga,
were rarely visible but mostly talked about in gossips and informal
conversations, especially when participants shared their love stories, hook-
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ups, or fights over boyfriends. Mashoga who were most likely childless did
not date or marry women, and with their more effeminate appearance were
subjected to more societal pressures and marginality. This treatment was
different compared to mabasha, who married, had children, and fitted well
with the ideal expectation of what a ‘normal man’ should be.

The state, marginality, and fugitivity
The influence of the state had both intended and unintended
consequences in the lives of the gay men that I studied. While Amory’s
research (1994, 1998) shows that homosexuality has existed in Tanzania for
decades, the pressure on gay men has usually shifted over time, depending
on the political agenda of the government in power. Looking at the different
stories shared by the participants of this study, especially the older ones like
Bi Jumaa in chapter 3 compared to that of the younger mashoga in chapter 2,
it is clear that citizens’ tolerance of gay men has shifted over time and the
state has played an important role in these fluctuations. Unlike previous
governments, the current government has engaged in hate speech against
gay men, arrested presumably gay men, and also declared that it wants to
end homosexuality based on state representatives’ claim that homosexuality
is ‘against Tanzania’s culture’. State officials have used press conferences,
social media, and the mainstream media to stoke populist vitriol and deflect
attention from their other failures. These actions fall under a broader move to
end homosexuality in the country, or what I have termed an effort ‘to make
Tanzania straight again’, that relies on revisionist history and nostalgia for a
time that never was.
In addition to shaping the everyday lives of gay men in the city, the state’s
recent agenda has also disrupted HIV services intended for MSM in the
country. The initial decision to allow the implementation of HIV interventions
in Tanzania was intended to improve the wellbeing of MSM in the country
while also lowering HIV infection rates (see Nyoni and Ross 2012; Larsson
2016). These interventions, which began in the country in the late 2000s,
ensured the availability of gay-friendly services and reduced deaths caused
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by HIV. Alsop (2005) and Cornwall (2007) argue that development programs
and projects come with both intended and unintended consequence in the
spaces where they are implemented. While the HIV interventions were meant
to provide safe and friendly health care to MSM in the country, the gay men
that I worked with shared that they also found refuge in those spaces. There,
their sexuality was not questioned, they received medical treatment without
stigma, and they could connect with gay men from other parts of the city. The
move to ban these services from designated MSM drop-in centres and to
delegate them to government-run health facilities has disrupted the trust and
comfort gay men had come to expect when seeking HIV-related services.
Their lack of trust may lead them to withdraw from treatment programmes,
as was shared by Hussein in chapter 1. This will undoubtedly have a negative
society-wide impact on the nation’s effort to end HIV, as well as a devastating
individual-level impact on the lives of those who forgo HIV treatment rather
than face humiliation and discrimination in government clinics. While I
acknowledge that other factors shape the daily lives of gay men in the city, I
argue that for any positive changes to take place, the state must be a pioneer
in reshaping people’s ideas.

Beyond being fugitive: Finding new families and navigating
the city
Gay men’s exposure to pressure from the government, society, and their
families has made them fugitive, as I have shown throughout this thesis.
Chapter 2, for example, in Goha’s case, shows that gay men found themselves
in a state of constantly moving houses, cities, jobs, or vijiwe, and that this
destabilizes and impoverishes them. In some instances, circumstances
forced them to change phone numbers and close down or change their social
media names and accounts. This shows us that being fugitive is contextually
dependent, but also that it is not permanent: gay men in the city found ways
to navigate their daily lives in Dar es Salaam through forming new kin-like
relations in bibi homes. Most gay men in this study were estranged from their
biological families to some degree, as a consequence of their sexuality
becoming known, and bibi homes were a space where alternative kin relations
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could be formed. These new bibi homes did not completely replace biological
families, but they provided spaces for care, social support, and socialization,
as shown in chapter 3. These homes were open to gay men, who would walk
in whenever they needed support, whether it was advice from bibis or financial
support from other members. Paradoxically these extended families seemed
to be thriving at a time when Tanzanians living in big cities were increasingly
focusing on nuclear families, and attempting to limit their obligations to their
extended families.
Especially younger gay men also used digital technology to create spaces
for support and interaction, and for various tactical gender performances, as
I show in chapters 3, 4, and 5. Online spaces provide privacy and safety to
some extent and were perceived to be safer than physical spaces, because
men could play around with their user names and the privacy settings
provided by various online platforms (Juris 2012; Pariser 2012). Research
participants like Junior shared how they enjoyed the level of privacy and
possibilities of social media platforms like Facebook where they found friends
and sexual partners. Some also found their way to bibi homes through these
networks. Although online spaces are not a hundred percent safe, they did
have some options for users to engage in interactions anonymously, therefore
protecting their identity.
Generally, this thesis shows how gay men in Dar es Salaam have supported
one another to live meaningful lives in a social environment where they were
regularly exposed to stigma and homophobia, simply because they failed to
conform to conventional norms of masculinity. Tactically performing multiple
identities by displaying masculine behaviour whenever they were in places
where they felt that their sexual identities would be unacceptable has
emerged as a crucial practice. At the same time, digital technologies can be
harnessed to circulate homophobic practices, including the outing of ‘known’
homosexuals. In response, those targeted by homophobia utilized new media
technologies to engage in strategies of resistance and to form voluntary
associations. However, the outcomes of these techniques are not similar to
everyone, which required participants to continually find new techniques to
navigate the city, a circle that appears to never end.
Gay men, especially those who were younger and economically
marginalized, have been made fugitive through these structural inequalities
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both in their hometowns and in the cities they moved to carve out their fugitive
existences. They were constantly exposed to different forms of violence,
sexual abuse, and sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV. The likelihood
of an escalation of these risks is high at this time in history, when the state’s
repression has increased, and the banning of non-state-based HIV
interventions for MSM has brought an end to specialized services for them.
For gay men trapped in these hardships, bibis have come to play increasingly
important roles, providing younger mashoga with a home and supportive kin
network, advice related to health and wellbeing, and tactics to navigate the
increasingly treacherous realities of everyday life in a city whose
commissioner declared he would put an end to homosexuality.
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This study explores the everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania, taking into account that less is known about them. Although
numerous studies have been conducted in Tanzania, most of them focused
on understanding gay men from the angle of HIV. While appreciating the
contribution of these previous studies, my study attempts to understand the
everyday lives of gay men in Dar es Salaam outside of their interaction with
HIV intervention spaces. This thesis’s ethnographic material is based on
fieldwork conducted in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, between January and
December 2017. It involved gay men aged 18 years and older who lived in Dar
es Salaam at the time of my research. Participant observation was done both
on offline spaces (at homes, bars, and their hangout spots) and online spaces
(on Facebook and WhatsApp groups). I also conducted a total of 24
interviews, to learn more about intimate and personal life stories and
experiences than were shared in the informal conversations.
I argue that although gay men in Dar es Salaam do have a comparatively
high risk for contracting HIV, understanding this risk requires a broader
consideration of the political, legal, social, and economic factors that
contribute to that risk. In this thesis, I bring into light how gay men’s desire
for other men in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, is considered against the gender
norms thus resulting to pressure from the state and people around them.
Exposure to constant gender conformity pressure left most of the participants
of this study into a fugitive state thus pushing them into creating various
techniques to navigate their daily lives within the city, especially during the
time when this study was conducted. The increase of the state’s repression
that took during my fieldwork, which went hand in hand with the closedown
of HIV drop in centres, threatened the future of fights against HIV among gay
men.
The five empirical chapters presented in this thesis shows how gay men
that I worked with becomes fugitive in the first place and how they have
created several navigation techniques to survive. Amid constant societal
pressure, forming new kinships, tactically performing multiple identities by
displaying their best masculine behaviour whenever they are in places that
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they feel that their sexual identities would be unacceptable, emerged as a very
crucial practice among them. On the other hand, while digital technologies
were used to circulate homophobic practices, including the outing of ‘known’
homosexuals, gay men creatively used digital technologies to navigate their
daily lives, especially in addressing homophobia online, creating connections
and forming voluntary associations for both emotional and physical support.
Stories shared from both online and offline spaces where I interacted with
gay men, shows that life experiences of gay men that I worked with were also
shaped by their age and social economic conditions. The younger mashoga
were more subjected to stigma, marginality and difficulties in navigating the
city compared to the bibis who were older and economically stable. Many
young mashoga had left their biological families either to hide or escape the
shame that resulted from their families learning that they engaged in sex with
other men. While the younger mashoga were trapped in these hardships
formation of new kin relations specifically bibis-kinships gave them a room
to appreciate their sexuality and live as men who desire other men as well as
give them both social and psychological support.
These life experiences were gendered too. As I show throughout the thesis,
my study captured more stories of mashoga than mabasha. Mabasha were
potential sexual partners or boyfriends of mashoga and were rarely visible but
mostly talked about in gossips and informal conversations, especially when
participants shared their love stories, hookups or fights over boyfriends.
Mashoga who were most likely childless did not date or marry women, and
even effeminate in appearance were subjected to more societal pressures
and marginality. This treatment was different from their counterparts
mabasha who married, had children and fitted well with the ideal expectation
of what a ‘normal man’ should be therefore lowering their chances of facing
stigma, homophobia and marginality. However, mashoga who were more
marginalized created various navigating techniques which played a great role
in enabling them to live a meaningful life in the spaces where their masculinity
is unacceptable.
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Samenvatting
Deze studie verdiept zich in het dagelijkse leven van homoseksuele
mannen in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, rekening houdend met het feit dat er
weinig over hen bekend is. Hoewel er talloze onderzoeken zijn uitgevoerd in
Tanzania, waren de meeste gericht op het begrijpen van homoseksuele
mannen vanuit het oogpunt van hiv. Terwijl ik de bijdrage van deze eerdere
onderzoeken waardeer, probeer ik in mijn onderzoek het dagelijks leven van
homoseksuele mannen in Dar es Salaam te begrijpen buiten de context van
hiv-interventieruimtes. Na een etnografisch onderzoek van een jaar onder
homoseksuele mannen in Dar es Salaam van januari tot december 2017,
betoog ik dat hoewel homoseksuele mannen in Dar es Salaam een relatief
hoog risico lopen om hiv op te lopen, er een bredere beschouwing nodig is
van de politieke, juridische, sociale en economische factoren die bijdragen
aan dit risico.
In dit proefschrift breng ik de manieren aan het licht waarop het verlangen
van homoseksuele mannen naar andere mannen in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
wordt beschouwd als buiten de norm, wat dus resulteert in druk van de staat
en de mensen om hen heen. De blootstelling aan een constante druk tot
genderconformiteit heeft ervoor gezorgd dat de meeste deelnemers aan dit
onderzoek in een voortvluchtige toestand verkeren, waardoor ze verschillende
technieken moesten ontwikkelen om hun dagelijkse activiteiten in de stad uit
te voeren, vooral in de tijd van de staatsrepressie tijdens de uitvoering van dit
onderzoek. De vijf empirische hoofdstukken die in dit proefschrift worden
gepresenteerd, laten zien hoe de homoseksuele mannen met wie ik werkte,
eerst en vooral voortvluchtig worden en hoe ze verschillende
navigatietechnieken hebben ontwikkeld om te overleven. Te midden van
constante maatschappelijke druk, waarbij er nieuwe verwantschappen
werden gevormd, kwam het tactisch presenteren van meerdere identiteiten
door hun beste mannelijke gedrag te vertonen naar voren als een zeer
noodzakelijke praktijk, wanneer ze zich op plaatsen bevinden waar ze denken
dat hun seksuele identiteit onaanvaardbaar zou zijn. Terwijl er aan de andere
kant digitale technologieën worden gebruikt om homofobe praktijken te
verspreiden, waaronder de outing van 'bekende' homoseksuelen, gebruikten
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homoseksuele mannen op creatieve wijze digitale technologieën om hun
dagelijkse activiteiten uit te voeren, met name bij het aanpakken van
homofobie online, het leggen van contacten en het vormen van vrijwillige
unies voor zowel emotionele als fysieke ondersteuning.
In de verhalen die werden gedeeld, vanuit zowel online als offline ruimtes
waar ik omging met homoseksuele mannen, is het duidelijk dat de
levenservaringen van de homoseksuele mannen met wie ik werkte, ook
werden bepaald door hun leeftijd en sociaaleconomische omstandigheden.
De jongere mashoga (homoseksuele mannen met vrouwelijke gedragingen)
waren meer onderworpen aan stigma, marginaliteit en moeilijkheden bij het
navigeren door de stad in vergelijking met de bibis die ouder en economisch
stabiel waren. Veel jonge mashoga hadden hun biologische familie verlaten
om zich te verbergen of om te ontsnappen aan de schaamte die het gevolg
was van het feit dat hun families te weten waren gekomen dat ze seks hadden
met andere mannen. Terwijl de jongere mashoga vastzaten in deze moeilijke
situaties, gaf de vorming van nieuwe verwantschapsrelaties, met name bibismannen, hen niet alleen een ruimte om hun seksualiteit te waarderen en te
leven als mannen die andere mannen begeren, maar gaf het hen ook sociale
en psychologische steun.
Deze levenservaringen waren ook gendergerelateerd. Zoals ik door het
proefschrift heen laat zien, slaagde mijn studie erin meer verhalen over
mashoga vast te leggen dan over mabasha. Mabasha waren potentiële
seksuele partners of vriendjes van mashoga en waren zelden zichtbaar, maar
er werd vooral over hen gesproken in roddels en informele gesprekken, in het
bijzonder wanneer deelnemers hun liefdesverhalen, afspraken of ruzies over
vriendjes deelden. Mashoga die hoogstwaarschijnlijk kinderloos waren, niet
uitgingen of getrouwd waren met een vrouw, en zelfs verwijfd in uiterlijk
waren, werden onderworpen aan meer maatschappelijke druk en
marginaliteit. Deze behandeling was anders dan die van hun tegenhangers,
mabasha, die trouwden, kinderen kregen en voldeden aan de ideale
verwachting van wat een 'normale man' zou moeten zijn, waardoor hun
kansen op stigmatisering, homofobie en marginaliteit werden verkleind.
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De etnografische gevallen en verhalen die in dit proefschrift worden
gedeeld, laten zien hoe homoseksuele mannen met wie ik heb gewerkt in een
sociale omgeving leven waarin ze worden blootgesteld aan stigmatisering en
homofobie, omdat ze niet voldoen aan de conventionele normen van
mannelijkheid. Homoseksuele mannen, vooral de jongere en economisch
gemarginaliseerde mannen, zijn niet alleen voortvluchtig in hun eigen stad, ze
worden tevens blootgesteld aan verschillende vormen van geweld, seksueel
misbruik en seksueel overdraagbare aandoeningen, zoals hiv. De toename
van de repressie van de staat rond de periode waarin deze studie werd
uitgevoerd, die gepaard ging met de sluiting van de hiv-inloopcentra, bedreigt
de toekomst van de strijd tegen hiv onder homoseksuele mannen. Het vormen
van nieuwe verwantschapsrelaties, vrijwillige unies en het creëren van
verschillende navigatietechnieken hebben een grote rol gespeeld in het leven
van een zinvol leven in de ruimtes waar hun mannelijkheid onaanvaardbaar is.
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